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Siibinitted for the degree 
of Piaster of Science i n 
1'T'>e Univsrsitv of .IXirliain 
AES'LTuiC?! 
I'lgaree presented periodically t.v classification societies EIIO-.^  a ciajor 
ca-use of ship casualty to bs stem bsaring fail i i r e . This i s particularly 
the case for large f t i l l bodied brilk carriers and tankers. Son-tmifomi 
vfafce distribution around the stem of vessels causes uneven and constantly 
vsLxying- loads upon the bearing. These loads are examined and i t i s 
concluded that they may cause lubricant film breakdown and seal failures. 
Examination of stem bearing failures generally confinna this view and 
several bearing case histories are presented. Present designs of stem 
bearings axe appraised with the conclusion that a l l recent advances in stem 
bearing design have been for the purpose of improving maintaiJiabllity rather 
than r e l i a b i l i t y . 
Sx.5iaination of the leading pattern and the basic design requirements of stem 
gsar indicate that the provision of jacking o i l would considerably improve 
Dtem gear r e l i a b i l i t y . Thi.s i s particularly alraed at reducing the frequency 
of fail'ore cavised by turning gear operation. Experimental work i n which o i l 
fi l m thickness Eoasurecients were taken on the aftertaost bearing of a ccn-bainer 
ship i s presented. This clearly demonstrates the problem of turning gear 
daaage. Parthersiore the shaft jnoveajents recorded at this pluramer bearing 
show ttxat considez-able taJLlshaft l i f t (tlie f u l l stem bearing clearance i s 
taJkan up) occars and that the tailshaft probably executes a closed loop 
Tsnder the action of the propeller. Design curves are given to show the 
Iuc3ri.c3.t.lag o i l preosuros and quantities reaxiired. I t i s further postulated 
that, wilhin the framework of existing classification society rules f u l l 
Jbydxxistatic lubrication would have even greater advantages. Design cxnrves to 
a "basis c f shaft diaaeter are pi^esented to enable clearance, pressure, 
lubricant flo-j^ stiffness and basic dimensions to be derived by siEple 
ealciilation» 
Sr^JsrijEental d5,ta on suitable isaterials are given and an overall material 
specification produced. Designs are given for tiiree typical ship types and 
Ijased upon these, cost coiapaxiaons made. Costs are such that an economic as 
v e i l as t0chnj.cal case can be advanced for the use of hydrostatic stem 
hearings. 
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1. DITEODuCTION 
jPigares presented periodically by Lloyds ( 1 5 ) and otJier ( 3 ) classification 
societies show that a laajor cause of ship casualty i s s t e m bearing failure. 
Thir i s particularly the case for large, f u l l bodied bulk carriers and 
tankears. Non-uniform wake distribution round the s t e m of vessels causes 
uneven and constantlj'' varying loads ( 2 0 ) upon the bearing and can induce 
serious vibration problems. Ultimate bearing failure caused by material 
breakdown, lubricant film breakdown and seal failure has been attributed to 
these load variations and induced vibrations ( 5 ) . Limited qualitati%'e data 
on the amount of t a i l shaft movement dervied from measurement on aftermost 
plummer bearings w i l l be given. 
An additional cause of bearing failure has been excessive wear during the 
non-hydrodynamic mode cf operation which occurs at slow speeds during 
manoeuvring and when the ship's shaft i s on turning gear (for the entire 
period i n port for steam turbine ships). Experimental substantiation of the 
Eucc e p t a b i l i t y of large bearings to turning gear failure i s given, 
Shis l a t t e r situation w i l l be prevented i f h i ^ pressure jacking o i l i s 
supplied to the bearing below a certain shaft speed. 
I t w i l l be further argued that within the existing framework of classification 
society rules the use of f u l l hydrostatic bearings w i l l overcome the problems 
posed by the constantly varying wake forces and induced vibrations. D e s i ^ 
parameters w i l l be presented. Experimental data upon suitable materials w i l l 
be compared and material recommendations made. 
I t i s proposed too, that the bearing w i l l be appraised from an economic 
standpoint as well as a technical one, 
1,1, Background 
Prior to investigating novel stem gear i t i s well to examine the background 
leading to the present situation. 
Early steam ships were, generally speaking, paddle steamers and the shafts 
supporting the paddles were clear of the water and did not have to perform 
a Eiajor sealing problem. Undoubtedly in a seaway the paddle wheel bearings 
( f i g . 1) would have to support fluctuating loads but these would be of a 
f a i r l y low magnitude. 
2 8 JUL jjjrj 
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With the advent of the screw propeller wliich, for most applications, 
quickly ousted the paddle, the naval architect vas faced with the problem 
of preventing ingress of water to his ship while at the same time having 
a shaft pass t h r o u ^ his i m l l at a position well below the water li n e . 
Some ea r l i e r screw propellers had an outboard bearing, but, i n the interests 
of screw efficiency this soon disappeai-ed. 
The solution to this problem ^-as to use a water lubricated bearing v;ith an 
inboard sealing gland which, while preventing the wholesale inflow of water 
to the ship, did allow stifficient water to lubricate the bearing. Lignum 
vitae was found to be an ideal lining material under these conditions and 
stem bearing design remained (satifactorily) static u n t i l rapid increases 
in ship size ( i n the 1950*3) rendered water lubricated bearings msuitable. 
At the present time many merchant ship shafts are water lubricated, (pig. 2) 
being a typical modern ( I 9 6 8 ) design. In this design i t can be seen that 
tiie bush i s i n tx-.x> parts, separated by an anular space. Althou^ leakage i s 
possible, f i l t e r e d sea water i s pumped to this space, and flowing for'd and aft, 
goarantees lubrication with clean wter, rather than relying upon leakage of 
(possibly) s i l t e d water. I t w i l l also be noted that the bearing su3?face i s 
of tuftiol, a modem asbestos reijrforced phenolic material rather than the 
traditional lignum vitae. However the "staved" construction essential for 
niaziufacture from wooden staves has been retained. This aspect of the design 
xaay be open to criticism i n that the numerous short bearing surfaces are not 
COTiducive to a build up of a lubricating film. On the other hand the numerous 
grooves allow free passage of water for cooling purposes and allow s i l t and 
bearing detritus to be continually flushed out. 
Even with l i ^ t loads i t seems unlikely that hydrodynamic lubrication w i l l be 
maintained over the f u l l operating range on a water lubricated stem bearing. 
This i s shown by wear down figures (Fig. 5) supplied to the writer for the 
particular bearing sho^m i n Pig, 2. The ship i n question i s incidentally a 
26,000 ton dwt bxxlk carrier of reasonably fine lines for the type of vessel. 
Because of the difficxxlty i n maintaining f u l l hydrodynamic lubrication with 
water, o i l lubricated stem bearings became necessary for the larger vessels 
b u i l t from the 1950's onwards. Oil lubricated bearings had been used ear l i e r 
on merchant ships although the exact date of their introduction i s not known to 
the writer. 
PADDLE A'VHEtLS^ BEARING £ ] 2_l. 
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a major stumbling block to the wholesale introduction of o i l lubricated 
stem bearing was, aiid s t i l l i s , the difficulty in producing a reliable 
stem seal. Numerically, o i l If.bricated stem bushes were only a minor 
part of the stem bearing market for some yesjrs after their introduction. 
This point can be verified from the records of specialised bearing jjianufactarers. 
One of these (Michell Bearings) made i t s f i r s t whitemetal lined stem bush 
i n 1965. 
I n tonnage terms i t i s d i f f i c u l t to be precise as to trfiere the necessity for 
change from water to o i l lubricated stem gear occurs. Below a deadweight of 
50,000 tons seeme to be the province of the vrater lubricated bearing while the 
stem bearings of ships above 100,000 tons dwt are o i l lubricated. Specialist 
vessels such as c3X»ss channel ferries are exceptions to this very generalised 
rule, many of them having small bore o i l lubricated stem bushes. 
However, since size i s a criterion for the decision to f i t o i l lubricated stem 
•bearings i n place of water lubricated bearings, the majority of future tonnage 
w i l l , by present standairds, use o i l lubricated bearing. The advantages and 
(Llsadvantages of these designs are examined i n the ligjit of operating condition 
a t a lat e r stage of this TOport, 
Manufacture cf large whitemetalled stem bxxshes present considerable problems, 
3n the period 1969 - 71 the reject rate, during msmofacture, was about ^Of/o in 
one factory, Althou^ attention to detail and considezrable expenditure on new 
plant has reduced this considerably, the mere question cf size leads to 
Banofaoturing d i f f i c u l t i e s , particularly when i t i s remembered that the basic 
process i n i t i a l l y takes place at 250°C. 
Appendix 1 has been prepared to describe the manufacturing process and the major 
problems associated with i t . 
Snamarising this appendix shows that, for a variety of reasons, the main effects 
of the manufacturing process d i f f i c u l t i e s are lack of bond at the whitemetal/ 
Imsh Interface and segregation of the constituents of the whitemetal. 
Because of the d i f f i c u l t i e s met in service various types and designs of stem 
gear have been produced over the last few yeairs. I t seems a feature of these 
that they are not designed for any greater r e l i a b i l i t y i n service than the 
plain ( o i l lubricated) bush but have features which enable servicing, repair 
or replacement to be carried out. 
ThiO t i l t i n g pad bearing proposed by yo^^kesha Bearing Corporation has been an 
attempt to improve service r e l i a b i l i t y but, an pointed out by Rose, (25) 
(24) suffers fxcm reduced operating film thickjiess. 
Seals f i t t e d to stem gear are a major source of trouble i n service; 
failure of th i s component frequently causing complete bearing failtire. The 
seal manufacturers have carried out considerable research into the sealing 
p2K)bleiEs and, i n general, have produced seals which are satisfactory for 
fine lined vessels where more uniform flow to the propeller results ixi less 
t a i l - s h a f t movement. However, i t i s debatable whether seals have yet 
reached the desirable degree of r e l i a b i l i t y for use i n f u l l bodied vessels 
% ^ s e wake patterns are such that considerable lateral and ve r t i c a l movement 
i s induced into the tail-shaft. 
tChis thesis w i l l ezasiine the loading pattern vjii port operation cf stem 
"bearings. Jacking o i l i s recommended to overcome ttiming gear problems 
Irzt after exardning current designs and failures, •i-.'ill argue that a f u l l 
hydrostatic bearing w i l l improve the r e l i a b i l i t y of stem gear to a greater 
extent. Purtheimore, provided water i s used as the lubricant, aftermost 
sealing w i l l cease to become a problem. 
I t i s also Intended to show that such a system w i l l , in overall economic terass, 
be a viable proposition althou^ i t may be conceded that the apparent f i r s t 
cost i s h i ^ e r . 
- 6 
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2- LOADE-TG OF STERN BEARINGS. 
2,1 Static Loads 
2,"M General 
To calculate the loads on the stem bearing and, indeed, a l l the shaft 
bearings^ the shaft i s toreated as a continuous beam with the component loads 
regarded as point or tmiformly distributed loads as appropriate. 
I f possible, the bearings w i l l be placed at the optimum positions along the 
shaft but such items as length of individual sections of shafting, bulkhead 
position and general ship structure may have greater influence on bearing 
position than the need for optiimim positioning. However the design of the 
shafting system must b3 such than:-
( i ) Stresses within the system are within acceptable limits, 
( i i ) Loads on individual bearings are acceptable. 
( i i i ) Stem tube loading limits are even and acceptable, 
( i v ) The shafting system i s maintained as flexible as possible 
so that the effect of bearing weardoyn and hull distoirtion 
are minimal, 
(v) Tibration i s within an acceptable limit. 
Th3X)u^iout these design c r i t e r i a the word acceptable i s used and i n the marine 
industry the classification societies have tended to bo the bodies which 
specify acceptable limits. Their views may, by some, be considered conservative 
i n the extreme but the necessity to provide a safe ship must be the overriding 
condition. I t must be remembered that not only the ship and her machinery 
operate i n a hostile environment (salt water and salt laden a i r ) but that 
she must withstand storm and tempest to guarantee the safety of her crew and 
cargo. 
2,1,2 Permissible loads 
Generally, classification societies do not specify maximum acceptable stresses 
on shafting but specify the mirJ-mom tensile strength and diameter of sha f t i n g 
based upon (presumably) factors of safety which are not shown in the rule books. 
Hoyds Register of Shipping specify that the intermediate shafting sha l l be 
Esnufaoturered from steel having a minimum tensile strength of 44 kg/mm and 
that the diameter "d" shall not be less than: 
d « 25.4 X c 3 »,R\T 4- 1 6 ' 
where C s= coefficient based on engine type and number of 
cylinders. I t varies between 4•50 ffJid 3•55 foi' o i l 
engines and i s 5*5 £ot turbine engines, 
H = flaximum continuous horse power 
R = r.p.m. 
T = minimum tensile strength of material 
The diameter of the tail-shaft i s derived from this by multiplying by a 
factor based upon propeller size. Lloyds i n s i s t that torsional vibration 
characteristics of the shaft system are submitted to them for approval but do 
not specify that aacial or transverse vibration calculations be submitted. Nor 
do Lloyds dictate the loading, spacing or alignment of the inteimediate shaft 
bearings but they w i l l s e l l to builders the neoessarj' computer programmes to 
calculate these. 
European practice tends to limit intermediate bearing loads to about 100 p . s . i , 
while U.S. practice i s to employ larger bearings (L/D =2) which result i n 
lower loadings of about 50 p . s . i . The greater length of the American type makes 
them more prone to misalignment problems. Rose (22) and Ccuchman (8) laave 
expressed the opinion that bearing loads could, with safety, be increased. 
Stem bearing loading must not exceed 6,3 kg/mm (90 ps.i) according to 
Lloyds and furthermore, the bearing length must not be less than twice the 
minimum allowable shaft diameter. 
Shorter bearing lengths would, a s s i s t the builder in that alignment becomes less 
c r i t i c a l . In private correspondence (Swan Hunter and Michell Bearings i n 1970) 
ratios of 1 : 1 have been discussed but Rose (24) i n discussions of stemgear 
for supertankers showed L/D ratios of 1.5:1 to be preferable. 
In a l l cases, however, where discussing h l ^ e r loading of marine bearings 
the performance at reduced r.p.m. or on turning gear must be considered. 
One c r i t e r i a has been that a minimum film of ,002" shcxad be maintained at 
half ahead. 
The shafting system must be as flexible as possible since the h u l l of a ship 
continually flexes i n a seaway and also deflects different amounts under 
different loading-s. The effect upon static bearing load of sMp movement 
i s considerable. Bearing manufacturers have indicated that actual load i n 
service may be twice the st a t i c calculated load. 
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51g, 4 shows typical engine room deflexions due to loading whilQ Pig, 5 
showB the effect on bearing loads of steam bearing wsardown. Both those 
diagrams are derived from Bureau Veritas records (29) 
I t can be seen that as wear proceeds the load at the aft end of the stenx 
bearing has reduced by almost ten tons but this i s accompanied by an increase 
i n load of 14 tons at the forward bush. Wear i s a function of load and 
i t i s reasonable to assume that rate of wear w i l l decrease with time, i M s 
assumption however i s not borne out by the wear down figures presented i n 
Pig, 3 "In this case wear rate has been directly proportional to time i n 
service. 
One ezplajiation of the continuation of wear after concidsrable reduction 
loading has taken place may l i e i n the fact that the process of wear down i s 
accompanied by deterioration i n bearing surface so that whereas bearing 
contact w i l l take place at, say, slow ahead engine speed when the bearing i s 
f i r s t installed contact w i l l take place at higher speeds once the siirface i s 
rou©iened, hence wear i s taking place for a much greater operating period. 
Also, i t inust be pointed out that judging by the absolute values of wear 
presented, the bearing w i l l be excessively damaged and unfit for service 
before wear rate has dropped to an acceptably low value, !i?he paper froa which 
these figures are derived clearly emphasises the effect, over the l a s t few 
years, of changing ship dimensions upon the loading of stern and other line 
shaft bearings. I t points out that over the l a s t 20 years shaft sises 
have increased almost twofold and hence shafting stiffness has increased by 
16 times. At the same time as shaft stiffness has increased the floor stiffness 
has decreased 16 times. This considerably increases the magnitude of loading 
that ships bearings must withstand due to hull deflexion and increases the 
significance of shaft alignment (or misalignment), 
2,1,3 Magnitude of Loads 
The s t a t i c loads on shaft bearings are calculated by considering the shaft 
as a continuous beam and generally making the follorjjxg assursptiona, 
(a) The shaft i s continuously loaded but supports a point load 
at i t s extremity representing the propeller w e i ^ t In sea 
water ( i . e . piropeller x^rei^t less up-thrust due to imter displaced.) 
(b) The shaft i s considox'ed to be point supported at the plusiimer 
blocks but has uniform support on the stern bearing*, 
12 -
This l a t t e r assumption i s , i n the ^."riter3 opinion. scini9v.'hat far reaching i n 
that i t assumes the bearing bush to remain properly aligned to tho shaft. 
As has already been pointed out the shafting of a large vessel i s s t i f f 
i n comparison to the h u l l . Even i f the aligoaent calculation i s correctly 
carried out and the shaft bored to tliis aligsncnt any chsjige Jji loading 
w i l l radically change both the alignment and static load. 
When commencing the load calculations of a line of shafting, modem -pTOoedvoce 
i s to assume that wherever possible there i s one bearing per shaft length. 
This represents a considerable cliange in attitude over the ls,st twenty years 
from tho principle that each shaft length, required two bearings, i f only for 
installation and alignment considerations. On merchant ships the bearing 
spacing tends to be between 6 and 12 diameters. Ideally maximum distance 
between bearings should be the object, consistent with the necessity to 
suppress shaft whirl. 
Both the correct spacing of bearings and the necessary alignment are 
calculated by an itera t i v e process. For (Ship) structural reasons the axial 
position of the bearings i s often fixed to f a i r l y close limits and at the start 
of the calculation i t i s usual to assxune s t r a i ^ t line alignment. Loads and 
influence values (influence value = change of bearing load per ,001" change i n 
bearing heigjit) are calctilated for each bearing. I f influence values are 
reasonably simiJ-ar i t w i l l merely be necessary to adjust the bearing h e i ^ i t s 
relative to the centre l i n e i n order to achieve a reasonably uniform load. 
I f there i s too great a variation i n influence coefficients then i t may be 
necessary to a l l o c a t e bearings or i n some cases remove a bearing altogether. 
Probably the most convenient method of carrying out such a calculation i s by a 
conversational mode operator interactive conrputer pvcgrsame such as has been 
developed by H.E.L. 
Eef (52) describes alignment theory and practice in considerable depth. 
The result of such a calculation i s shown in Pig, 6 aad i t can be seen that 
th© shaft i t s e l f follows a f a i r curve. 
This shafting i s that for a 250,000 tanker and by >my of comparison Pig, 7 
has been drawn for the shafting of a twin screw passenger li n e r . These 
diagrams have been supplied by the shipbuilder, Both stem tubes being i n 
fact, o i l lubricated. 
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I n practice - achieving the calctilated alignment i s probably difficv.lt. 
The diagrams show a f a i r cxm-e for the entire shafting but i t muf?t be 
remembered that the shafting consists of a n^ jasibex of shorter (aiid s t i f f e r ) 
shaft sections. I t i s usual to calculate the epacial positions of these 
sections so tliat, when bolted xip, they w i l l fern a f a i r com'-e. The 
individual sections are supported both on the installed bearings and on 
temporary jacks set to predeteraiined h e i s t s using a stretched piano wire 
or an alignment telescope. The shafting and beasrfxigs are adjusted to give a 
previously calculated series of "gaps" with the unbolted shaft. Bolting 
the shafting then gives the oveiall correct alignment. Fig. 8_,a 
shipbuilders instruction sheet, illus t r a t e s the principle involved. 
The installation and alignment of shaft takes place while the vessel i s 
completely l i ^ t and the engines cold. Needless to say tb.e deflexions to the 
h u l l which occtar when the vessel i s loaded or ballasted considerably affect 
both the alignment and the indi-'ridual loading* 
This i s particularly so on large bulk carriers where the shafting i s s t i f f 
i n comparison to the h u l l . 
I t i s dlear too that the alignment of the stem bearing relative to the 
shafting w i l l change between installation and commissioning. 
The stem bearing i s long i n coniparison to other bearings and hence, i n 
absolute terms, the misalignment of this bearing relative to the shaft w i l l 
be greatest. 
Because of the i e n ^ h of the stem bush i t i s usual to "slopo bora" tho 
stem frame to accommodate the stem bearing. The natural shape of the 
shaft i s such at this point that this i s necessary to evenly distribute the 
load. However v^en the change i n alignment after launching i s taken into 
account considerable doubt most be cast on the f i n a l alignment and load 
distribution. Volcy (29) who, i f only for Ms position i n the classification 
societies, must be considered autlioritative, claims that f a i r curves alignment 
of stem bushes does give good results provided the stem bearing assembly 
i s of the single bearing type and not the type with a for'd and an after 
"bush (Figs. 2 and 22 show examples of each type). E i l l disagreed with 
Volcy on this point and has produced diagrams which show the effect of 
ship loading on the pressure distribution within a stem bearing and also 
the consequent change i n the point of s'ipport of the shaft within the bearing. 
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H i l l does not give a scale of px-east^re on his dlagraxa biit assviming a 
typical load of 80 p.s.i . Pig. 9 has been prepared. I t has further been assumed 
that the bush i n question i s 65 incb.es long GO that the movement of tho point 
of theoretical support may be seen i n absolute texxas. The diagram assumes 
hydrodjmamic lubrication. Superimposed upon this i s a pressure distribution 
calculated by the writer for a 250,000 ton ship. 
The graphs of Eaimondi & Boyd (21) were used to calculate this prassura distribution 
i n which a series of minimum film thicknesses were assumed for a shaft bent 
into a parabola and corresponding pressures calculated at intervals along the 
shaft. Integrating these individual pressures gave the total load carried for 
the series of minimum film thickness. Plotting these loads against film 
thickness permitted the pressure distribution at the normal load to be derived. 
The steps in the calculation were 
(1) Calculate attitude angle for a straight shaft at the load and speed 
required, 
(2) Assume the shaft to be bent into a parabola equally distributed about the 
mid-point of the bearing, 
(5) Project the si^iape of the shaft onto a plane located by the attitude 
angle. 
(4) Divide the bearing into 16 equal lengths, 
(5) Assume a series of minimum film thicknesses at the outer ends of 
the bearing. 
(6) For each of these minimum films derive the minimum film thickness at the 
centre of each of the 16 sections, 
(7) Por each of these films calculate the mean bearing pressure i n each section, 
(8) Integrate the pressiires along the length of the bearing to obtain, the 
"no end-leakage" load carrying capacity, 
(9) Correct load carrying capacity for end leakage, 
(10) Plot load carried against assxaaed film thickness and equate to total 
bearing load, 
(11) Derive pressure distribution for result of (IO), 
Pig, 10 shows the shipbuilders calculations of pressure distribution for the 
same ship when f u l l y loaded and when l i ^ t ship. 
The shipbuilders graphs have used a simple iso-viscous calctxlation for film 
thickness but are valuable to this thesis as they show:-
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2,2,1 Ijoads due to Hull movement ir\ a seaway 
These loads are caused by the flexing of the hull as the vessel moves in a 
seaway. They are similar to the varictions in forces caused by ship flexure 
due to different loading conditions. I t seesis unlilcely that i n normal seas 
these seaway force variations w i l l be as high as those caused by loading 
patterns but i t i s possible that during storm conditions such variations 
occur. I t seems reasonable to assume that the load on a stem bearing i s 
l i k e l y to vary about ~ 5% due to hull movement, Prequency of such load 
changes w i l l be a function of wave length and ship speed. With a wave length 
of 100 f t , tanker speeds would result in a frequency of ,3 to .4 Hz or 2,5 
seconds per cycle. Since the length of a modem bulk carrier i s several 
wavelengths the loading cycle i s probably not such a simple one. 
Since, however, the frequency of the seaway induced load i s low i n comparison 
to blade frequency (7-10 Hz) i t i s f e l t to be acceptable to treat i t as a 
steady avera.ge load and to merely increase the average loading of the stem 
tube to account for i t . 
2,2,2 Loads due to eccentric thrust and transverse thrust on the propeller 
A propeller acting behind a shi,p does so i n an unsymetrical wake f i e l d i , c , 
the flow of water into the propeller disc i s neither parallel to the 
axis of rotation nore does i t s flow remain constant i n magnitude and 
direction relative to the propeller blades. 
A typical blade element acting i n a wake i s shown i n Pig. 11, The wake 
flowing round the stem of the vessel has both axial and transverse components 
Wa and Wt. An increase i n axial wake w i l l increase the angle of attack («) 
of the propeller blade which w i l l restilt in larger thmst and transverse forces. 
The tangential wake componenets w i l l be directed towards the centre plane 
of the vessel. This results in an increased angle of attack on one side 
(starboard for clockwise rotating propellers) and a reduced angle of attack 
on the other side. Because of this the propeller develops an unbalanced 
taansverse force. Any rotating propeller blade w i l l develop maxijnum 
thrust at a point of maximum wake. The literature shows (I5) that normally 
the wake i s highest relative to the propeller blades in the upper half of the 
propeller disc and on the starboard side for a clockwise turning propeller. 
Since the wake i s vairying at a l l points around the disc and, at any one 
propeller position, along the radial line of the propeller the resultant 
hydrodynamic thrust on the propeller w i l l act, not thr«u^ the centre of the 
propeller boss, but at some point eccentric to i t . 
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Pig. 12 attributable to Sinclair & Enierson (27) shows a typical wake 
distribution for a single screw vessel. This clearly shows the variation 
i n wake that a single blade w i l l expisrience. 
Tlie forces generated by a propeller have been suaEnarised i n a diagram 
presented by Wereldsma ( I 5 ) and used by several other writers on the subject. 
TSiis diagram i s reproduced as Fig. I 5 in this thesis. 
In this diagram, T represents the axial ( i . e . propulsive) thrust which, as has 
been indicated, varies i n magnitude. I t also varies i n position the 
of the centre of tlirost being a closed loop the thrust centre being i n the 
same position whenever the blades occtipy the same positi.on. That i s to say 
the thrust varies cycl i c a l l y at blade frequency both in magnitude and 
position. 
The transverse force F varies i n a similar manner* 
The wake flow i s obviously dependent upon the form of the ships h u l l . Fine 
lined vessels w i l l have a more uniform flov; into the p3X>peller and hence 
smaller load variations. 
Wake flew i s also dependent upon drau^t. The effect of after body shape 
upon throst eccentricity i s shown i n Fig. 14» Hiifortunately this reference 
does not attach figures of thrust values to the various patterns shown. 
Changing draugjit also affects the general position of thrust centime. 
According to Vedeler (29) the centre of thrust i s generally h i ^ e r 
(relative to the bossj' for a f u l l y loaded ship than for a ship i n -ttie 
ballast condition. 
Obviously the combination of varying eccentric thrust and varying transverse 
load impresses a bending moment on the shaft. As can be seen from Hg, 14 
this moment may be positive (tending to load the shaft down into the stem 
bearing) or negative (tending to l i f t the shaft i n the stem bearing). 
Vedeler points out that the propeller induced bending moments are of sufficient 
magnitude to load the upper rather than the lower half of the bearing, 
Cambell and Laskey (?) show ve r t i c a l load oscillations i n which the tail-shaft 
moves the f u l l bearing clearance during service operation, 
2.2 Magnitudes of Propeller Induced Bending Moments and IiOads 
Several refeirences are available as to the relative values of bending moments 
from which loads may be estimated. Unfortunately, however, many investigations 
have failed to give sufficient data to enable absolute figures to be calculated, 
Vedeler shows graphs of thrust variation and transverse force expressed as 
percentage of average thrust. 
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He also gives position of thra.Bt centre sxprssaed as a percentage of 
propeller radius. Fig, 15 has been prepared frora Ysdeler's infomation 
to show the variation i n relative thnist and eccentricity. Vedeler has measured 
these figures on the shaft of a self propelled model of a dry veirgo vessel. 
Assuming that these figures are reasonably representative of diy cargo 
vessels put into service at the time of Vedelerfe paper the following 
figures have been calculated f o r Lob.ito Palm - (Conanissioned I96I) 
vhose t a i l - s h a f t arrangemGnt i s shoxim i n Fig. 22. 
Propeller radi-tis -
Propeller wei^it -
Shaft diameter 
R.P.M. 
S.H.P. 
Speed -
^timated thrust using approximate fonaula 
a?hrust 
8.25 f t . 
13 tons 
20 tons 
118 
7500 Bhp 
14 Knots 
E^he propeller wei^s 13 tons i n a i r and the density of bronze i s 520 l b 
per cubic foot from which the wei^^t of the propeller when submerged ixi 
water i s 11.4 tons. 
Table I has been prepared using a mean thrust of 150,000 lb to show the 
v e r t i c a l , propeller-induced bending moment on the t a i l - s h a f t , 
TABLE I 
PROPELIiSa INOTCSD VERTICAL BEnJlKG MOMENTS 
m LOBITO PALM 
BLADE AITGLE 
0 
11.25 
22.5 
33.75 
45 
56.25 
67.5 
78.75 
90 
46 
46.2 
48.5 
50.5 
54 
51.5 
48.5 
46.2 
46 
Tons f t acting 
upwards 
As a general rule i t i s assumed that the bearing reaction acts at a 
point 1/3 bearing length from the a f t end of the stem bush. 
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Lobito Palm drawings show this point to bs 3,625 f t , from the centre of gravity 
of the propeller. With a propeller weight ( i n v;ater) of 11.4 tonr the 
downward bending isoment i s 4 I . 5 tons f t . Hence imder a l l conditicns 
of loading the tendency i s for the propeller inducod bending tnojnenfc to 
tmload the t a i l - s h a f t bearing. As this happens the point of support i n 
the bush moves forward from the " I / 5 " position u n t i l the BM due to 
propeller weight i s i n equilibrium with the propeller thrust induced B.K. 
As this occurs the aftermost plummer block or, i f f i t t e d , the for's 
bush, becomes more heavily loaded. The net result i s a barely loaded stem 
bearing and a long cantilivered shaft which i s unstable and liable to very 
high vibration amplitudes. 
I t i s Interesting to note that this particular vessel suffered extremely 
heavy cavitation damage to her tail-shaft l i n e r which, on exanination by the 
writer, was attributed to shaft vibration, 
Vedeler's graphs show for this type of vessel, with a four bladed propeller, 
horizontal transverse force i s f a i r l y consistent at 5% of meaji thniBt and 
that the horizontal thrust eccentricity i s small. This results i n a near 
constant horizontal bending moment of 12 tons f t , acting to starboard. 
Fig. 16 has been prepared to show the variation on propeller induced bending 
moments f o r Lobito Palm. 
I t can be seen that the plot approximates to a sine wave. For co-nparlson 
the equation BM = 4 COS (40- Tf ) has been plotted. This majr suggest a 
2 
bending moment equation of the general form 
M = A + B COS (n0+^) where n =: number of blades. 
Mott & Fleeting (18) dispute the analysis of propeller induced forces i n 
general terss without detailed wake analysis. The work of Tsakonas, Bresten 
& Mil l e r (28) tends to confirm t h i s . Their detailed paper requires that a 
wake analysis be carried out f o r each ship considered before propeller 
forces may be derived, 
Mott does however give calculated bending moments for a single screw tanker 
and a twin screw passenger vessel. Pig, 1? shows these figures. The 
tanker i s a f l e e t a u x i l l i a r y and so w i l l have fine lines for a tanker. 
Both ships have four bladed propellers so blade frequency w i l l be about 
7 Hz. 
For the twin screw vessel the bending moment at a l l times tends to l i f t the 
shaft. 
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5y inference the net w e i ^ t of each pxopsller i s 16,4 tons with a centre 
of gravity 4 feet from the theoretical point of support i n the stem 
tube. At t h i s point of support the propeller weigjit gives a bending moment 
of 65 tons f t . which i s considerably less than the induced bending moment, 
hence the shaft w i l l be l i f t e d i n the bearing. Neglecting shaft e l a s t i c i t y , 
equating moments leads to a point of support about 10 f t , for*d of the a f t 
end of the bearing, i.e. i n the neck ring. 
Horizontal bending moments vary ftom 100 tons f t . acting to starboard to 
55 tons feet acting to port. Clearly such an unloaded shaft may be 
expected to oscillate i n a transverse direction i n the bearing. 
In the case of the single screw tanker the vertical bending moment acts to 
relieve the load i n the bottom half bearing except f o r about 10^ of aa?c as 
each blade passes the horizontal position. 
Scaling the small drawings j j i the paper gives a propeller weigjit moment of 
215 tons f t . Uptfard bending moments induced by propeller action never exceed 
this but at I90 tons f t . come close to unloading the lover half bearing. 
In order to assess the loads on the bearing moments have been taken about 
the for'd bush with the shaft w e i ^ t calc^llated at 10 tons. 
Table I I shows the result of this calculation. 
TABLE I I 
Blade 
Angle 
Load on 
Vertical 
stem bush 
Horizontal 
Resultant Load, line angle 
measured from 
ve r t i c a l 
0 63 psi 49 psi (port) 80 psi 58° (S) 
20 59 psi 49 « »« 77 psi 40° (P) 
40 46.5 psi 0 " 46 psi 0 
60 49.5 psi 117 (star»d) 126 psi 13° (s) 
80 70 psi 107 " (star'd) 128 psi 19° (s) 
Using these loadings the locus of the shaft centre may be calculated. In 
view of the r e l a t i v e l y low speed of eliaft rotation and of load variation i t 
has been f e l t j u s t i f i a b l e to use a quasi-static method of calculation of f i l m 
thickness. 
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This omits any squeeze f i l m tersis and i s probably least accurate i n the 
region where the load changes almost unidirectionally from 50 to about I50 psi. 
The result of the calculation i n which a typical stern bearijig lubricant of 
12 X 10~^ Reyn viscosity at 110° F has been used i s given i n Table I I I , Fig, 18 
shows the plot of the shaft movement i n terms of f i l m thickness, 
TABLE I I I 
FILM THICKinCSS AJTB POSITION 
FINE LINED TANKER 
Blade Resultant Load Film Thicknesses Relative position 
Angle psi inch of min f i l m . 
0 80 ,0164 58° 
20 77 ,0164 58° 
40 46 .018 68° 
60 126 .014 50° 
80 128 .014 50° 
i n 
advance 
of load 
line 
The centre of the shaft at the axial midpoint of the bearing i s shown as 
performing a "figure e i ^ t " movement of small amplitude. The eccentricity 
r a t i o varies between 0.1 and O.5, this small variation again seeming to j u s t i f y 
a sinrplified calculation. I n t u i t i v e l y i t would be ezpocted that the use 
of a more rigorous calculation would result i n a simpler closed loop locus 
of s l i ^ t l y reduced amplitude. 
Because of the bent shape of the shaft, however, the movement of the ends 
of the shaft i s l i k e l y to be considerably greater and there seems reason to 
suspect that f i l m thickness w i l l be reduced to the extent that metal to metal 
contact i s l i k e l y at the ends of the stem bush. The plot of f i l m thickness 
at the ends of the bearing i s also shown i n Fig, I 9 , In deriving t h i s , 
hysteresis i n the shaft material has been neglected. The general shape of 
the arc over about 90° i s confirmed by the form of wear pattern observed by the 
Writer. Fig. 55 repi^duced later ( I4) shows an arc of contact generally 
heavier over the arc from the bottom of the bearing to about 90° on the port 
side. 
Appendix V shows the results of an investigation into plummer bearing f a i l i i r e 
and contains measurement of bearing f i l m thickness. Graph IV of that appendix 
shows the misalignment of the shaft across the length of the bearing plotted 
to a basis of shaft speed. As speed increases the propeller tends to l i f t the 
tail - s h a f t within the stem bearing which misaligns the shaft relative to 
the plummer bearing. 
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Above 70 rpm this misalignment i s relatively constant at 0,0035 iJiches, 
The stem bearijag dimensione and d;LBtance from the aftermost bearing to 
the stem tube indicate that from 70 xpm upwards the t a i l - s h a f t i s loaded 
into the upper half of the stem bearing. 
Also indicated i s an e l l i p t i c a l shaft movement at the aftermost plummer 
bearing. I f this reading i s reliable (being small, less than 001'^factors 
other than shaft movement influence i t ) a movement of about ,005" could 
be taking place i n the stem bearing, A l t h o u ^ to put on absolute quantitative 
interpjretation on these readings may be unwise, they do however clearly 
demonstrate i f only on a qualitative basis that considerable t a i l - s h a f t 
movement takes place i n service, 
Hoshino and Kume ( I I ) carried out an analysis of the wake of a 56,000 ton 
btiik carrier of f u l l form (Block Co-efficient 0,83) and compared this with 
measured values on board ship. Using a similar approach as that used to 
prepare Fig. I9, Fig, 20 has been prepared to show the loading diagram and 
l i k e l y shaft excursions i n the stem bearing of a bulk carrier. 
In q m l i t a t i v e terms the general motion of the shaft i n way of the end of 
the bearing as shown by Pig, 20 i s correct, Agai:i a more rigorous analysis 
may be expected to show slight quantitative differences. 
In view of the agreement between prediction of shaft movement using simplified 
hand analysis and the observed wear patterns i t seems reasonable to use such 
methods u n t i l such time as the real values of load can be derived with any 
greater accuracy. 
As a result of th e i r measurements Hoshino and Kume did succeed i n deriving 
a general equation for the bending moments induced by propeller loading 
for a series of loading conditions. Ihey give the following equations f o r 
ve r t i c a l 3H (MV) and horizontal BM (MH) deep loaded condition: 
-^-T^f* ^5.4 (f^l sin (50-g) 
KH = 42.0 /rgrij VIOO; 
where -f ve sign indicates downward and port lo 
varies with speed 
over a f a i r l y wide range. 
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Equations of a similar form express Kv and for the ballast condition and 
i t i s shown that the v e r t i c a l bending moment increases with stem draught; 
Horizontal bending moment increases to a drau/^t between ballast and deep 
drau^t and then decreases with increase i n drau^.t, 
Hoshlno and Kume have taiken bending moment Ecasr.rc:30nts i n both calm and 
r o u ^ sea conditions. I n calm seas the tendency of the propeller induced 
moments acts to relieve stem tube load but rough seas w i l l incirease stem 
tube loading. 
The figures of bending moment given for the r o u ^ sea condition would indicate 
a variation i n load from about 100 p.s.i, upwards to 200 p.s.i. downwards. 
Prom the few cases examined i n this section the following broad conclusions 
have been reached. 
Propeller induced bending moments are cyclic i n nature. 
The v e r t i c a l bending moment may be represented by an equation of the fonn:-
A (r.p.m.) + B (r.p.m.) ^  (sin n « + x) 
where A, B x are constants for any ship and load conditions, n = nximber 
of propeller blades and Q = angle of propeller rotation. 
As presented, the equation probably gives too simple an impression of the 
situation. At the present time i t has been impossible to derive the constants 
A, B, X i n Eiathematical terms. Each i s apparently a complex function of 
drau^t, ship form, ship speed and possible sea state, Hoshino and Kume 
give only a limited niimber of the "constants" for certain conditions. They 
derived A, B, 3C from measured bending moments and an asstomed form of the 
equation. 
More work i s necessaiy on the subject of propeller jjiduced bending moments 
but i t seema unlikely that a general equation holding good for the l i f e of 
the ship can be derived. The induced bending moments and their variation have 
been attarf.buted to the variations of l i f t and drag on the propeller blade 
elements as they pass t h r o u ^ the wake f i e l d . Presumably i f an equation 
could be obtained to describe the wake f i e l d (whose complexity i s shown i n Pig.12) 
i t could be used to derive the equation of the bending moments. Once shi.p 
form i s defined i t o u ^ t to be a function of draught but i n a practical 
situation draught i s constantly varying. At any instant i n a ships l i f e speed 
t h r o u ^ the water i s a function of shaft speed but as h u l l fouling and 
roughening take place the relationship between r.p.m. and ship speed w i l l vaiy. 
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Also varj'^ing with age and x*oughenijnig i s the tliickriess of the boundary layer 
which also has considerable influei\ce on the wake flow into the propeiler 
disc. 
The cyclic bending moments cause considerable variation i n loading and also 
result i n actual loads i n excess of those calculated. 
Considerable shaft movement w i l l take place under these load conditions, 
partictilarly i n the horizontal directions where f u l l bearing clearance may be 
taken up. 
I f P = classified society permitted pressures the following variations i n 
bearings loads seems l i k e l y i n average sea conditions:-
Medixim lined cargo vessel + ,5 "to ,56 P 
Pine lined fast tanker + 0,5 to 1,3 P 
Full bodied bulk carrier - 1,25 P to - j- .125 P 
Whether such a generalisation i s valic/'. on so few figures may be questioned 
but failure rates on ta.nlcers and bulk carrier suggest that the figures of 
load and hence, movement, for these ships i s representative. 
Calculated f i l m thicknesses show adequate films i n the bearing centre but 
questionable films towards the ends of the bush. Also i t sust be considered 
that bearing f i l m stiffness for centrally ronning shafts are low hence the 
bearings studied w i l l have l i t t l e resistance to induced vibration. 
2, 2,2 Loads due to tail-shaft vibration 
I t has been shown i n the last section that the action of a propeller i n a 
wake produces a cyclic bending moment on the ta i l - s h a f t , 0bviou.sly i f the 
frequency of excitation i s close to the natural frequency of the shafting i n 
i t s bearing then resonance w i l l occur* Such a condition can cause considemble 
damage to the shafting, bearing and seals of the vessel involved. 
In 1950 Panagopulus (20) l a i d down a set of rules for the calculation of 
torsional, axial and late r a l vibrations of tail-shaft i n a paper which has 
since become a classic. He differentiates between general l a t e r a l vibration 
of the entire shafting system and the "local" vibration of the t a i l - s l i a f t and 
propeller. 
One of the results of the Panagopulus analysis was the identification of 
the cause of tail - s h a f t failures between I94O - 1950, 
I t was shown that the "epidemic" (Panagopulus' word.) of tail - s h a f t 
failures M&B due to fatigue induced by the constantly changing bending stress 
i n the shaft. 
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He demonstrated that whereas iiorasal stress revex-aal levely were of an 
acceptable order (1-2000 p.s.i.) the whirling of the shaft caused by local 
resonance introduced a mgaification factor of 10 into the stress. Bearing 
f a i l u r e hov»ever \/as not a problem on these ships. This v/as not the case, 
however, f o r the series of stem bearing failures jjivestigated by 
Canadian consultants i n 1965 ( 7 ) , The failures had a l l occurred to large 
tankers and bulk carriers of f a l l bodied form. The largest of the vessels 
was 61,500 ton displacement. At the time of the investigation these vrould be 
considered very large vessels. 
The investigation showed that the Jasper (15) fonmila gave better correlation 
with measured frequencies tlian the Panagopulus formula. Since that time 
Couchman (s) has given a graph for the rapid assessment of shaft resonant 
frequency. 
One of the tail-shafts examined after regular faiD.ure by Campbell & lasky 
(7 ) vas a 46,000 ton dwt. OBO. Ebcamination showed that the upper half of 
the aftermost plummer block had vfiped and i t was agreed that the stem bearing 
was V3.rtua,lly unloaded. In this condition the resonant vibration of the 
t a i l - s h a f t and propeller (effectively cantilevered about the aftermost 
plummer) would be close to running speed multiplied by number of blades. 
Investigations of constant trouble with a 58,000 ton dwt. ore carrier again 
pointed to the possibility of resonant vibration. 
Whether the findings of Campbell & Ia.sky may be applied to larger vessels 
may be questioned. However i t i s pointed out that the bulk coefficients are 
similar and hence similar wake perturbations w i l l be experienced. 
Also the loadiiig diagrams of the last section show that shafts tend to 
xnm central i n the t a i l - s h a f t bearing and hence the o i l f i l m stiffness i s 
yery low and also the cyclic upthrust reverses the loading i n the bearing. 
I f the graphs of Couchman (Fig. 21) are used to calctilate the resonant 
vibration of the 250,000 ton d\ft. tanker (Page 9) then shaft resonance 
occurs below 20 r,p»m. and can thereforo be discounted. This graph ass\imes 
a f u l l y effective stem bearing acting as a solid support f o r the shaft 
but the previous section shows tliat the stem bearing i s l i k e l y to be 
unloaded throughout part of i t s operating cycle and throu^out i t s entire 
cycle has a low o i l f i l m stiffhess. 
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I f the stem bearing i s considered non-effective and the system taken as 
a w e i ^ t suspended at the end of a beam, encastre at the aftexmost pluiaior 
bearing ( l . e , a 26000 l b . mass at the end of a 55" diameter 555" long 
circular steel beam) the natural freqtienoy i s about 400 cycles per min. 
The vessel has a five bladed propeller which rotates at 80 r,p,me 
Presumably the actual resonaiit speed l i e s between these two extremes but 
based upoii this evidence i t seems reasonable to suppose that the Campbell 
& Lasky findings for bulk carrier stem gear are pertinent for large 
modem tankers of similar block coefficients. I t i s therefore essential 
that the stem bear-ing i s an effective, s t i f f bearing i f trouble free 
running i s to be achieved. I t also seems reasonable to assime that many of 
the stem bearing failures may be atti'ibuted to shaft oscillation at blade 
frequency. 
3, EXISTING DESIGNS OF STEM BEARINGS 
3,1 Water Lubricated Staves 
Pig, 2 shows a typical design of water lubricated bearing which at a 
nominal 24 inch bore i s at the larger end of the size range of water 
lubricated stem bearings. As can be seen the bearing i s i n two parts, 
A long after bush and a shorter forward bush. The two sections are contained 
i n a single cast iron tube which pierces the after-peak bulkhead and the 
stem frame, A flange on the tube locates against a suitably thickened 
portion of the after-peak bulkhead to which i t i s fixed by studs and nuts. 
I t i s attached to the stem frame by means of a nut (screw thread 2 ' 
diameter) which draws a spigott on the tvibe against the for'd side of the stem 
frame. 
Each bush consists of a series of staves, manufactured froa a phenolic 
impregnated cloth material, which are held i n a gunmetal cage, 
A water supply i s led to the central space between the for'd and after bushes. 
Sea water from main engine or other pump i s supplied to this space, 
Alt h o u ^ the particular bearing assembly shown has plastic staves more 
traditional construction uses lignum vitae staves, ^ i s material i s a hard 
wood which i s not only suited for water lubrication but which seems to have self 
lubricating properties enabling i t to run xmder surface to surface conditions. 
I t has been foimd that lignum vitae has better wearing properties when cut 
so that the end of the grain i s the bearing surface. Unfortunately this i s a 
wasteful method of cutting \rood. 
Past practice lias often been therefore to line tho lower half of the bush with end 
cut wood and to use lengthwise grained wood i n the upper half of the bush, 
Tliis practice has grown up from the belief (shown to be falacious i n 
section 2) that the lower half bush i s loaded \jhile the upper half i s unloaded. 
The use of plastic staves as shown i n Pig, 2 i s a development of the wooden 
staved bearing and uses a material whose quality ctu) be more accurately 
controlled and which has been shovm to have excellent boundary lubricated running 
properties. 
In the United States similar bearings are manufacturered using hard rubber 
(Cutlas Rubber) staves. 
In a l l cases i t w i l l be noted that a staved construction i s used with large 
"Vee" shaped spaces on the bearing surface. The object of these spaces i s to 
distribute the water over the length of the bearing SPA also to trap s i l t and 
bearing detritus, allowing i t to be washed out of the bearing without causing 
too much damage to the bearing stirfaces. I t i s the l a t t e r fiinction which i s 
the more import-ajit design c r i t e r i a i n this case^ 
T'here i s no seal to prevent ingress of v/ater on ths after end of tlae stem 
tube but a simple gland i s f i t t e d to the forv^ard end to prevent (too much) 
leakage into the engine room. 
I t i s usiial f o r this gland to be adjusted so that there i s a steady stream 
of water entering the ship which collects i n the a f t bilge well and i s regularly 
pirmped out. I n this way a supply of lu.bricant to the for'd bush i s ensured and 
the gland maintained cool. 
The correct method of supplying the lubricating water i s to the central 
sjinular space at about 5 p,s.i. Many Chief Engineers, however, dispense 
with this supply and depend upon sea water leakage from the after end to the 
bilge well. I n many cases this i s adequate but i n msny more insufficient vrater, 
either to lubricate or to cool, i s supplied. Damage to the for'd bush i n 
particular i s a consequence of this prdctice. 
Cavitation damage too, often occurs v;hen a pressure of water i s not maintained 
i n the central space. 
With water as a lubricant hydrodynamic lubrication is obtained only at f a i r l y 
high sliaft speeds (say half ahead and above). The a b i l i t y to generate films 
i s also hampei^d by the veiy short bearing lengths caused by the necessity of 
providing debris slots i n the sijrfacs of the bearing. I f i t were possible to 
provide a s i l t free supply of water to the bush a better bearing (hydrodynamically 
speaking) could be made by using a f u l l bush. 
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Ehren so because of the lo'.'; f i l m thJ-clmesses and the f a i r l y high epeed at 
which the surfaces touch considerable wear would take place necessitating debris 
s l o t s , causing rather a Yicioas c i r c l e of events. 
5.2 O i l I.ubricated Ptero Bearinf^ 
For large vessels o i l lubricated bearings are i n almost exclusive use and 
Eore and more smaller vessels use them, There are several patented designs 
on the market and some of these can boast of extensive sales. The patented 
systems sometimes incorporate special sealing systems. Obviously i t i s most 
necessary that an o i l l u b r i c a n t stem bearing i s supplied v;ith adequate o i l 
s e a l s , one of which w i l l be described l a t e r , to prevent ingress of water or egress 
o f o i l . Provided that adequate o i l supplies are carried on board ship i t i s 
preferable that o i l leaks from the ship rather t h m water leaks i n t o the o i l e 
O i l l u b r i c a t e d bearings, by v i r t u e of the greater v i s c o s i t y of t h e i r lubricaxit 
generate greater f i l m thicknesses than water lubricated b e a r i n g but even so i t 
i s l i k e l y that metal to metal contact takes place many times during the l i f e of 
the bearing. Without coiisidering the e f f e c t of dynamic loads at f a l l speed, 
metal contact w i l l occur during manoeuvring. I n a recent paper Asanabe et a l 
(24) showed that i n 200,000 dvrt. tanker no o i l f i l m was generated i n the stem 
bush below 23 r.p.m. By 40 r.p.n, a f i l m of .004" vaa measured but the paper 
points out v i b r a t i o n amplitude increased w i t h speed, 
The bearings described here w i l l be the conventional o i l lubricated bush, 
the Glacier Herbert system., the Turbull sj/stem, the TiltiD.g Pad Bearing, 
the Camella bearing and the Algonquin system, 
5.2.1 Conventional O i l Lubricated Bush 
The conventional o i l lubricated stem arrangement consists of a st e e l tube 
passing t h r o u ^ the a f t e r peak welded to the stem frame and to the after-peak 
bulkhead. The after-peak bulkhead i s i t s e l f a specially strengthened bulkhead. 
!nie s t e m frame of the ship i s bored and a p l a i n v/hitenietailed oast i r o n bush 
f i t t e d . The arrangement i s shovm i n Fig. 22. The t a i l - s h a f t of the ship whicli 
supports the propeller passes through the tube, v;hich i s about f i v e inches clear 
o f the shaft, and i s supported by the whitemetalled bush. 
At the a f t e r end of the bush, between the propeller boss and the bearing i s a 
s e a l , usually supplied by a specialised seal Emiufacturer, At the f o r ' d 
end o f the e n t i r e tube i s another seal mounted on the bulkhead. 
I t i s usual f o r thisj^>al also to be of spec i a l i s t supply although because of i t s 
less onerous duties i t i s a simpler seal than that of the seaward end of the 
tube. 
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O i l i c fed to the bearing surfaces "by a series of holes supplying' two 
a x i a l grooves i n the whitemetal. I n the p a r t i c u l a r case drawn each groove 
i s supplied by three o i l holes« Tlie grooves are d i a a a t r i c a l l y opposite a:id 
aire displaced from the horizontal plane by 15° j j i EQI atten^t to ensure the 
l i n e of action of the icrpressed load i s along a point midway bet\;een the o i l 
grooves. O i l i s fed to the grooves by a I-4" bore pipe which runs through the 
st e m tube. O i l from the bearing s p i l l s i n t o the for ' d s tem tube and i n t o 
the o i l space of the a f t e r seal. The o i l i n the stem tube i s forced t o a header 
tank by the pressure c f incoming o i l while that from, the a f t e r seal flows 
to a sump tank which allov/a any water to separate out and so provides a check on 
the e f f i c a c y of the seal. Excessive water c o l l e c t i o n i n t h i s tank would 
indicate a f a u l t y seal, Tlie l u b r i c a t i n g o i l system i s shown i n Pig, 25. The 
header tanks shovm maintain a hea^ d of o i l i n the system greater than the head 
of vfater outside the stem seal preventing massive ingress of water i n the event 
of f a i l i i r e . 
O i l i s normally supplied to the bearing by pumps drawing from the sump tank 
(topped up from tho header tanks). P r i o r to entering the bearings the o i l 
passes th r o u { ^ coolers sjid f i l t e r s . 
Hot on3.y are header tanks connected to the sump but they are connected v i a 
a non return l i n e t o the discharge side of the l u b r i c a t i n g o i l pump. 
Thus i n the event of pump f a i l u r e positive l u b r i c a t i o n i s obtained f o r a 
period s-afficiently long to stop the main machinery. 
I t i s a feature of many stem tube l u b r i c a t i o n systems t h a t , at reduced speed, 
s u f f i c i e n t heat v / i l l be dissipated i n t o the a f t e r peak to allow the bearing 
to continue i n service. I n t h i s s i t u a t i o n there v ; i l l be a small amount of 
c i r c u l a t i o n i n the e n t i r e system caused by natural convection. 
As i s now common practice a thermocouple i s embedded i n the whitemetal of 
the bush. 
5' 2,2 Glacier Herbert System 
Tho bearing housing i s a flanged S.G. i r o n tube i n -two halves l i n e d w i t h 
whiteraetal. They a:co f i r m l y bolted together and supported at the a f t end by 
a spherical c a r r i e r r i n g to which i s bolted the outboard seal housing, and at 
the forward end by a c i r c u l a r diaphragm to which i s bolted the inboard seal 
housing. 
The bearing halves are completely symmetrical and thus reversible and 
i n v e r t l b l e w i t h i n the sub assembly. 
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A f u l l assembly of the complete stemgear i s shoTO i n Fig. 24. The 
bearing assembly, consisting of the bearing (1), the spherical c a r r i e r r i n g 
(2) and the diaphragrn (5) with outboard and inucard seal housing respectively 
attached, i s housed e n t i r e l y w i t h i n the etemframec The stemframe casting i e 
shaped to accommodate a short outer bore w i t h i n which the spherical seating 
r i n g (5) i s f i t t e d and secured with substantial bolt's. This r i n g i n t u r n 
receives the spherical c a r r i e r r i n g (2), the v;hole forming an a l l roiuid 
supporting annxilus aroixnd the a f t end of the bearing. At i t s inboard end the 
casting i s provided with a bulkhead which s t i f f e n s the frame i t s e l f and i n which 
i s formed a short stepped bore backed by two p a r t i a l flanges. 
The diaphragm i s received loosely w i t h i n the smaller diameter of the stepped 
bore, the l a r g e r di.ameter of which forms a seating r i n g f o r the blocks (7) 
and (8) which locate and support the forward end of the bearing. 
The whole assembly i s secured i n posit i o n by the a x i a l b o l t s (9) which are 
anchoired to the frame casting. 
'0' r i n g seals are provided on the periphery of the spherical c a r r i e r r i n g 
and the forward diaphragm to form sja o i l t i g h t space surrounding the bearing 
which i s f i l l e d w i t h l u b r i c a t i n g o i l . The »0» rings used at the forward 
diaphragm are of large diameter (25-5O mm ) . Tiixs allows a working clearance 
between the diaphragm and i t s mating bore w i t h i n \iMch the diaph3::a,gm may be 
eccentricall;^ displaced to achieve f i n a l alignment of the bearing r e l a t i v e to the 
shaft l i n e . 
The chosen l o c a t i o n of the diaphragm i s determined by adjustment of the 
distance pieces (7) f i t t e d i n way of the lower supporting chocks (6), 
The upper wedge chocks (s) hold the diaphragm f i r m l y i n t h i s p o s i t i o n w i t h 
r a d i a l pressure determined by the a x i a l b o l t loading. 
This arrangement allows f o r the f a c t that the bearing w i l l expand when 
warming up a t a greater rate than i t s housing and permits t h i s to take place 
without d e t r a c t i n g from the r i g i d i t y of support at the forward end of the 
bearing. The B e l l e v i l l e washer packs (IO) f i t t e d to each a x i a l b o l t ensure 
v i r t u a l l y constant loading of these bolts and those securing the spherical 
seating r i n g . The i n i t i a l contsi-olled load i s applied by hydraulic nuts. 
G?he spigot arranged on the a f t e r side of the spherical seating r i n g (5) 
runs concentric w i t h the fla.nge c a r r i e r r i n g (4) with a nominal r a d i a l clearance 
of 5 to 4 ram. This l a t t e r r i n g and the r o t a t i n g element of the outboard seal, 
i s bolted to the forward face of the propeller sliaft flange. 
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A l t e r n a t i v e l y , tho r i n g may be formed by appx^opriate shaping of the fon-'ard 
end o f the propeller boss. Two i n f l a t a b l e seals (I5) each w i t h independent 
a i r supply, are housed w i t h i n recesses i n the sphex-ical seating r i n g spigot 
and seal against the inner w a l l of the shaft c a r r i e r r i n g when b r o u ^ t i n t o 
a c t i o n f o r mider-water withdrawal. The outer diametersof the two rings are 
machined p a r a l l e l to receive an external bandage which can be f i t t e d by a 
skin-diver as a l t e r n a t i v e to using the i n f l a t a b l e seals or t o seal o f f the 
gland space from the sea i f the ship i s l a i d up. 
The sea water spaces betv;een propeller boss and stem frame are coated to 
avoid corrosion and the resxxlting accumulation of c i r c u l a t i n g abrasive 
debris i n the space surroxmding the seal. Additionally the l a b y r i n t h form of 
the assembly and r o t a t i o n of the enclosed water by entrainment discourages the 
penetration o f suspended abrasivB i n shoal conditions. There are arranged 
top and bottom pipes connecting the space between working and i n f l a t a b l e 
seals t o w i t h i n the vessel. The prime fimction of these i s to t e s t the 
effectiveness of the withdxavjal of tho bearing and seal assembly. These 
l i n e s terminate as d3?illed passages i n the spherical seating r i n g . By 
i n c l i n i n g the r a d i a l d r i l l i n g i n the d i r e c t i o n of ahead r o t a t i o n and connecting 
the i n t e r n a l pipes to a suitable service l i n e during normal operation, the n a t u r a l 
r o t a t i o n a l flow w i t h i n the enclosed area i s converted i n t o a p o s i t i v e cleansing 
action and the water i s constantly changed. 
I t i s claimed that the hi.gh v e l o c i t i e s of entrainment produced i n the outer 
regions o f r e s t r i c t e d clearance discourage marine growth. The manui'acturers 
suggest t h a t i n ships which produce a surplus of fresh water, a nominal flow 
o f t h i s v/ould produce v i r t u a l l y fresh water conditions i n the i n t e r i o r . I n 
applications w i t h stainless steel propellers the spherical seating r i n g , 
spherical c a r r i e r r i n g and gland housing are made of "Ni-Hesist" i r o n 
and the shaft c a r r i e r r i n g of stainless s t e e l to the propeller s p e c i f i c a t i o n . 
With bronze a l l o y propellers, compatible bronze alloys are used f o r these parts. 
The bearing runs f u l l y submerged i n a cooled o i l batli, p o s i t i v e c i r c u l a t i o n 
o f the o i l throug?! the bearing being achieved without the forced l u b r i c a t i o n , 
Tiie bearing i s provided w i t h side grooves connacted by holes to the 
surrotmding o i l . A system of grooves i n the bearing end spigots likewise 
connect the ends of the bearing to the o i l bath, V i t h t h i s arrangement a 
pumping act i o n , stimulated by shaft r o t a t i o n , draws o i l i n t o the bearing througji 
the side ports along i t s lengtli and discharges i t from the ends of the bearing 
t o r e t u r n t o the o i l bath v i a the end channels referred t o . This system ensures 
a balanced o i l d i s t r i b u t i o n and thermocotiples embedded i n the lower h a l f at 
each end of the bearing measures the temperature of the whitemetal i n the 
loaded area. 
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I t i s claimed that the arrjuigciasnt i s 3eir cleaning since entiained d i r t -
c r debris has ample opportunity to s e t t l e oixt rs.ther than ba recir c u l a t e d . 
Water which may pass the outooard seal i n event of chronic seal leakage, 
gravitates d i r e c t l y to the u^iSisturbed area at the bottom of the o i l bath 
from v/hich i t can be dr(iined. 
V/ater cari acoimulate i n the lovrer part of the o i l bath i n s i g n i f i c a n t quantity 
without being dravm i n t o the c i r c u l a t i n g system. 
Monitoring devices are available to give alarra before the presence of water 
introduces a hazard. The B^/^tem thxis permits the use of normal l u b r i c a t i n g 
o i l w i t h safety. 
I n the design of t h i s stem gear the bearing company recommend that the propeller 
i s f i t t e d to a spigot and flange rather than the more usual taper, nut and 
key. The inboan^d junction between t a i l - s h a f t and iiiain shafting w i l l be a 
muff coupling. The tail-shaf"c i s dravm oxitboard. Some designs incorporate 
a buoyancy cone on the prcp e l l e r . However i t i s perhaps s i g n i f i c a n t that 
the description of the bearing I l i l l (12) states "Tl-ie ultimate c a p a b i l i t y 
of ajiy stemgear design l i m i t s to be determined by the s k i l l of the naval 
a r c h i t e c t i n producing a reasonable vrake pattern", 
3» 2.5 ^Tambull S p l i t Stem Beax-iiigg^ 
The Tumbull deslgii of bearing i s again s p l i t but, instead of the halves 
being clamped together i n the conventioiial manner by centre l i n e flange studs 
and nuts they are claarped by jacks acting against the stem frame. 
Pig. 25 shows an early version of t h i s stem gear. The cast i r o n whitcmetal 
l i n e d bush i s n p l i t along the horizontal centre l i n e which e,l.lo\rs the top 
h a l f bearing to be l i f t e d and moved for\-rard i n t o the siiip f o r the shaft 
to be examined. 
The seals a t the f o r ' d and a f t e r ends are s p l i t . I'he e a r l i e r version of t h i s 
bear3.ng had a bore of CaiRialla design which i s described l a t e r . 
I t i s claimed i n a paper by Crombie & Clay (9) that i t i s a feature of the 
Caffie3.1a design that the boar3jr\g i t s e l f can puLip o i l to a header tank and 
hence c i r c u l a t i o n can be achieved without a pump. 
This i s achieved by po s i t i o n i n g the lobes so that o i l from the higl-i pressure 
sone of one lobe discliarges i n t o the low pressure zone of the adjacent lobe. 
The f i n a l leakage pressure, i t i s claimed, i s s t i f f i c i e n t to l i f t o i l i n 
s u f f i c i e n t volume to the coolers and header tanlc., 
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Such Bxi arrangement is u n l i k e l j - to be e f f e c t i v e when running astern. Presumably 
sufficj.ent heat i s dissipated xis. tho adja,cent ehips structure when running 
astern to majjita3.n service temperatures at a reasonable l e v e l . Mine (36) 
has indicated that sufficier; (;. heat DB norpially dissipated i n t h i s manner even 
when lumiiug ahead. I t has al so betn the policy of l-Iilne's company to use 
theirmal c y c l i n g as a means of c i r c u l a t i n g o i l through coolers. 
The Tumbull system i s manufactured complete with a special design of stem 
frame and i t i s necessai7,r f o r t h i s specially shaped stem frame to be welded 
i n t o the e x i s t i n g ship stx-ucture while the vessel i s on the stocks. Tliis type 
of construction did not a.ppeal to shipbuilders and a l a t e r design which was i n 
e f f e c t two concentric cylinders was msxiufactmered. The outer cylinder f i t t e d 
i n t o a conventional J a l b e i t large, stem frame i n the manner of a normal 
s t e m tube while the inner cylinder was i n fact the Tombull bearing. Fig. 26 
shows the l a t e s t design cf Tumbull bearing designated the ?Ik IV bearing 
which again incorpox'ates a section of stem frame which the b u i l d e r mast 
incorporate i n t o the ship. The accurate welding of such a section i s likel;;,' 
t o present some d i f f i c u l t i e s . 
I t T-nLll be seen that there i s an hydraulic/mechanical sealing r i n g outboard 
of the outboa,rd working sea,l. This seal i s brought i n t o operation before 
removing the lov;er h a l f module i n t o the ship where the outboard, seal can be 
completely removed from i t s working posit i o n and replaced by an e n t i r e l y new 
seal i f necessary. The hydraulic/mechanical seal i s positioned so that the 
p r o p e l l e r tap b o l t s can be removed from inside the vessel at survey time, 
Tlic l u b r i c a t i n g o i l system p2^^posed f o r use with the Mk 17 bearing i n s t a l l a t i o n 
i s s i m i l a r to that of conventional stem gear, 
'She riark IV version uses whitemetal bearing bushes and l u b r i c a t i n g o i l pumps 
are therefore necessary since p l a i n bushes do not have the pumping action 
which i s claimed f o r the Caraella bearing, A ttiree-way pressure control valve 
i e f i t t e d to control the bearing o i l i n l e t pressure. The pipe runs are kept 
as short as possible since there i s no header tank i n the systena. The o i l 
r e t u r n from the bearing i s taken from the top of the? seal space so that .in 
the event of pii'/ip f a i l u r e an o i l batli system w i l l be maintained while the 
shaft i s brought to a, s t a n d - s t i l l , 
Tlie bottom h a l f of the i n t e r n a l module i s chocked on to two horizontal fore 
and a f t machined surfaces w i t h i n the stem frame. A detaciiable arch fastened 
t o the lower h a l f of the module i s f i t t e d w i t h an adjustable sealing u n i t which 
seals inside the c i r c u l a r portion of the stem frame. 
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This archj, together v.'itli the bottom "naif of the module, carried the outboard 
seal, the face of which cones i n t o contact with the seal seat attached to the 
t a i l - s h a f t flange« The top h a l f bearioig of the module i s of very s i m i l a r 
design to the Fiaik I and makes an a x i a l seal on the face of the arch and a 
seal along the horizontal j o i n t of the bottom h a l f modulo, A support 
extending 45° e i t h e r side of tV^ e v e r t i c a l centre l i n e of the t a i l - s h a f t i s 
b u i l t i n t o the stem frame i n the lower rope guard area t o enable the 
propeller to seat when the chocks are removed from the lower l i a l f module so 
tha t i t can be moved i n t o the vessel. 
The sequence of operations from a shipbuilder's point of view, therefore, 
i s that a portion of the stem frsune, including the i n t e r n a l module which 
i s chocked i n po s i t i o n w i t h i n the frame, i s aligned bj- telescope and vrelded 
i n as f o r the Hark I , The top h a l f of the bearijig i s then removed and the 
t a i l - s h a f t introduced. Because of the large aperture present when the top 
h a l f bearing i s removed i t i s possible to use a t a i l - s h a f t w i t h an i n t e g r a l 
forx/ard flange thus e l i n i j i a t i n g the need f o r a muff coupling. The propeller 
i s f i t t e d , the sliaft moved i n t o i t s correct a x i a l p o s i t i o n and the top h a l f 
bearing locked down. With the sMp at the draught specified by the owner and 
builder the top h a l f bearing i s removed and fe e l e r gauge readings axe taken 
between the shaft and the bottom h a l f bearing to ascertain the p o s i t i o n 
of the bearing r e l a t i v e to the shaft. The spare chocks can then be 
machloed t o b r i n g the complete length of the bearing i n t o alif^ment w i t h the 
t a i l - s h a f t , 
Tvjo hydraulic jacks which have to be carried i n the ship's stores are 
p3.aced underneath the bottom h a l f module and the shaft, pjropeller and module 
l i f t e d to allow withdrawal of the o r i g i n a l checks. The new chocks aj.-e then 
f i t t e d , the module lowered and the hydi'aulio jacks removed from underneath the 
module. The top h a l f bearing i s replaced a f t e r readings have been taken on the 
weardoim gauge and the owners and builders are s a t i s f i e d t h s t , at t h i s draught, 
the shaft i s c o r r e c t l y supported. I f trouble i s experienced w i t h the outboard 
seal, provided thJit the vessel can be put i n t o a safe p o s i t i o n , the o i l i s 
drained from the bearing and seal space opened. I f i t i s found t h a t water 
continues to run then the outboard seal i s knovm to be f a u l t y . The hydraulic/ 
mechfuiical seal i s then actu;a.ted to make a seal on the forward face of the 
propeller. The movement of the sealing r i n g i s normally due to hydraulic 
pressure but can also be accomplished mechanically. The seal i s then locked 
mechanically i n po s i t i o n . The space can be drained of sea water and the seal 
checked by opening a drain on the inside of the hydraulic mechanical seal. 
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The top h a l f bearing can then 'be itimoved and jacks and roller»-race skids . 
placed underneath the module* Itie .jaclcs are xiced to l i f t the module, shaft 
and p r o p e l l e r to enable the module chocks to be reraoved a f t e r vAich the jacks 
are lowered u n t i l the propeller i s r e s t i n g in the support cradlo b u i l t i n t o 
the s t e m frame. Further lowering of the jacks brings the module av;ay from 
the t a i l - s h a f t x m t i l i t i s r e s t i n g on the roT.ler-race skids. The module, 
conqslete w i t h outboard sea]., can be removed i n t o the vessel f o r examination 
o f the seal. The s p l i t running face attached to the outboard flange of 
the t a i l - s l T t a f t can be examined and removed i f necessary. The seal can be 
repaired or replaced and the whole of the modulo returned to i t s vrcrking 
p o s i t i o n by a reversal of the above sequence. 
I t i s , therefore, not necessary to dry dock or t r i m the v e s s e l to carry 
out f u l l msintenajice of the outboai'd bearing and o i l seal, 
5e 2,4 T i l t i n g Pad Stem Bearings^ 
!?wo bearing iiaiiufacturej-fe liave proposed t i l t i n g pad stem bearings f o r large 
ships. However, only one such u n i t has been i n s t a l l e d ^ The advantages 
claimed f o r t h i s particu3.ar u n i t have been ( p r i m a r i l y ) i t s s e l f a l i g n i n g 
properties and ease of handling of the pads. 
I n order to provide s e l f alignment w i t l i i n the l i m i t e d space available i n the 
s t e m fT8Me each pad has been provided v/ith a hardened spherical- button upon 
•which i t p i v o t s , Tliis button s i t s upon a hardened i n s e r t i n the stem tube. 
I n shore based i n s t a l l a t i o n s these hardened buttons and seats have given trouble 
i n serx'ice mainly because of surface cracking. Experience has shown tha-t the 
degree and depth of the sui-face hardening i s c r i t i c a l and exceptional q u a l i t y 
c o n t r o l over the heat treatment i s necessary. 
The proposals of the other manufacturers have not included hardened buttons 
but allow the pads to pivot on a c y l i n d r i c a l back. Pig, 27 shows one proposal 
Esade f o r the incori>oration of t i l t i n g pad units i n a Tumbull stem bearing 
Etodule, No s e l f alignment properties liave been b u i l t i n t o these pads except f o r 
a small degree of end r e l i e f . 
Two rov73 of pads are shown and i t i s l i k e l y that some degree of d i f f e r e n t i a l 
slope boring would be necessary i n the stem module and bearing cap to allow 
the two rows of pads to align, themselves to the curvature of ths shaft. The 
radius of curvatui-e of the back face of the pads i s so dimensioned as to reduce 
the contact stress to an acceptable amount vrithout the necessity of hardening. 
An apparent drav/baok of c y l i n d r i c a l p i v o t i n g of t h i s kind i s that as the pad 
p i v o t s , the point about whJ.ch i t pivots laoves "forv/ard" r e l a t i v e to the shaft 
r o t a t i o n , thus tending to reduce tlie load carrj'-ing capacity. 
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According to Elvrell and Findlay (10) however, variations i n pivot p o s i t i o n -
of up to i 205!^  w i l l have l i t t . l e e f f e c t on the lo&.d carrying capacity of 
t i l t i n g pad journal bearings uaijig a h i ^ vlBcosity l u b r i c a n t such as o i l . 
( i n the case of low v i s c o s i t y , compressible lubricants such as a i r , t h i s 
i s not the case). 
For reasons of handling specified by the customer, e i ^ t pads per rov/ have 
been used. The e f f e c t of t h i s has been to 3»duce the minimum f i l m thickness 
to about one t h i r d of t l i a t of the p l a i n bush (L/B 2 ) previously used i n 
t h i s s t em gear. 
Since two rows hjivc been used (and properly aligned) a reduction to about 
h a l f o f that f o r the long bush would have been acceptable since the deflexion 
of the shaft over the beax'ing length i s reduced. For reasons o f enhanced 
film, thickness a reduced liuuiber of pads would be preferable. This i s shown 
i n Pig, 28 which has been reproduced from the A.S.K.E, Standard Handbook of 
Lubrication Engineering. 
However, to compare bearings of si m i l a r dimensions Pig.^ 29 has been prepared. 
Minimum o i l f i l m thickness has been p l o t t e d t o a base of shaft diameter 
assuming a f a l l av/ay speed of 100 r.p.m, and a load equivalent t o 90 p , s , i . 
This indicates the t i l t i n g pad bearing to be at a disadvantage t o the p l a i n 
bush i n respect of f i l m thickness when the clearance r a t i o i s 0,0015 but at a 
r a t i o of 0,002 the pof?.ition i s rc%'ersed. This i s explored a l i t t l e f u r t h e r 
i n Pig, 30 vfhich has been drawn to show f i l m r a t i o against clearance r a t i o f o r 
an L/B = 2 bearings End leakage has been taken i n t o account but the iso-viecous 
case has been used, (U = 4,5 x 10"^  Reyns) 
A more rigorous determiiiation of f i l m clearance r a t i o v/ould be expected t o 
reduce the r a t i o at the smaller clearance end of the graph. 
The graph also shows that i n the range of clearances normally adopted f o r 
i n d u s t r i a l bearings the bush has a considerably thicker lubricant f i l m than 
pads talcing up a si m i l a r space. 
I n the case o f stem beariLngs the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n societies i n s i s t on 
f a i r l y high clearances and i n the rajige 0.0015 to .002 generally used, the 
advantage of the bush i s not so marked. 
However, i t wist be noted that f o r any number of pads greater tlian four, 
no advantage i n respect of load carrying capacity can be claimed f o r tlie 
pad bearing. The assumption has also been made isi preparing t h i s graph 
that the pads occupy a space equivalent to 0,8 of the shaft periphery. 
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TiiiB l 8 about the highest ratio that can be achieved and ar^y reduction in 
this ratio w i l l reduce the filra ratio. 0 .7 i s perhaps a more cojiimon ratio 
of total pad length to shaft circiinference and thxe^  vould give a fill.m 
ratio of ,11 at the .002 clearaxice ratio. Hence, i t vrould appear that over 
the entire l i k e l y cleaxaiice itiiige of the stern bearing the t i l t i n g pad unit 
i s at a disadvantage to the plain bush. 
3 , 2 .5 Camolla Stem Gear 
The Camella type of stem gear i s not a coiaplete design but a type of tush 
f i t t e d to a conventional system. A series of circu-lar bores i s situated 
along the bearing. Ih.ch bore i s oversize by normal standards but i t s 
centre i s displaced from the central socis. The centre of each bore i s also 
displaced from i t s neighbour?^ centre by 120*^, I f the lines of each boredfe 
projected onto one end the shape obtained i s a three lobe bearing. This i s 
shown diagramatically in Pig. 3 1 • 
By the selection of bore siaes and suitable eccentricities a bearing which 
r e s t r i c t s the movement of a shaft to close limits but which at the sace tiia3 
has large o i l flow clearances can be manufactured. In order that there vrill be 
no turning moment induced, five bores are reqtiired in the bearing. Generally 
the central lobe i s tvrice the length of the other four. 
Relative to each of the bores the shaft runs eccentrically arid, therefore, a 
wedge shaped o i l film i s generated in each bore, Tliis i n tua-n results i n a 
force being generated i n each of the bores. Obviously the vacL'oT'ia.l 
sujmation of the forces i n each of the sections imapt be eq.ual to the total 
load on the bearing. Reference to Fig. 31 in which the centre section ( c ) 
i s considered to be the load carrying part shows that i f section C i s 
considered to generate an upward load then sections A and E v^ i l l generate a 
force displaced by 120° clockwise to the force from C while sections B and B 
generate a force displaced by 120° anticlockwise» 
The forces generated by Sections A,E,B and D are essentially stabilising forces, 
In order that no net turning moment be empressed on the sliaft the sections are 
arrajig-ed as shovrn. 
An example of a bearing which does not require five lobes to prevent tiirsiing 
i s a turbine bearing whe3?e bearings are paired. In this case three sections 
only are needed. 
Oil supply systems are conventional. 
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5 ' 2 .6 Other Btp.rn „Gear 
3. 2 . 6 , 1 M ^ n c u i i i Sterxi Geay 
The Algonqiiin systea i s one ox the few radical appix)aches to stern gear design. 
Described by Campball and Laskoy (?) the purpose of tMs bearing system i s 
to reduce ttie level of vibration in the t a i l shafting. I t i s this vibration 
which they claim has been responsible for much stern bearing t3?ouble. 
The object of their design i s to stabilise the rotation of the shaft and at 
the same time reduce the loading on the stem bearing. 
The main feature of the system shown in I'ig, 52 i s a comparatively short 
water lubricated stem bearing which penetrates the stem frame only. The 
after peak buUchead has been cut away in i t s normal position and a space 
made within the after pealc. Into the space a rol l e r bearing has been 
installed cIobg to the stem bearing. The conventional stem tube 
penetrating the after peak has been dispensed with. By situating a tig^bt 
clearance bearing close to the stem bearing a nodal point ha-s been 
established close to the propeller and the stem bearing has been effectively 
unloaded^ Eex^'ijig more a sea water seal than an effective bearing. Close 
to the aftermost r o l l e r bearing another r o l l e r bearing h«3 been installed 
effectively sjaicing the shaft encastre frojE the aftermost plummer, 
Tlie system i s designed so that during installation the loads on the stem 
bearing exid on the r o l l e r bearings can be controlled using hydraulic jacks 
on© of which i s specially designed for and fitted into, in the stem fraroe, 
the other i s mounted between the two af fcermost plummer blocks. 
In order to control the loads on the various beairing components the following 
assembly and alignment procedure i s followeds-
( 1 ) The spherical r o l l e r races and bearing houses are assembled 
on the shaft 5. 
( 2 ) The t a i i - s h a f t i s inserted into the stem bearing and positioned 
axially. The jacks are pressurised to support the si-iaft and i t s 
lay adjusted to that calculated i n the earlier design stages 
(Section 2 , 1 ,5) by use of the jacks, 
( 3 ) The propeller i s now fi t t e d complete with iiat and cone, 
(4) The prtiBsure i n the two jacks i s now adjusted to a previously 
calculated value to impress the correct load on the stem bea.ring, 
the aligiijiient checked sjid the plumiaer bearings chocked. 
by 
The Algonquin stexvii gear uses "Cutlas'' rubber on the stem 
bearing which i s water liibricated. This tends to be a f i r s t choice 
material in U,S»A» find Cruiada for water lubricated bearings b\it the 
inventors of the syrjtem point out that aiiy siiitablc bearing 
material may cs used. 
There are other proprietary types of stem gear but a l l seem to be variations 
of those previously described. 
One majiufacturer (Bailkc) proposed an o i l lubricated bearing which instead of 
uEin.g a wMtemetalled bush uses a plastic material v;hich can run under 
conditions of boundary lubrication with water as the lubricant. In the event 
of aft seal failui-e the bearing w i l l continue operatijig satisfactorily \mtil 
dry docking can be carried out« 
0-0y9 
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4. SSALHTG 
V/ith water lubricated stern hearings i t was not necessary to seal the a f t e r 
end of the stem tube against water but obviously the f o r ' d end had to be 
sealed to prevent excessive leakage of water i n t o the s l i i p , Tlie f o r ' d seal 
was usually a sijaple gland which, i n order to run cool, was slackened back 
s u f f i c i e n t l y to allow some water flow i n t o the bilges. Even the large diameter 
shafts described i n the Algtinquin proposals use sitTple f o r ' d end glands. 
Some water lubricated stem bearings have been f i t t e d w i t h complex sealing 
5j3 order to permit recycling o f clean water as the lub r i c a n t but i t i s f o r 
the o i l lubricated bearing that sealing i s essential, Kct onlj'- i s an 
a f t e r seal needed to prevent water leakage i n t o the bearijig or loss of o i l 
to the sea but i t i s no long'er possible to use a simple gland at the f o r ' d 
end. 
Without leakage such a gland would run excessively hot find a constant flow 
of o i l to waste i s t o t a l l y unacceptable. 
Both l i p seals and mechanical seals have been developed but the most the 
modem type of seal seems to be the mechanical face seal, A t y p i c a l s p l i t 
seal of modem design i s shown i n Pig, 53. 
A s p l i t mounting r i n g i s r i g i d l y fi:ced to the stem fro-me. Clamped to t l i i s 
r i n g i s a s p l i t bellows piece which supports the fs,ce c a r r i e r . The seal 
face generally of f i l l e d p . t , f , e , , i s replaceable and i s held i n the face 
c a r r i e r . Upon the propeller/shaft flange or, i n the case of a taper f i t 
p ropeller, on the propeller boss i s clsjnped a drive sleave whioli caj.Ties a 
seat mating w i t h the p . t . f . e . face. 
The face remains stationary and the seat rotates with the shaft. The 
bellows piece i s of spring wires coated \ ^ i t h a r-ubber sleeve and i t i s the 
cOBrpression of t h i s bellows piece vrliich majjntain the necessary pressure 
between the r o t a t i n g seal seat and the stationary face. 
Inside tho mechanical seal XB a secondary f i x e d sealing oharaber« This 
chamber i s an aiinuluB around the shaft f i x e d t o the s t e m frame and halving 
a close clearance where i t a,buts the propeller boss or flange. The annular 
space so fcrined divided i n t o two compartments by a r a d i a l plate having a 
close clearance aroxmd the shaft* O i l flows from the bearing i n t o the 
fo r ' d part of t h i s sj>ace returning t h r o u ^ suitable passages to the 
l u b r i c a t i n g o i l pumps. The o i l v?lij.ch leaks from thi.s space finds ixK way 
i n t o the outer (meclianical) seal where i t mixes with any sea water leakage 
f,nd drains to a sump taiik. 
DO ~ 
Tlie f o r ' d seal produced by the saas manufacturer i s s i m i l a r i i i design bat -
i s of l i g h t e r constiuction and advantage has been taken of tiie increased 
room f o r i n s t a l l a t i o n t o s i m p l i f y irianufacture, 
The advantage of a s p l i t seal i s th a t i t can be removed and serviced without 
the necessity of dravring the t a i l - s h a f t , and a l l the manufacturers of these 
seals emphasise the ease w i t h which they can bt- maintained. 
J 
FIG, 55 
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5. CpI-IPAPJSOII OF PRESM'IT STim GEARS 
i*rom a mere standpoint of s i j i p l i c i t y the water lubricated stem bearing 
has much to recommend i t . Sealing problems are minimal and, i n the event 
of l ubricant supply f a i l u r e the bearing has a b u i l t "get you home" a b i l i t y . 
I t i s obviously BXL advantage f o r ari,y bearing to be I'abricated by the f l u i d 
which surrounds i t but although this i s apparently so with the v/ater lubricated 
bearing i t must be remembered that i n estuarine waters there w i l l be considei'able 
s i l t and abrasive matter which, when stem leakage i s used to supply water, caji 
cause rapid d e t e r i o r a t i o n of the bearing surfaces. Nor i s s i l t only foxuid i n 
the immediate v i c i n i t y of the estuary. I f t h i s v:ere the case the short term 
abrasive wear may be acceptable. However r i v e r s such as the Amazon deposit 
s i l t water many hundreds of miles out to sea. Ocean going vessels also have 
to mslce extended r i v e r passages along the Amazon, Mississippi c\nd other r i v e r s . 
As w e l l as the problem of s i l t i n estuarine waters seme poll u t e d estviaries 
3.nd canals are Mghly corrosive. 
The practice of staving water lubricated stem bearings enables much s i l t 
to be flushed from the bearing but reduces bearing area. However staving does 
enable repairs to l o c a l damage to be carried ov.t without completely renewing 
the bearinge 
Because of i t s i n a b i l i t y to support any great loa,d, the v i s c o s i t y of vfater 
being low, the water lubricated bearing has to be long i n r e l a t i o n to i t s 
diameter and w i l l have less a b i l i t y to tolerate miisalignment, v.'hich the 
loading analysis has shown can be considerable, 
Cameron ( 5 ) has dealt w i t h acceptable misalignment, Ms work suggesting 
that a misalignment which takes up almost a l l the a v a i l a b i l i t y f i l m thickness 
at one end i s acceptable provided the shafting i s e f f e c t i v e l y p i v o t i n g 
about the centre of the bearing, i . e , i f the calculated f i l m thickness 
f o r a w e l l aligned bearing i s "x" then the shaft may be mi.saligned to 
zero f i l m at one end and 2x at the other. I n practice t h i s i s hard to confirm 
or accept and f o r a calculated f i l r a of "x" a t o t a l mipaligmnent of "x" g i v i n g 
a f i l m of at one end and -^ at the other i s the kind of misalignment 
that can be tolerated although no bearing manufacttirer i s l i k e l y to commit 
himself to t h i s aino\mt, Ko natter \>7hat the actual degree of misaligiiment ^  
the short o i l ?uubricated bearing w i l l be able to accept about twice as imich 
angular inisalig^imerit as the longeT water lubricated bush f o r the same fil-jn 
thickness. Aligfiraent problems have to some extent been overcome by 
Glacier by the provision of a spherical seat at the a f t end of the bush and 
l i m i t e d adjustment at the forvrard end. 
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The conventional o i l lubricated bu53h shares vrith tlt.e water lubrica/ted 
bearing one major disadvantage i n that f o r exejnination of the bearing the 
p r o p e l l e r and t a i l - s h a f t must be drawn, Su.ch a major operation requires 
t h a t the vessel be dr;;^  docked. 
The o i l lubricated stem bearing i s manufactured with a l o n g i t u d i n a l o i l 
groove and cannot take load i n t h i s direction^ I t i s necessary therefore 
t o t u r n the bush on i n s t a l l a t i o n so that the load l i n e passes thi'ough the 
crown of the bearing. Load i n stem bearing varies considere.bly i n d i r e c t i o n 
so such a d i r e c t i o n a l feature i s vuadesirable. Since the water lubricated 
bearing i s end-fed i t does not have t h i s feature. 
The Glacier & Tumbull systems are designed p r i m a r i l y f o r ease f o r 
s e r v i c i n g i n comparison to more conventional bearings. Both bearings can 
be withdrawn i n t o the ship without the need to dra.w the t a i l - s h a f t . 
Sealing against flooding i s achieved by an i n f l a t a b l e seal i n addition to 
the normal a f t seal. This doxible sealing i s necessary since bearing 
damage i s often associated w i t h seal damage (or vice-versa) so that 
bearing examination or change i s usually accorrpanied by a dhsxLgo of the 
( s p l i t ) seal. 
The advantage of inboard dismantling and inspection i s achieved at the 
expense of increased size and cost of the bearing. 
The space necessary to accommodate the bearing necessitates f u l l e r s t em 
l i n e s . I n way of the stem bearing the transverse v/idth of the vessel has 
t o be increased considerably f o r both the s p l i t bearings. This inci-ease 
i n width gives very f u l l l i n e s adjacent to the propeller r e s u l t i n g i n greater 
disturbance to flow, 
Tn spite of the increase i n space required f o r dismantling neither of the 
s p l i t designs gives an engineer very much space i n wMch to work and 
dismantling these bearings i n the confined space available i s not the simple 
task the manufacturers claim. The Tumbull bearing seems to have the added 
disadvantage that i n most versions i t requires that a special section of 
s t e m frame be aDlgued and welded i n t o place. I t is not apparent i'rom. the 
information available but i t i s presumed that the assembly of t h i s stem 
fxrame section takes place when the vessel i s on the stocks, whereas i t would 
be much more convenient to deal with t h i s part of the ship on i t s side i n the 
pre f a b r i c a t i o n shop, Milne ( l ? ) h^s described the method of welding tho 
T i i m b u l l frame i n t o place. 
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I'his description c e r t a i n l y eonaernr. tha welding ixi place of t h i s large 
structure t o var^r close allgi'&ieirt limi.ts v;hile the ship i s on the stocks. 
Neither the Turnbull or Glacier bearings atte'npt to improve the r e l i a b i l i t y 
of stem bearings but seem to accept a degree of u n r e l i a b i l i t y and cater f o r 
ease of repa.ir. The Algonquin system t r i e s to improve the r e l i a b i l i t y . 
The use of r o l l e r bearing-s f o r large shafting i s not popular at sea. These 
bearings ha"c-e acquired a reput3,tion f o r false b r i n e l l i n g and subsequent 
f a i l u r e which, w i t h the technology applied by reputable r o l l e r bearing 
manufacturers i s today l a r g e l y unfo^mded, However the majority of these 
bearings are not s p l i t so that to replace the aftermost bearing of the 
Algonquin system would require the ship to be docked and the t a i l - s h a f t 
draT,m, (Cooper s p l i t r o l l e r bearings are an exception). The Tumbull and 
Glacier s t e m gear and the Algonquin stem, gear a l l require access beyond 
the normal a f t e r peak bulkhead space. Whether i j i the long term t h i s i s 
acceptable has yet to be seen, 
Mansfield (16) discussijig H i l l ' s paper suggests that access to the vrorking 
space would normally be by trunking from above the bullchead deck rather 
tlian t h r o u ^ a watertight door i n the a f t e r peak bulkhead. However a f t e r 
due consideration access from the engJ.ne room had been allov/ed by the 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n society. Ship designs incorporating Glacier & Tumbull 
designs have a continuous bulkliead at the appropri.ate frame po s i t i o n but 
the Algonquin system does not show t h i s . 
Since the Algonquin system reqiiires inboard vrithdraiifal of the t a i l - s h a f t 
the f i t t i n g o f a complete bulldiead may introduce d i f f i c u l t i e s . Compared 
V7ith the two o i l 3.ubricated systems the Algonquin Bystem does not seem to have 
att r a c t e d many sales. Personal correspondence from a Lloyds inspector i.n 
January 1974 gave herosay evidence that fail-uxe had occuired i n service of the 
early models. The system has been produced i n Cajaada, a country withoxit a 
major shipbxtilding or ship ovming industry and t M s combined w i t h early 
f a i l ^ i r e s maj' be the reason f o r lack of sales. 
From a purely operational aspect the s p l i t , o i l lubricated stem gear have 
no advanta,ges over the conventional o i l lubricated bush. I n torms of 
maintenance and inspection they benefit but they are much more expensive i n 
f i r s t cost terms and require much more space. Additional water t i g h t doors 
are roqiiired and the ship structure i s more complex. 
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6 , BTEBIJ BEARING FAILURES 
Details of bearing f a i l u r e s i n ships at sea ave d i f f i c u l t to come by, 
Ovme3?s have no wish t o publicise t h e i r problems nor do builders v/ish to 
give d e t a i l s of f a i l u r e s which r i g h t l y or wrongly rcay be a t t r i b u t e d to 
t h e i r workmanship. 
With earnings of over €10,000 per day f o r a large tatiker these a t t i t u d e s 
are hardly surprising. 
The w r i t e r has personally investigated several stem bearing f a i l u r e s , 
tmfortunately each of these ( 5 , 1 5.2 and 5 . 3 ) has been of vfater lubricated 
bearing and because of t h i s the o i l lubricated f a i l u r e s reporigjare from 
othei' soxircea. 
6 .1 Twin Screw Passenggr Vessel (Failed 1965) 
This vessel of r e l a t i v e l y f i n e lines had experienced no operating trouble 
a t sea but when dry docked f o r survey i t was found that there were bands of 
corrosion or ca v i t a t i o n dam^ -ge along the bronze t a i l - s h a f t l i n e r . Close-
examination shewed t l i a t as w e l l as^clefined bands of shallow damage 1/3" 
deep there were pin holes which almost penetrated the t a i l - s h a f t line?". 
Calculations performed at the time (not by the w r i t e r ) showed the sha f t i n g 
resonance frequency to be close to blade order frequency i f the stexTi 
bearing were neglected. Detailed examination of the l i n e r damage suggested 
c a v i t a t i o n t o be the cause of the major damage but e l e c t r i c a l discharije to 
be the cause of the p i t t i n g . The stem bearing of lignum v i t a e v;as not 
excessivel: worn nor damaged but the wear pattem indicated shaft contact 
over a l l i t s area. 
I t was therefore postulated that the shaft was indeed v i b r a t i n g excessively 
although no complaints had been received of t h i s v i b r a t i o n . The v i b r a t i o n 
magnitude was considered s u f f i c i e n t to cause ca v i t a t i o n i n the water. I t was 
thought then when contacting the bearing thei'e had been some e l e c t r i c a l 
dj.scharge from the shaft. No theory was put forward as to how t h i s current 
had been generated. 
The action taken v;as to r e - l i n e the t a i l - s h a f t and to re a l i g n the aftermoat 
bearing t o put greater load on the stem bearing. As f a r as i s known t h i s 
a c t i o n was successfial, 
6.2 Single Screw Balk Carrier (1972) 
Ho trouble had been reported during the voyage of t h i s vessel but v/hen i t 
was drydocked f o r survey the t a i l - s h a f t l i j i e r was found t o be cracked on 
several places. 
These cracks wore a l l i n the rj?u,io band aroiuad the l i r i c r , a t a po s i t i o n 
equivalent t o 2 /3 tho bearing length from the a f t er.d of the bearing. The 
largest crack was about o.ix inches long end penetra.ted througii tho l i n e r 
allowing the t a i l - s h a f t t o r u s t . Cracks ran both l o n g i t u d i n a l l y and 
circu m f e r e n t t a l l y . 
The bearing i t s e l f showed excessive weardown f o r the length o f service and 
there \TB.S some evidence o f charring. 
The l i n e r was sectioned f o r metallurgical examination and t e n s i l e specimens 
pmpared. These showed the hiil'k. of the l i n e r t o be c o r r e c t l y cast and o f good 
Q,uality. I n way of the cracks the c r y s t a l stru.cture shovred evidence o f gross 
overheating. 
Some time p r i o r t o docking the vessel had run agroiuid i n the K i s s i s s i p p i an.d 
the engine room l o g sho\-?ed that i n order t o free her the engine had been 
slowly revolved a l t e r n a t e l y alioad and astern f o r several hours. 
Under t h i s treatment no hydrodynamic f i l m would be geners^tsd and considerable 
heating would r e s u l t . Also a l o t of s i l t would f i n d i t s way i n t o the bearing. 
I t was concluded that the damage occurred dxaring t h i s grounding incident, 
^•5 Single Screw Cargo Ship 
This vessel had been i n service f o r seveval years without any trouble and 
had had her t a i l - s h a f t dravm several times f o r inspection. However she 
suddenly started t o overheat i n the f o r ' d gland and t o throw packing. 
The packijig was changed w i t h no appreciable change u n t i l eventually the 
ship had to be docked. 
i l g . 34 shov/s the state of the t a i l - s h a f t at that time. The l i n e r was 
replaced and the cause of damage a t t r i b u t e d t o corrosion but trouble 
reconojenced w i t h the new l i n e r . 
At t h i s point the vnriter investigated the problem and discovered that the 
s i s t e r ship also was having stem gear troubles. I n the w r i t e r ' s opinion 
the damage t o tiie l i n e r v;as t y p i c a l of ca v i t a t i o n a l t h o u ^ i n t h i s case 
the damag-e was i n t}ie f o r ' d bush of a two bush system whereas c a v i t a t i o n 
more usually occiirs i n the central anula,r space, A previous metallurgi.ca,l 
examination had reported the daiiiage to be de - a i n c i f i c a t i o n . 
I n view o f his opinion o f ca v i t a t i o n tho w r i t e r pursued the qt;estion o f 
v i b r a t i o n and discussion v;ith the chief engineer, who also had seirved on 
ship, revealed that stem and shafting v i b r a t i o n had become a 
the s i s t e r ship, 
px^blem about a year pr viously. 
I'he chief engineer also confiiTie-d tliat i t was not the practice to supply 
water t o the stem tube, leakage being cojisidered adequate. 
The onset of v i b r a t i o n of both ships coincided with the ships changing 
service from a f u l l y loaded condition to a l i f d i t l y loaded condition i n which 
the p r o p eller blades broke the surface of the sea* 
I t was postulated t h a t t h i s induced v i b r a t i o n caused c a v i t a t i o n damage, the 
system being more prone to damage of t h i s nature becaiise of the lack of 
posi.tive pressure i n the water space* 
To remedy t M s the f i r s t action v/as to supply water from the engine room 
pumps t o the c e n t r a l anular space. To present continued v i b r a t i o n i t v/as 
necessary t o a l t e r the ajaount of b a l l a s t the ship could carry to ensure 
f u l l p r o p e ller immersion, 
6. 4 F a i l u r e of O i l LubricatG^ j 3 e a r i n j ^ 
According t o Koons ( I 4 ) the evidence suggests tViat misaligniaent i s the most 
common cause of s t e m bearing f a i l u r e . I n the context of h i s paper he i s 
r e f e r r i n g t o bearing f a i l u r e when no sealing damage h-as occiirred. Da.e to 
non-uniform leading the whitemetal overheats and wipes. ThJ.s process 
continues along the bearing u n t i l complete f a i l u r e occurs. He does point 
out that alignment can change and a ships bearing may f a i l some time a f t e r 
commissioning. 
Fig. 35 i s reproduced from Koons paper arid shows a stem bearing i n which the 
whJLtemetal has f a i l e d by f a t i g u e . I n the case i n question there seems t o be 
some doubt as t o the bond strength but there must have been considera,blo 
variati.ons on the loading to produce such a f a i l u r e . Most bearing f a i l u r e s 
seem to be aBSociated w i t h seal f a i l i ^ r e aaid according to Archer ( I ) and 
H i l l ( 1 2 } the majority of bearing f a i l u r e s of o i l lubricated stem gear 
have been caused by p r i o r seal f a i l u r e . I t seems reasonable to suppose th a t 
a major cause of seal f a i l u r e i s the r e l a t i v e r a d i a l movement between shaft 
and seal. I n the face seal design thj.s may not be too c r i t i c a l but w i t h the 
r a d i a l l i p seal (Lips) t h i s must present problems. This i s a.cknov;ledged by 
Koons ( 1 4 ) who has \i?ritten "The excursions of the shaft operating w i t h i n the 
confines of the bearing can promote wear". 
Both types o f seal m^iy s u f f e r lealca.ge i f the seal area i s too large because 
t h i s w i l l allov; s u f f i c i e n t hydrodynanu.c pressure to be generated to open the seal. 
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The most common cause of seal f a i l u r e i s v/eare geneiTtlly abrasive- v;ear due to 
sand or s i l t i n the water or ^pnt l e f t i n the o i l system, Koons i n 
describing l i p tj^s s e a l s quotes several inntanccs of elastomer deterioration. 
Crane sealc have reported several s e a l f a i l u r e s dxie to t a i l - s h a f t v i bration. 
The v i b r a t i o n had resulted i n f a i l u r e of the hcavj-- duty springs i n the 
bellows piece of t h e i r s e a l . 
I n another case the clamping lugs had sheared, l a t e r inspection 
revealing t h i s to be a fatigue f a i l u r e . 
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-F.ailcd oil lubricated hcarini^-hond and falii^uc 
-Distressed area of hearini^ 
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7, Discussion OP PRESnijT .JgSIG]^^ 
PrcE the rate of failiu-e of s l e i n gear i t docs not seem too svreepiii^C a-
statement to say that present designs are inadequate f o r the dutj.es 
they have to perform. 
The -sjater lubricated bearing i s inadequa.te at lower speeds, i s prone to 
damage from s i l t and suffers fron misalignment and propeller induced 
movements. 
Propeller induced movements at f u l l speed seem to r e s u l t in the majority 
of f a i l u r e s as i l l u s t r a t e d by the examples given previously and by tha 
f a i l u r e s reported by Campbell said Jjaskey. 
On the other hand the s i i a p l i c i t y of water lubricated confers advantages« 
I'lajor s e a l i n g problems are avoided. Temporary lubri.cant supply f a i l u r e i s 
u n l i k e l y to r e s u l t i n catastrophic bearing failure» Even a f t e r f a i r l y 
severe damage the water lubricated bearing can be operated and the v e s s e l 
can roach port without the assistance of tirgs, Sven under adverse weather 
conditions, steeiage way Cfm be maintained« Tiie advantage of o i l l u b r i c a t i o n 
i s th£it nore adeqxiate lubricant films can be maintained and that lov; speed 
hydrodynamic l u b r i c a t i o n i s possible. Even so, f u l l I t i b r i c a i i o u i s not 
obtained 5JI practice belov/ 20 r.p.m. on large t^ilcers, Undoubtedls^ once a 
condition of boundary l u b r i c a t i o n occurs the v.'hitemstal bearing i s les'S able 
to operate s a t i s f a c t o r i l y thiui e i t h e r V70od or p l a n t i c bearingi?, Ucar dovrn i r ; 
more ra,pid. 
The s u c c e p t a b i l i t y of white metal bearings to tiiming gear damage i s c l e a r l y 
shown in Appendix V where catastrophic f a i l u r e of an aftermost bearing i s shov?n 
to be caused by tui-ning gear wear, Kia s t e m bearing does not have an o i l 
supply limited by the a b i l i t y of an o i l r i n g to delivery o i l . However the 
po s i t i v e head of o i l supplying a stem bearing i s only l i k e l y to prolong l i f e 
rather than prevent excessive wear dovm over the l i f e of the ship. 
This wear down i s also l i k e l y to r e s u l t i n s e a l f a i l u r e , the resultant IOSB of 
o i l or massive leakfige of water into the beaxdng accelei-ating the f i n a l fa.xlure 
condition. 
The patented s p l i t designs o f f e r fev; ad\rantages as f a r as perforcv-mce i s 
concerned. One of them has a s e l f - a l i g n i n g feature which can be used during 
assembly. However as f a r as maintenance and inspection i s coiicemed thf^so 
bearings do have considerable advaaitages. Because of higji docking charges and 
demurrage the added f i r s t cost of these bearings and the i n s t a l l a t i o n 
d i f f i c u l t i e s are rapidly o f f s e t when the ship i s i n service* 
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The t i l t i n g pad bearin£r i s s e l f aligning i n sex'^'-ice bvit a t the speeds and . 
loads of a normal t a i l - s h a f t w i l l r e s u l t i n sinsiller f i l m thickness t}ian 
the p l a i n bush, \fiiere tail-sho.ft vibration i s encountered, and t h i s seemis 
a common cause of trouble5 the t i l t i n g pad bearing w i l l give greater 
r e s t r a i n i n g forces. 
Unfortunately under o s c i l l a t i n g load conditions the pivots of t i l t i n g pad 
bearings hammer f l a t , t h i s rapidly increasing bearing clearance. The pads 
are comparatively easy to reniovo and examine, t h i s operation being possible 
with the sMp a f l o a t . 
The Algonquin system has the advantages of water l u b r i c a t i o n but because 
of the position of the aftermost bearing i s very l i g h t l y loaded and i n some 
ways acts only as a s t e m gland„ The t a i l - s h a f t i s short and hence s t i f f . 
I n t h i s way excessive t a i l - s h a f t movement and vibration i s avoided. 
Overall i t seems that the patented s p l i t bearings are the most suitable fox 
large v e s s e l s . Tiiey do require most space thai^i conventional tubes but tbj.f? i s 
rot too great a problem on f u l l l i n e d ships. On fine l i n e d ships such as 
f a s t container v e s s e l s or i n tvrin screwed ships the space requirements and 
interference with s t e m l i n e s may present d i f f i c u l t i e s . 
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8. STERN_^  B;5A^^ 
Frois the foregoing the roqairements for a r e l i a b l e stem, bearing f o r 
cargo vessels are:-
(a) I t mtist be able to accept i n i t i a l and opes^ational misalignment. 
I n i t i a l misaligjiment can ne accoro-Tiodated by the use of some form 
of sphe r i c a l or pivot seating wliich would enable the bearing to 
be aligned to the shaft during assembly. Alignment v a r i e s v/hon 
the ship i s i n service and the f r i c t i o n i n a s p h e r i c a l seat is 
too high to permit s e l f alignment a f t e r assembly. 
Pivoted pads i;hile being able to a l i g n themselves :m service s u f f e r 
from pivot deterioration and lov; f i l m thJLolaiosa, The only p r a c t i c a l 
ansv'er to the alignment jiroblen seems to be to adopt a shorter 
bearing thar;. at present u^^cd. I f the sci:Tentio23al bush or a s p l i t 
bush i s used hydrodjaiamic o i l films would not be generated during 
3!aneomrring and the constant step s t a r t operation would cause rapid 
wear. Overheating i n service i s another p o s s i b i l i t y , 
(b) Films rmist be generated a t roanoeuvring speeds. With present o i l 
lubricated «tcm. gear t h i s c r i t e r i a i e not alv?ays met» 
( c ) The stem bearii^sg must be able to accept leads i n GeveraJ, d i r e c t i o n s . 
This i s true f o r the water lubrica/ted bearing but the proviaion of c/n 
o i l entxy s l o t ma.kes t h i s d i f f i c u l t f o r o i l lubricated bearings. 
(d) The t a i l - s h a f t ought to be held steady i,e, the s t e m bearing system 
ouglit to be s t i f f . 
With a c i r c u l a r bush t h i s could be accosplisiied by using t i g h t 
clearsjn.ces but sucli a bearing would i^apidly overheat and would not 
have the a b i l i t y to accept misaligtjinent. I n respect of s t i f f n e s s 
i t ^TOuld be use f u l i f the s t i f f n e s s vfere a design variable to that 
resonant conditions could be modified. Unfortiinately tlio stiffneBS 
i s not a design varicible i n the sense that i t can be varied over 
s i g n i f i c a n t l i m i t s by the desigier. The designer's f i r s t c r i t e r i a 
i s to provide adequate load carrying capacity withoizt over}:;eating, 
Tiiis leads to c e r t a i n bearing dimensions which in turcn determine 
s t i f f n e s s . 
Acceptable (from load carrying aspects) changas i n the length 
cloarcance inid. diameters of the hydrodynaaiic bearing have j i t t l e 
s i ^ j i i f i c a n t e f f a c t on still'nesse 
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B a s i c a l l y none of the e x i s t i n g bearings ai'6 able to sustain load, without 
shaft contact, at low speedsr 'i'ho a b i l i t y to withstand lov^ speed operation 
seems th^-refcre a b a s i c desig-i c r i t e r i a to be applied to a l l types of stcr:;! 
bearing, liot only woxild t h i s reduce failxire rate of e x i s t i n g types but i s 
also a requirement to be added to those d e s i g i s whose s p e c i f i c function i s to 
withstand load i n any d i r e c t i o n or to have a s t i f f e r o i l f i l m . 
I f , during slow speed operation high pressure lubricant i s introduced into 
s l o t s or pockets i n the lower h a l f bearing, the shaft w i l l be l i f t e d 
s u f f i c i e n t l y to prevent contact. Such systems have been proposed i n 197^  
by Koons (14) i n 1972 by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (2) and by Rose and H i l l 
1974 (35). 
I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g to note that the Koons proposal vras f o r the use of .ja.c?ting 
o i l with t i l t i n g pad s t e m bearings. In-the event the t i l t i n g pad tr^ nr.o of 
bearing did not f i n d ready acceptance and only one such i m i t ( f i t t e d with 
jacking o i l ) has been f i t t e d , 
Possib3.y as a r e s u l t of the comments of H i l l and Rose i n ea r l y 1974 (niHdc; at a 
t5.me of considerable ship ordering a c t i v i t y ) sevei-al bearings ordered i n 
mid 1974 have ha,d j a c k i n g o i l systems specified and i f present trends are 
followed such systems seem l i k e l y to become standard on the large ( SOCtoi) 
s t e m bearings. 
I f i t i s accepted that jacking systems are necessai^" to provide lubricatior'. 
a t speeds below about 20 - 25rpm i t seems l o g i c a l to investigate vmetlier the 
provision of a f u l l hydrostatic bearing w i l l confer any ftirther advantages -co 
s t e m gear. 
A f u l l hydrostatic bearing i s considered to be one i n which higii pressure 
lubricant i s supplied to pockets around the f u l l circumference of the bush. I t 
i s t h i s pressure v:hich sustains the lubricant f i l m rather thari tha f i l m beijig 
generated by ahaft rotation. 
One obvious advantage of such a bearing over a pla.-hi bush i s that i t can accept 
load i n a l l d i r e c t i o n s since the f i l j n i s maintained a l l round the clearance 
space. This a b i l i t y to accept loeid i n a l l directions i s an advantage sheared 
by the t i l t i n g pad bearing. 
Hydrostatic beai-ings have been used i n the machine tool industry ; one of the 
major advantages claimed f o r these bearings i s that they are s t i f f e r than 
conventional beari,ngs. 
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I n order to counter t a i l - s h a f t moveme.nt i t sees- desirable to r e s t r i c t the 
clearance of the stex-5> beariiig &na. to f i t a bearing with as groat an o i l fjllm 
s t i f f n e s s as possible. 
Pig, (36) lias been prepared to show the difference i u lubricant f i l m s t i f f n e s s 
f or d i f f e r e n t types of s t e m bearing. I n preparing these graplis a bearing load 
equivalent to Lloyds ms^ dlmujn of 90 p , s , i , lias been assumed and, where necessary 
a v i s c o s i t y of 12 x 10"*^  Reyn a t 110°F used. 
The graphs are sho\ci to a base of shaft diameter aorid an average speed of 
110 r,p,in, assumed. I n practice the likelihood i s that shafts of lower diameter 
(say 24 in c h ) w i l l i-otate at 110 r,p,ra, while the lai'gest ( Minch) v ; i l l 
ix>tate a t 80 to 90 r.p.m. 
The s t i f f n e s s figures f or the p l a i n bush and f o r the t i l t i n g pad bearingfj 
have been c a l c u l a t e d xising the graphs of Hagg and Sankej". 
Recent discussions between the w r i t e r and Swan Hunter Shipbu.ilders would 
sugg'est that the application of these graphs to bearings as large as those 
vaider consideration may lead to inaccuracy i n the absolute value of s t i f f n e s s 
but that the r e l a t i v e figures so produced are reasonably accurate, For thi.s 
reason the differ e n c e s between the p l a i n bush of 0,002 clearance r a t i o and 
the hydrostatic bush of 0.002 clearance r a t i o may not be a,s great as shOvHic 
However, i t seems l i k e l y tliat t h e i r r e l a t i v e positions w i l l remain un.changed* 
The p l a i n bush clearance r a t i o of 0,002 vjhich gives the l e a s t s t i f f n e s s i s 
that clearance normally required by Lloyds and other c l a s s i f i c a t i o n societies„ 
Under pressure fi-om Shipbuilders and i3earing Hanufacturers there has been a 
tendency to allow t h i s to be reduced to 0,0015. Even so, a hydrostatic bearing 
with these clearance r a t i o s gives a f i l m s t i f f n e s s which i s s l i ^ t l y greater 
than t h i s . 
The reasons given by the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s o c i e t i e s for the large clearances 
demanded i s to prevent overheating of the bush and also to accept a greater 
degree of EiealignBients 
As w i l l be sho\hi l a t e r a clearance r a t i o of 0,002 vrould be unacceptable for 
hydrostatic bearings and a r a t i o of 0,0008 Yi3,3 been proposed. The overheating 
argument advariced against the tig h t clearance bush cannot be upheld in. t h i s 
case since the area of the bearing witli t i g h t clearance i s low when compared 
with the p l a i n bush and the shearing l o s s i n the 3.ubricant supply pockets i s 
smallr Added to t h i s i s the high lu.bricant flow. 
I f the 53 i n c h diameter bearing described l a t e r i s considered^ the f r i c t i o n l o s s 
of the hydrostatic design i s given as 2,7 HP whereas for a hydrodynamic bush 
of 0,0015 clearance r a t i o the l o s s would be about 11 HP, Hl.o lubricant flow 
to the hydrostatic bearing i s 50 g.p.ra, a,nd to the p l a i n bush 35 g.p.ra. 
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The temperature r i s e within the 3ubricant fihi of the hj^drostatic 
( t i g h t cleai>ance) bearing i s thGrefore only 13% of that of the p l a i n bush. 
Once a t i ^ t clearajace hydrostatic bearing can be ej-jployed then a l l the 
c r i t e r i a required by a s t e m bearing can be met, He~iterating, the 
hydrostatic bearing:-
(1) Has a lubricant f i l m separating the mating parts a t a l l speeds, 
(2) Can accept loads i n a l l directions, 
(3) I s considei-ably s t i f f e r than the p l a i n s t e m bearing bush. 
I t i s agreed that t h i s l a t t e r comparison i s made with a bush of d i f f e r e n t 
clearance but i t i s nevertheless v a l i d since tlie d\5.ty has been maintained 
s i m i l a r and (of considerable importance i n r e a l i t y ) both bearings are IBcel.y 
to s a t i s f y c l a s s i f i c a t i o n society r u l e s . 
The t i l t i n g pad bearing i s not advanced as a possible bearing since 
(a) I t s operation fi3an thickness i s lov;, 
(b) I t w i l l require jacking o i l to operate s a t i s f a c t o r i l y . The provisj.on 
of jacking o i l connections l i m i t s t i l t i n g a b i l i t y , 
(o) Manufacturing experience i n other f i e l d s has shown that pivot 
damage i s liJcely i n s e r v i c e . 
The remainder of t h i s t h e s i s examines the various hydrostatic designs and 
suita b l e materials i n order to produce suitable designs f o r shipboard use 
and to predict ser\dce performance. 
I n view of the advantages to be gained by merely providing a simple j a c k i n g 
system a simple method of deriving pressure and o i l flow i s given i n 
addition to the design charts f o r f u l l hydrostatic operation. 
9 HTMOSTATIC PRiyJCIPIES 
The s t e m bearin,gs so f a r described have been considered to bo hydrodynamic 
bearings. That i s the mating surfaces are separated by a f i l m of lubricar;t 
( o i l or vfater) t h i s f i l m being generated and maintained by the rotation of the 
shaft. 
Tlie p r i n c i p l e s may be descx'ibed i n qu a l i t a t i v e tenns i f one considers a shaft 
l y i n g i n a c i r c u l a r bearing, the diameter of the bearing being l a r g e r ( i n 
practice about 1,001 times l a r g e r ) . 
By v i r t u e of the di f f e r e n t diameters, the space between the shaft and 
bearing i s converging, and normally f i l l e d with lubricant. 
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As the shaft i s rotated i t di'aw^ s the lubricajit into the tapered space. 
Since the entrsuice to the wsdg=; i s ^a'eator thcri the czdt the speed of the 
lubricant must increase or i t s direction must chsunga. This change i n 
ve l o c i t y must be produced by an increase i n pressure within the fiim„ When 
equi-libriwi i s achieved the pressure generated sapports the sl i a f t , 
separating i t from the bearing. 
The pressuxa generated i s a complex function of clearance, speed, f i l m 
thickness and. l u b r i c a n t v i s c o s i t y . 
The lower the speed or the lower the v i s c o s i t y then the f i l m thickness f o r 
any load i s l e s s . I t i s f o r t h i s reason that surface to surface contact 
occurs a t manoeuvring speeds on stern bearings. 
I t i s not pix)posed to enter i n t o the Biathematics of the hydrodynaanic bearing 
lubricant f i l m . This has been done maiiy times and iimumerable design methods 
e x i s t based upon solutions of the equations, Tae a v a i l a . b i l i t y of computers 
has made the use of complex design methods possible but the simpler methods 
using charts such as those of Raimondi & Boyd (21) or Eurke and Heale (4) 
are generally favoured by designers. Whether too mach r e l i a n c e may be placed 
upon the a,bsolute value of f i l m thiclmess calculated i s a taa.tter of argument 
but a f t e r using the design methods f o r a niimber of years the bearing manufacturer 
or i n d i v i d u a l d e s i ^ e r tends to apply a comparative method of design. 
I f , instead of the shaft drawing i n a wedge of o i l , a pocket i s b u i l t into 
the bearing as shown i n Pig. 57 a^d lubricant under pressure i s sr^p-plied 
to the pocket then the shaft w i l l be l i f t e d by the applied pressure.. 
Tlie amount of l i f t w i l l depend upon the applied load., the pressure supplied 
and the pressure drop i n the leakage path bet\7een the shaft and the beariiag. 
This i s the b a s i c p r i n c i p l e of the hydrostatic bearing and a v a r i a t i o n of 
t h i s i s commonly used f o r heavily loaded bearings which have to s t a r t a t 
f u l l load. ID t h i s a-pplication the o i l i s not supplied to a large pocket 
but merely to a small depression or groove i n the loaded area. The groove 
i s of such proportion so as not to i n t e r f e r e v;ith the hydrodynamic action 
once the shaft i s rotating, 
A simple hydrostatic bearing l i k e the one shoinri i s only s u i t a b l e f o r a 
constant downward force and low speed action, I'or noxmal i n d u s t r i a l or 
marine a p p l i c a t i o n a f u l l c y l i n d r i c a l bush such as shown i n Pig, 58 i s 
needed. The bearing has four or more pockets each connected to a constant 
P?:essure mardfold v i a compensators v/hich may be c a p i l a r i c s , o r i f i c e s or constant 
flow valvep. v/ith these compensators i n place the pocket pressures vary as 
the journal position v a r i e s . 
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As the .journal approaches a pocket the pressuxo builds up, tending to restore 
the journal back to i t s eqviilibriun position, while the pressure i n the 
opposite pocket f a l l s . This f a l l i s preGEu.re arjfJists the return to the running 
position. 
The bearing sho^m only has a single row of pockets i n the a x i a l d i r e c t i o n . 
Because of t h i s there i s no l i g h t i n g couple v;hen the shaft becomes misaligned.' 
To provide l a t e r a l s t a b i l i t y e i t h e r another journal bearing needs to be provided 
or the bearing must have two rov/s of pockets. To r e s i s t the turning moiaents 
i n the t a i l - s h a f t two rows of pockets w i l l generally be provided. 
As V7ell as i l l v i s t r a t i n g the general p r i n c i p l e of the hydrostatic bearing 
Pig. 38 a l s o shews the pressure d i s t r i b u t i o n across the end lands of the bearing. 
Por the bearing clearances and land widths normally used s u f f i c i e n t accuracy i s 
obtained i f the pressure i s assumed to f a l l l i n e a r l y across the end lands. 
I n a hydrostatic system the flow (Q) from a pockt^t i s proportional to the 
pocket pressure (P) the cube of f i l m thickness (h) end. i n v e r s e l y proportional 
to the absolute v i s c o s i t y J / ^ 
i , e , Q = -llL^ (^) •^•fhsre (K) i s a constant 
Load c a r r i e d i s equal to pocket pressure and equivalent area (A) 
W = PA 
s u b s t i t u t i n g f o r P gives 
W =='QA____ 
h5(K) 
I f Q i s assvuned constant ( i . e . a small change i n load) 
dh K" h^ j^3(^) h 
= - 3W 
i . e . s t i f f n e s s i s inversel.y proportional to f i l s i thickness and d i r e c t l y 
proportional to load. 
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The s t i f f n e s s of the hydrostatic bearing caji be made higher by the use of 
s p e c i a l compensating control valves, and adv3;:itage has been taken of these 
very h i ^ i s t i f f n e s s e s i n the inaohine tool indystry vhich motaits precision 
grinding heads on t h i s tyoe of bearing. Hovrevei* the sm3.ll s i z e of grinding 
head spindles i s hardly relevant to a ship's t a i l - n l i a f t and a l a r g e r more 
heavily loaded exajjiple lias been sought. 
This i s provided by the s t e e l industry where hydrostatic bearings are used 
for r o l l neck bearings. 
The f i r s t hydrostatic bearing application on a s t e e l m i l l was i n I 9 6 I when 
a r o l l i n g m i l l was commissioned f o r the Jones and Laughlin St e e l Corporation, 
Pennsylvania, I n p a r t i c u l a r the Corporation required a s t i f f bearing capable 
of high load, low speed opeiation. This .installation was successful and 
bet'./een I 9 6 I a-nd 1969$ 117 m i l l stands v/ere supplied by the Morgan Construction 
Corporation incorporating t h i s form of l u b r i c a t i o n . Hickley and Bjork (25) 
quote examples of 44" dia^neter bearings operating s a t i s f a c t o r i l y * Such 
s i z e s are d i r e c t l y applicable to shipboard shafting. Loads i n r o l l i n g m i l l s &re 
much higher than marine bearing loads and shock loads are common. The 
successful operation of these r o d neck bearings i s oonsldei^ed to be evidence 
that hydrostatic bearings w i l l operate s a t i s f a c t o r i l y on marine propeller 
sh a f t s . 
Design curves f o r hydrostatic bearings based upon flovr conditions have been 
prepared by Wilcox and Booser (32) Raimondi arid :8oyd ( 21 ) and O'Donoghue 
and Rowe (18), Tliis l a t t e r i s the f u l l e s t reference on the siibject and f o r 
design work considered to be the most d e f i n i t i v e . The design curves presented 
i n following sections v j i l l be calculated from the O'Donoghue and Rowe data* 
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10. LTJBBIOAIn'S 
As has been pointed out the load carr'/ing capacity of a hydrostatic bearing 
i s dependent only upon supply pressure and bearing geometry and not on speed 
and v i s c o s i t y . Since the load carrying capacity i s not v i s c o s i t y dependent a 
much wider range of lubricants can be used. The two obvious lubr i c a n t s are, 
i n f a c t , o i l and water which w i l l be examined below. 
10,1, O i l as Lubricant 
The use of o i l as a lubricant has stemmed h i s t o r i c a l l y from i t s h i ^ v i s c o s i t y 
and i t s non-corrosive nature. I n a h o s t i l e marine environment o i l i s not 
only non-corrosive but w i l l often coat the parts and help prevent corrosion. 
The higher v i s c o s i t y c f o i l as compared to water w i l l r e s u l t i n marginally 
h i ^ e r f i l m tliickness during operation because of (a) a small hj'-drodyr.amic 
e f f e c t and (b) the resistance to leakage across the lands being higher. 
This increase i n f i l m thickness i s negligible 8^d i s not thought to be a 
s i g n i f i c a n t advantage. The non-dependence of hydrostatic bearings upon 
v i s c o s i t y mean however that the same o i l can be used for the main engines and 
for the s t e m tube, there being no need to empfey the t h i c k e r type of o i l 
u s u a l l y used on s t e m tubes. The same l u b r i c a t i n g o i l system cannot however 
be used since contamination of the s t e m tube o i l \rith sea v;ater i s a p o s s i b i l i t y 
and s a l t water contaminated o i l cannot be used on main machinery because of the 
serious corrosion problems l i k e l y to be enco-untered. Nevertheless the use of the 
same o i l f o r a l l engine room duties w i l l simplify storage and where a f l e e t of 
ve s s e l s i s concerned r e s u l t i n d i r e c t cost savings. 
Since l u b r i c a t i n g o i l i s non-corrosive conventional established bearing 
materials can be used. The t a i l - s h a f t may be of p l a i n carbon s t e e l and the 
bearing bush gunraetal or whiteraetalled cast i r o n . I n the l a t t e r case however 
i t would be necessazy to make provision to prevent ingress of h i ^ pressure 
o i l i n t o any bonding flaws between cast iron and vrhJ-temetal, This need not 
present a problem since the jacking o i l connections on large turbine s e t s are 
arranged on cast i r o n whitemetal li n e d bushes. 
I n addition to using conventional (and r e l a t i v e l y cheap) materials f o r the 
bearing com.ponents the use of o i l as the lubricant would enable conventional 
materials to be used i n the ptimps and a n c i l l i a r y equipment. The advantages 
of t h i s with regard to piping would be small but w i l l be greater when pump 
parts are considered. Reciprocating and centrifugal pumps are manufactured 
from materials r e a d i l y able to withstand s a l t v.'ater attack but i f a gear 
pump were necessary considerable investigations into the g-ear wheel materials 
may be needed i f sea water ;?ere the lubricant. 
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The major disadvantage of the use of o i l as the Ixibricant i s that outboard, 
s e a l s would need to be provided i n order to contain the o i l v?ithin the system. 
The outboard o i l s e a l i s probably the single most expensive item on a s t e m 
gear system and i f i t can be dispensed with considerable cost savings w i l l be 
made. 
The outboard s e a l i s also the l e a s t r e l i a b l e part of the system. I t has 
been argued that the higher s t i f f n e s s of the hydrostatic bearing w i l l help 
prevent s e a l f a i l u r e but merely by virtue of i t s position t h i s s e a l must be 
considered vulnerable. 
I n the event of s e a l f a i l u r e , bearing f a i l u r e i s u n l i k e l y because the h i ^ 
lubricant pressure w i l l prevent ingress of water to the bearing mating p a r t s . 
The outflow and consequent l o s s of lubricant w i l l be high. As complete s e a l 
f a i l u r e i s u n l i k e l y s u f f i c i e n t lubricant to combat l o s s can be c a r r i e d on 
board but sea water leakage into the o i l drains i s l i k e l y to take place. 
Corrosion of the beai-ing and pump parts designed for o i l l u b r i c a t i o n i s 
therefore a p o s s i b i l i t y , 
10,2 Water as a Lubricant 
I f water i s to be used as the lubricant two sources are a v a i l a b l e . Fresh 
water seems to have few advantages over l u b r i c a t i n g o i l . To conventional 
bearing parts i t i s corrosive, i t takes up space on board ship and outboard s e a l s 
are necessary to contain i t inboard. Sea water on the other hand i s abundant 
and outboard seal s are not necessary. 
The main problems i n using sea water are corrosion and wear. I n considering 
both these problems i t must be remembered that a ship must operate i n 
estuarine as w e l l as oceanic waters. The com.position of sea water i s f a i r l y 
constant throu^out the world but est^iarine waters vary i n composition 
considerably. Most ports are s i t e d on r i v e r s polluted by chemicals and sewerage; 
both h i ^ l y corrosive, Estuarine waters also contain considerable amotmts of 
s i l t which i f introduced into a bearing are l i k e l y to cause rapid bearing wear. 
On the other hand i t can be argued that the perfoniiance of the older type of 
water lubricated bearing was s u f f i c i e n t l y good to ^ rarrant the use of sea vrater. 
Wear rates were high with these bearings but i t has been argued that they 
r e g u l a r l y operate Tuider conditions of low or zero f i l m thickness under which 
abrasive wear wo\ild be rapid. The hj'-drostatic bearing i t has been argued w i l l 
have adequate films a t a l l times. 
The main advantages of using sea water as the lubricant must be that the s t e m 
tube outboard s e a l can be dispensed with and the o v e r a l l s i m p l i c i t y that can be 
achieved. 
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Materials capable of r e s i s t i n g sea vra.ter corrosion yet a t the same time 
providing suitable bearing s-urfaces are a v a i l a b l e . The experimental v/ork of 
the next section describes some of these. Piltx-ation to remove a l l but the 
fjLnest p a r t i c l e s can be incorporated into the system. 
Overall i t i s f e l t that r e l i a b i l i t y w i l l be greater when sea water i s the 
lubricai:it, the system i s simpler and the disadvantages can be overcome by 
proven methods. 
However one great d i f f i c u l t y i s encountered with water as the lu b r i c a n t . 
Because of i t s low v i s c o s i t y (1.5 x 10 Reyn) when compared with o i l 
( 3 X 10"^ Eeyn) the flow of lubricant to the bearing may be excessive when 
water i s used. 
The flow through the bearing i s proportional t c v i s c o s i t y and hence f o r 
the same pressure supply 20 times more water would need to be pumped to 
a •vratter lubricated bearing than to an o i l lubricated type. I t seems l i k e l y 
that there may be a l i m i t placed by pun^ping capacity upon the s i z e of bearing 
than can be lubricated by water. 
Gear pumps are often s p e c i f i e d f or use with hydrostatic bearings. 
This i s the one piece of a n c i l l i a r y equipment where i t i s f e l t that sea water 
i s l i k e l y to pose a major problem. The usual s t e e l gears w i l l not to l e r a t e 
sea water. I f s t a i n l e s s s t e e l i s used g a l l i n g of the gear teeth or even 
seizure i s l i k e l y . Bronze i s u n l i k e l y to witlistand abrasion i n t h i s 
application. Suction f i l t e r s may overcome t h i s but these are not considered 
r e l i a b l e enough for t h i s s i t u a t i o n . Centrifugal pumps r e s i s t abrasion and 
therefore w i l l be used i n preference to gear piimps. 
Designs, wherever possible x-illl be based on sea water l u b r i c a t i o n but each 
case needs to be decided on individual merit. Curves f o r both o i l and water 
w i l l be preparedo 
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11. BEARBTG MTERIALS 
I f the premise that the mating parts of a hydrostatic bearing are never i n 
contact when r o t a t i n g almost any material of adequate streng'fch w i t h the 
a b i l i t y to r e s i s t corrosion by the lubricant w i l l be suitable f o r bearing 
manufacture. Tiiis premise cannot however be used f o r the basis of design 
and i t must be assumed that r e l a t i v e motion and contact wi3.1 take place 
dxxring the l i f e on the ship. The follovring specific cases have to be 
considered. 
( i ) Complete permanent f a i l u r e of the l u b r i c a t i n g system which 
would necessitate the bearing to be operated as a normal 
hydrodynamic stem bearing, probably at reduced r.p.m, but 
w i t h f u l l shaft w e i ^ t . At reduced r.pjm. propeller induced 
dynamic loads could be small. 
( i i ) Temporary e l e c t r i c a l f a i l u r e which would require the propeller 
shaft to decelerate to s t a n d s t i l l under f u l l load but w i t h no 
hydrostatic supporting f i l m . 
( i i i ) Turning gear operation during repair. I t i s to be expected 
that when a turbine ship i s on turning gear during warming 
up or when i n port the hydrostatic l u b r i c a t i n g system w i l l 
be i n operation. 
I t i s therefore necessary that the bearing faces should be of materials which 
are compatible v;ith each other (which rules out many stainless steels) and 
have low wear rates. 
Even w i t h careful f i l t r a t i o n i t must be assumed that foreign p a r t i c l e s I'lill be 
intorudced i n t o the lubricant and the bearing surface must therefore be able 
to r e s i s t abrasive wear and to absorb g r i t p a r t i c l e s . 
With normal o i l l u b r i c a t i o n a steel shaft running i n a whitemetalled bush meets 
these requirements whereas f o r the water lubricated bearings previously used 
gunmotal running on wood or phenomic res i n was s a t i s f a c t o r y , 
For the hydrostati.c bearing under consideration neither wood nor phenoiaic 
res i n are l i k e l y to be s a t i s f a c t o r y i n view of the f l u i d pressures which 
have t o be transmitted through the bearing w a l l or the pressures which 
have to be contained. 
The shaft material has obviously to be s t e e l . Stainless s t e e l i s too 
expensive and i s also a poor bearing material so a coated steel i s the 
most l i k e l y shaft material. 
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The cositing may tsJce the form of a netal coating, say chrome p l a t i n g , a 
p l a s t i c coating or i t may be sleeved with a guxmetal l i n e r i n the t r a d i t i o n a l 
manner. 
The bush i t s e l f w i l l need the strength of steel or giimnetal. The bearing-
surface needs to be i n t e r n a l l y bonded to t l i i s unlecs the shaft has a 
compatible coating. However i t i s reasonable to suppose that one of the 
bearing surfaces w i l l be of metal and the other w i l l be of a sof t e r material. 
Obviously i t i s a prime requirement f o r both surfaces that they should be 
immuno to corrosive attack from sea water, or estuarine water. 
11.1 Material Tests 
I n order to establish i n the f i r s t instance the bearing properties of cer t a i n 
materials a series o f experimental tests have been carried out. I n i t i a l l y 
none of the material tests were carried out w i t h a view to stem bearijig 
design btit were carried out f o r specific bearing projects. 
These were:-
( i ) Ranee Bulb Turbine Project 
Duxing the preliminary design stages of the machinery to be 
f i t t e d t o the Range Barrage the author's Company was approached 
to supply journal and thrust bearings f o r the turbines. 
A l t h o u ^ o i l lubricated bearings were eventually supplied i n i t i a l 
s p e c ifications suggested water lubricated bearings. At the time 
the Company had supplied many bearing sets coated w i t h an epoxy 
r e s i n (ZSV) but was expecting d i f f i c u l t i e s i n supply and was 
considering the use of other materials and the work was carried out 
to compare other materials with the (ZSV) resin. I n the event, 
however, before completion of the tests a (ZSV) licence was acquired 
by the Company and the tests continued to f u l l y investigate the 
merit of the material. 
I t may be noted that some materials, noimally associated w i t h water 
l u b r i c a t e d bearings such as "D.U." and "Tufnol" v/exe not included. 
This was because these materials were manufactured by companies who 
were also bearing manufacttirers and the author's Company f e l t that 
i t could not be dependent upon p o t e n t i a l competitors f o r raw material 
supplies. 
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T A B L E I V •- FIATBRIAIiS TESTED 
1 
GEI^IERAL TRADE MAmiPACTUHE 
CLASSIFICATION NAI'IE -
P.T.F.E, Sheet Tygaflor SIG\P/OlO/00 Tj.'-ga.durc 
Glass Cloth -PTFE f i l l e d Tygaflor 28AP/1GT/00 Tyge.dure 
Acetal Copolymer Alkon (.012" Sheet) I. C . I . 
P.T.P.E. Sheet Tyg3.flor SICAE/010/OO Tygadure 
Nylon-Unfilled Haranyl Nylon B.lOO I.C.I. 
Nylon-Glass f i l l e d Mai-anyl Nylon A,190 I . C . I . 
Nylon-Unfilled Nylatron Polypenco 
Nylon-Graphite P i l l e d Maranyl Nylon A.198 I. C . I . 
Nylon-Unfilled I'laranyl Nylon P . 105 I . C . I . 
Nylon-Graphite P i l l e d Maranyl Nylon A.100E I.C.I. 
Nylon-Graphite P i l l e d Karanyl Nylon A.108 I. C . I . 
Acetal Copolymer Alkon (.066" Sheet) I.C.I. 
P.T.P.E. P i l l e d "Ralon" Crossleys 
ZSV Expoxy Resin - Z.S.V. 111 ZSV 
Nylon - U n f i l l e d Maranyl ~ B.lOO I.C . I . 
P.T.P.E. - P i l l e d Rulon Crossleys 
AcetaJ Copolymer Alkon I . C . I . 
P.T.P.E. - U n f i l l e d Pluon V.S.E.070 I . C . I . 
P.T.P.E. - P i l l e d Pluon V.S.B.60 I. C . I . 
P.T.P.E. - P i l l e d Pluon V.S.G.15Z40 I . C . I . 
P.T.P.E. - P i l l e d Pluon V.S.H.55 I . C . I . 
P.T.P.E. - P i l l e d Pluon V.S.N.60 I. C . I . 
P.T.P.E. - P i l l e d Pluon V.102 I. C . I . 
Resin Rezolin L . 9 5 0 Re zolin-Franc9 
Resin D,R. 19299 Bakelite 
P.T.P.E. - P i l l e d Rulon Crossleys 
P.T.P.E. - P i l l e d Rulon Crossleys 
Acetal Copolymer Alkon I . C . I . 
Resin Rezolin L . 9 5 0 Rezolin-Prance 
Resin Rezolin L . 9 5 0 Rezolin-France 
Resin Bakelite DR.19299 Bakelite 
Resin Bakelite DR.19299 Bakelite 
Resin Ara l d i t e A . T . I . A r a l d i t e 
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TABLE IV COIITD.. 
1 ^ r 
GSbJERAL TRAIffi 
CLASSIFICATION N.AJIE 
Resin Epcphen EHM2/E.L.5. 
Resin - P.T.F.E. f i l l e d Emralon 815 
Nylon - Glass f i l l e d Durethan BKV 
P.T.F.E. f i l l e d F]-Uorinoid 115 
P.T.F.E. f i l l e d 
t 
Fluorsint 
l^ ANTJFACTXrRE 
Borden Chera. 
Acheson Colloids 
Bayer 
Fluorocarbon Ltd. 
Po3ypenco Ltd. 
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( i i ) Ca.Xfp Pumps f o r Chemical Carriers 
I n response to enq^^iries f o r pump bearings to be used on the 
shafts of deep w e l l pumps on chemical carriers i t was proposed 
to use bearings lubricated by the chemicals pumped. A r i g v/as 
set up to investigate both the bearing design and the most 
suitable materials, Kuch of the basic t e s t i n g was carrie<c^ out 
wit h water as the l u b r i c s j i t since t h i s was a convenient low 
v i s c o s i t y lubricant as we l l as being the most commonly pumped f l u i d . 
( i i i ) Pump Bearings to Operate with Sea Vater at 50^ C. 
Tlie conditions called f o r on a bearing order v/ere f o r a 
bearing to operate with sea water as the l u b r i c a n t , surface 
speed 0,145 f t / s e c , to 8,7 f t / s e c . For the stem bearing 
application under present consideration the most i n t e r e s t i n g 
aspect of that investigation i s that the lubr'icant used i n the 
te s t was u n f i l t e r e d River Tyns water talcen at Scotswood during an 
averages high t i d e . I t i s f e l t that materials shown to be able to 
r e s i s t attack by t h i s v;ater are u n l i k e l y to suffer damage i n normal 
shipboard use. 
The f u l l l i s t of materials tested i s shovn in Table IV, Table V and VI have 
been prepared from published data and manufacturers' l i t e r a t u r e to give the 
mechanical and thermal properties of the majority of these materials as w e l l 
as some common engineering materials. 
The f u l l t e s t procedure and detailed results are given i n Appendix I I , I I I 
and r v , the relevant results and materials being discussed below, 
11,1.1 ^Bulb Turbine Tests 
Thrust pads faced v/ith the various materials were run against a phcspbated 
stee l c o l l a r i n a water bath. 250 loaded s t a r t s wore made at a load 
equivalent to 20 p , s , i , followed by 4 x 100 hour steady running tests at loads 
increased stepwise to 4 O O p . s . i . Of the i n i t i a l l i s t only the f o l l o w i n g 
materials could be considered successful i n that they exhibited l i t t l e wear down: 
0 - .001" wear IJpox:^ Resins (- Z.S.V. I l l 
.Bakelite DR19299 
Rezolin L950) 
Bronze f i l l e d P.T.P.E. - (Rulon) 
,001 - .002" wear P.T.P.E, impregnated glass c l o t h - (Tygador) 
.002 - .005" wear Glass f i l l e d Nylon ( l . C . I . A90) 
Graphite f i l l e d Nylon ( l . C . I . AlOO) 
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11. 1.2. Pump Bearin,^s 
These bearings were tested on a t o t a l l y enclosed journal bearing t e s t r i g . 
Becaxise of the nature of many of the potential' lubricants only i n e r t ^ carbon 
f i l l e d p . t . f . e . was considered and t e s t i n g concentrated upon t h i s material. 
Mechanical creep v/as a problem and only a f t e r a design capable of 
accommodating creep Iiad been produced were successful runs obtained. Besign 
seemed c r i t i c a l but eventually a 44 hour run with n e g l i g i b l e v/ear was carried 
out. 
11. 1,5. Sea V/ater Pump Bearings 
Only the epoxy re s i n material Z S 7 I I I was used i n t h i s t e s t since at the 
time of t e s t i n g the w r i t e r s company was a licensee of ZSY and considerable 
f i e l d experience had been obtained. The s i g n i f i c a n t point of t h i s t e s t \ra.s 
that i t was successfully carried out at 52°C as well as a t 16°C. Twenty 
loaded s t a r t s at 65 p . s . i . v/ere carried out followed by 200 hours running 
at 16°C and 55 hours at 32°C without measurable wear. The lub r i c a n t was 
p a r t i c u l a r l y relevant to the stem tube application being u n f i l t e r e d Tyne 
water. 
11.2 Other Materials 
A.S has been indicated the materials tested were l i m i t e d t o those v;hich are 
re a d i l y available t o the widters Company and commercial as v;ell as tec l i n i c a l 
reasons were talcen i n t o account i n t h e i r selection. This leaves out some w e l l 
established water lubricated materials. 
Glacier W - a p . t . f . e . layer over sintered bronze backing. 
Eailko Ferrobestos - an asbestos reinforced c r e s y l i c , 
Tufnol - a cotton reinforced c r e s y l i c . 
Since the surface of DTJ i s part p . t . f . e . i t i s l i k e l y to behave i n a manner 
s i m i l a r to the pure p . t . f . e . tested u n t i l wear to tJie sintered layer has 
taken place. On t e s t t h i s material was considered t o have f a i l e d by 
excessive wear a f t e r 100 loaded s t a r t s . Once the p . t . f . e . overlay has 
been removed i t i s possible that the DU w i l l act as the bix)nze f i l l e d p . t . f . e . 
material tested i n v/hich case satisfactory running i s l i k e l y . 
The t e s t results published by the manufacturer suggest t h i s to be the case. 
Test figures f o r phenotics are given by Wilcock and Booser (52) and shov; 
wear rates roughly 10 x those of f i l l e d p . t . f . e . 
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I n spite of t h i s the established performance of these materials at sea i s 
such that they must be considered as possible materials. 
11.5 Possible Materials 
The previous sections have slaovm that certain specific p l a s t i c s ma^ y be 
suitable f o r use as bearing surfaces. They foim foiu? basic groups. Nylons, 
p . t . f . e . j c r e s y l i c resins and e-poxy resins. Accepting that these w i l l 
provide suitable rabbing surfaces these materials would be examined f o r 
t h e i r general and sp e c i f i c engineering properties, 
1 1 , 3 , 1 Nylon 
Nylons (polyamides) are thermoplastics. They have r e l a t i v e l y lov; melting 
points (about 2 5 0 ° C ) a:id are generally processed by i n j e c t i o n moulding. 
They can however be used as coating media or can be massively cast using 
low pressure techniqiies. A l l can be machined using conventional techniques 
and a range of adhesives i s available t o bond nylon components to stee l and 
other metals. 
Nylons are manufactured by the reaction between molecules containing amino 
(EHg) and carboxylic acid (C O O H ) groups. Both these groups are contained 
i n amino acids and manufacture i s by the polymerisation o f these acids. 
The v a r i e t y of aiiiino acids available results i n a range of nylons being 
available. Each type i s named a f t e r the number of carbon atoms i n the acid 
used to produce i t . Only four types of nylon are commercially available 
these are types 66 , 610, 6 and 1 1 , the l a t t e r being uncommon. Types 66 and 
610 were tested i n the experimental phase with both the successful tyjies 
being type 66 . 
Type 6 was not tested. Retrospectively t h i s i s unfortunate since one 
manufacturer (Rislan) mantifactures t h i s i n powder form suitable f o r 
polymerisation i n a mould by adding a catalyst t o the monomer. 
Nylon components are usually produced by i n j e c t i o n moulding. At the present 
time the largest i n j e c t i o n moulding available i n U.K. i s 44 oz, and hence 
components such as sbexn bearings are impossible to produce i n t h i s manner. 
Even i f smaller sub assemblies could be used to produce stem bearings the 
mere cost of mouldj.ng small quantities v^ould be p r o h i b i t i v e . Nylon however 
can be cast (using special techniques) and can be supplied i n bulk s o l i d 
form or i n sheet. 
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The bulk form i s u n l i k e l y to be large enough f o r tube manufacture but 
staves such as have been used i n older lignum v i t a e stem bushes \v'ould be 
available. The size of t h i s i s t m l i k e l y to be s u f f i c i e n t to produce the 
required pocket geometr;/ f o r the hydrostatic bearing. Sheet nylon however 
does seem a possible candidate f o r the l i n i n g material. Sheet i s r e a d i l y 
available i n metre square panels 3/8 inch t h i c k . Although f a i r l y r i g i d the sheet 
can be formed when warmed to less than 100°C. Nylon hov/ever does not bond to 
metal and i t must be held i n place by screws or adliesive. Neither of these 
methods seem idea l i n a stem tube. 
Furthermore the pocket f o r the f l u i d would have to be cut i n the nj-lon and 
i t s depth i s such that the nylon would be penetrated. I t i s t m l i k e l y that 
a pressure t i ^ t seal cculd be made betv/een nylon and bush, hence leakage 
fxam the pockets could be a major problem. This lealcage could reduce the 
f i l m thickness between shaft and bearing and also would be l i k e l y to cause 
d i s t o r t i o n of the p l a s t i c . 
Based upon the experience of hydrostatic bearings where high pressure o i l 
has penetrated the interface between whitemetal and bush t h i s l a t t e r would 
be the p o t e n t i a l l y more troublesome. 
I f i t were possible t o cast s u f f i c i e n t l y large nylon pads the problem of 
creep and water absorption v;ould have to be faced. At 500 p . s . i . nylon 
would acquire a 0.5% permanent s t r a i n w i t h i n one year while at 1000 p . s . i , 
1% s t r a i n would be achieved. 
When i t i s considered t l i a t these are steady load figures i t would seem 
that serious deformation of the nylon i s l i k e l y to occur i n service. I n 
the type of bearing considered the diametral clearance i s l i k e l y t o be 
.03", I f a nylon thickness of 1.0" i s assumed t h i s clearance v / i l l increase 
by between .01" and ,005" during 9 years service, Tlie short terra creep 
f i g u r e I s perhaps more s i g n i f i c a n t . Every time nylon i s loaded i t acquires 
a permanent set. At 500 p . s . i . t h i s i s .l/o, hence with an o s c i l l a t i n g load 
the clearance may be expected to increase considerably. 
Nylon absorbs water. For small sections the time to reach an equilibrium 
water content i s short but t h i c k section take a considex*able length of time 
to achieve equilibrium. 
At the present time i t would appear that nylon i n bullc form i s u n l i k e l y t o 
be a sat i s f a c t o r y material from which to manufacture such a large bearing. 
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Some companies do cla,im to be a b l e to coat steel successfully \ ; i t h Nylon 66 
but to date none to the w i t e r ' s kno\7ledge have coated s t e e l w i t h carbon or 
glass f i l l e d Nylon 66, I f t h i s can 'ne achieved nylon must be re-considered 
as a bearing material, 
11, 5.2 F.T.F.E, 
Although not tested i n t h i s thesis the p . t . f . e , material DU has been used i n 
water lubricated applications. However t h i s material consists of a s t e e l back 
upon vfhich a layer of bronze and a layer of p . t . f . e , have been sintered. I f 
i t i s assumed that the material could be fomed into pads large enough to be 
moTinted onto a stem bush the problem of h i ^ pressure supply would need to 
be overcome. 
The high pressure lubricant would tend to leak into the sintered layer 
(Pig. 59) sjid. cause i t to rupture. 
Creep too i s a major problem w i t h p . t . f . e . This prablem caused most f a i l u r e s 
i n the experimental work described i n Appendix IV. Throu^iout the t e s t work 
on carbon f i l l e d p . t . f . e . bushes held i n steel housings i t was impossible to 
maintain secure f i t t i n g of the p . t . f . e . This was a 2" diairieter bush, 
Adhesives were used successfully to bond t h i n Esheet p , t , f , e . to s t e e l f o r the 
e a r l i e r series of tests and p . t , f , e , bonded to steel and alxminium i s r e a d i l y 
available on the market (often these plates are used i n bridge bearings). 
However once ag3,in there i s the question of f i x i n g these plates to the inside 
of a bush and providing a pressure t i g h t j o i n t . 
Certain grades of p , t , f , c , can be bonded d i r e c t to steel and such items as 
f r y i n g pans and saws often have such a layer on them. P.T.P.E. i n the 
u n f i l l e d form wears quickly as evidenced by the f i r s t series of t e s t s . The 
p . t . f . e , layers so formed are also porous and therafore do not provide any 
protection against corrosion of the underlying material. 
11, 5.5 Reinforced Cresylic Resins 
These materials have been widely used as stern bearing materials f o r a mzmber 
of years. The older tjrpe water lubricated bearing was f i t t e d w i t h staves of 
reinforced resins but more recently the material has been supplied i n bullc 
form. 
The more recent designs of bush have been f o r o i l Itibricated s t em bearings 
which under emergency conditions can be operated vath water as the l u b r i c a n t . 
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V7ith water i t i s u n l i k e l y that a f i l m i s generated and a condition of boundary 
l u b r i c a t i o n occurs. However the service performance of these materials shov;s 
them capable of operating under t h i s condition withoxit excessive wear. This 
i s not t o say they may operate permanently i n t h i s manner and water 
l u b r i c a t i o n of a large bush of say 35" diameter i s considered only as a "get 
you home" measure. 
For the hydrostatic bearing under discussion the resin vrould need to be 
supplied i n bush form. At the present time manufacturing f a c i l i t i e s e x i s t to 
provide bushes of up to 5 O " diameter. Typical bi.ishes supplied t o the marine 
industry t o date are 33" bore and have a w a l l thickness o f 6 " , These bushes 
are interference f i t s i n cast i r o n stem trabes, the interference being about 
0 , 0 3 " . 
A feature of the material i s i t s poor heat transfer c o e f f i c i e n t and i t i s 
therefore essential that adequate cooling i s supplied to the bush. Dry 
running cannot be tol e r a t e d and i n the event of hydrostatic water f a i l u r e 
provision must be made to c i r c u l a t e v;ater through the bush. 
This i s not the case where thinner p l a s t i c layers are used. I n these cases 
heat may be conducted by the metallic backing material t o the a f t e r peak. 
Reinforced c r e s y l i c bushes, because they require an interference f i t , caiinot 
be used i n s p l i t bearings. 
I f the machining of liydrostatic pockets i s considered then the i n a b i l i t y to 
s p l i t the bearing may be a major drav/back. 
The material i s s u f f i c i e n t l y t h i c k to allow the pockets to be machined without 
breaking through t o the backing material. Leakage i s less of a problem since 
a small diameter pipe can be passed t h r o u ^ the bush vrall as shown i n Fig. 40 
to s^ipply l i i b r i c a j i t at pressure. 
This i s not the f i n a l preferred material but i t s properties are such th a t the 
proprietors of the material could produce hydrostatic bushes using i t . 
11. 3.4 Epoxy Resins 
Ej)Oxy resins are w e l l established engineering materials generally associated 
w i t h adhesives, protective paints and e l e c t r i c a l components. A major 
advajitage they enjoy over the other materials tested i s that they w i l l bond 
d i r e c t l y t o metals. 
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The cnly surface preparation required i s that the surfaces are t h o r o u ^ l y 
cleaned. Tliis i s usually accomplished by g r i t b lasting and washing \i,'ith 
organic solvents. The bond produced i s a sti-ong chemical bond whereas the 
bonds produced bet^-;een p . t . f . e , and metal or nylon and metal i s a mechanical 
bond betv/een the p l a s t i c and asperities on the metal. 
I n the case of nylon the bonding i s assisted by the shrinl-cing of the nylon 
dtiring cooling. Because of t h i s nylon coats tend to be b e t t e r when applied 
to outside surfaces mther than i n t e r n a l surfaces. Once broken, nylon coatings 
r e a d i l y peel. 
This i s not true however of epoxy coatings which can withstand chipping and 
c u t t i n g througii to the base material without sp o i l i n g the i n t e g r i t y of the 
e n t i r e f i l m . 
Epoxies may be applied as l i q u i d s or powders. I t i s usual f o r the l i q u i d 
epoxies to be t^ '^ o pot systems i n v/hich the bulk epozy i s mixed wi t h a catalyst 
which causes them to harden. The hardening time i s dependent upon the amount 
of catalyst and the temperature. The l i q u i d s are f a i r l y viscous and are 
applied by brush or spray. Typical coating thickness are ,008" when wet, 
drying to ,005" cured thickness. Better b u i l d up than t h i s cannot be 
achieved on normal surfaces i n one coating and previous coats have to dry before 
additi o n a l coats can be applied. High b u i l d up on f l a t h orizontal surfaces 
i s obtained by dajnming aroimd the surface and casting the r e s i n . 
The time needed to achieve s u f f i c i e n t l y t h i c k layers f o r bearing ope3?ations 
are probably too high f o r the commercial use of the l i q u i d resins. To absorb 
g r i t and to give some degree of conformability a finished layer of about 
,015" i s needed, t h i s being machined from a ,025" applied layer. Of the 
epoxies tested g i v i n g adequate wear resistance Araldite and Rezolin were 
l i q u i d systems. I n the event of other materials being unsuitable,their bond 
strength and bearing properties would merit investigation i n t o means 
of achieving h i ^ b u i l d up. Since other materials were found suitable i t 
i s not considered that designs should be based upon them. 
The method of applying the powder resins tested was f i r s t to coat the clean 
metal w i t h a f i l m of pov;der dissolved i n et h y l glycol t h i s layer preventing 
oxidation of the metal during subsequent heating. The metal i s then heated 
to 175°C and the powder sprinkled or sprayed onto the surface. Immediately 
i n contact v;ith the heated metal the powder fuses and pov/der i s added u n t i l 
a s u f f i c i e n t layer has been achieved. 
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The epoxy i s then cured by r a i s i n g the temperatux-e to 220*^ 0 and ruaintaining' 
i t f o r one hour. 
The tests carried out have c l e a r l y demonstrated the epox;/- 3SV I I I to be a 
suitable bearing surface v;ith sea or harbour water as the l u b r i c a n t . The 
layer i s securely bonded and i s not porous. The -underlying metal therefore 
need not be con'OsJ.on re s i s t a n t which i s a major advantage from a cost point 
of view. 
Considerable service experience has been gained with ZSV bearinj^s i n the 
pump and submersible motor industry. Approximately 200 complete bearings 
per year of these bearings lubricated w i t h water are commissioned. Loads 
are t y p i c a l l y up to I50 p . s . i . surface speeds ranging up to 80 f t . per 
second. I n most cases the bearings s t a r t under f u l l l o a d . This service 
experience coupled w i t h t e s t data up to 4OO p . s . i . and the ease of application 
i s f e l t to be s u f f i c i e n t to v.'arrant the use of thj.s particulao? epoxy f o r the 
s t e m bearijig application where loads w i l l be up to 250 p . s . i . and surface 
speeds of about I3 f t / s e c . 
2SV I I I i s a trade name of a product of the German ZSV Company. I t s 
composition i s : 
Bpikote 1007 - 70,24% 
Kelamine - 1.76% 
3% 
Mica " - 15/J 
Peg 0^ - 1550
Carbon ~ 2% 
11, 5.5 Overall Material Specification 
Of the materials tested certain nylons, p . t . f . e , and epoxy resins were shovm 
to have suitable bearing properties. Nylon and p . t . f . e , have been rejected 
f o r manufacturing reasons. 
Ease of manufacture and previous operating experience have led to the 
selection of ZSV I I I epoxy resin as a preferred material. Operational 
experience of bushes of i*einforced cresylic resin has lead to the decision 
to preserve t h i s as an a l t e r n a t i v e although i t has not been tested. 
The r e s i n selected i s only one of the mating surfaces. Similar materials are 
not l i k e l y t o be i d e a l bearing combinations. 
I n order to r e s i s t corrosive attack the other matei-ial must be stainless 
s t e e l or bronze. 
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The use of stainless s t e e l i s roled out on cost grounds and i t i s proposed 
to use the more t r a d i t i o n a l bronze* vJhen the ci'esylic r e s i n bush i s used 
t r a d i t i o n w i l l be closely followed. I t i s proposed to mount the c r e s y l i c 
bush as an interference f i t on a spherical graphite cast i r o n bush. The 
t a i l - s h a f t w i l l be of carbon steel of minimum U.T.S. of 28 Tons/in and i t v r i l l 
be l i n e d w i t h a bronze l i n e r of U.T.S, 28 Tons/in w i t h a thiclmess given by 
(diaineter of shaft -^  9) inches. 
Where epoxy r e s i n i s used as one surface i t would be t r a d i t i o n a l to coat the 
bearing bush w i t h the epoxy and to l i n e tlie shaft with a bronze l i n e r . 
I f a cast i r o n bush i s used i t i s imperative that there i s no defect on 
the coating otherwise corrosion w i l l set i n . During machining i t w i l l be 
d i f f i c u l t not to damage the coating. I f the hydrostatic pressure pockets 
are machined i n t o the bush two maciiining operations w i l l be necessaiy. 
I n the f i r s t the pockets w i l l be machined i n t o the backing material then 
the epoxy w i l l be applied followed by normal machining of the bore of the 
bush. 
I f however the epoxj'- i s applied to the shaft certain advantages become 
apparent. F i r s t l y an expensive component, the bronse shaft l i n e r , caxi be 
dispensed v/ith. Secondly a more even epoxy f i l m can be applied to a sh j i f t 
slowly r o t a t i n g heU-reen centres than can be applied to the bore of a s p l i t 
or f u l l bush. Indeed the application of the epo:cj' to the bore of a f u l l 
bush could present major d i f f i c u l t i e s . T h i r d l y bush manufacture i s s i m p l i f i e d 
One machine s e t t i n g i s required and special provision f o r pressure connections 
breaking the coating need not be made. 
The basic ma,terial s p e c i f i c a t i o n f o r the epoxy line d system w i l l be: 
Shaft - 28 ton carbon s t e e l coated with a ,015" layer of ZSV I I I 
Bush - Cast bronze machined to size. 
The composition o f bronze f o r shaft l i n e r s i s not given by European 
C l a s s i f i c a t i o n Societies but ABS specification Type 2 Bronze i s suggested:-
Copper - 55-605^ 
Tin 1,0% I'lax. 
Lead ~ 0.4% mx» 
I r o n - 0.4 - 2,a}i 
Manganese - 1.5% Max, 
Aluminium - 0,5 - 1-5% 
Nickel - 0,5% Kax. 
Zinc - Remainder 
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•12. LUBRICANT SUPPLY 
T?he lub r i c a n t may be supplied to the bearing on a basis of constant vol-ume 
or constant pressure. I n a constant volume system each pocket i s 
i n d i v i d u a l l y supplied with lubricant from a positive displacement pump. 
Such a system undoubtedly gives the s t i f f e s t o i l f i l m . I n practice the 
performa;nce of a constant flow system i s l i m i t e d by pump performance since 
a pressure r e l i e f valve must be f i t t e d i n t o the system to prevent pump 
s t a l l i n g . Hence at h i ^ e c c e n t r i c i t i e s constant volume performance i s 
l i k e l y to approach constant pressure performance. 
The system applied to a marine u n i t also has some serious p r a c t i c a l 
d i f f i c u l t i e s . For correct operation a hydrostatic journal bearing needs 
at least four l u b r i c a n t i n l e t s around the circumference and f o r l a t e r a l 
s t a b i l i t y requires two rows of i n l e t s a x i a l l y . The requirements are therefore 
f o r at least eight pressure i n l e t s . I t v;ould therefore be necessary to 
supply eight pump sets. For safety and r e l i a b i l i t y each set would require 
duplication and hence the system would become expensive and complex. The 
problem of multiple pumps can be overcome by the use of constant flow valves. 
One valve to each pocket i s required and the valves themselves being pressure 
opesrated variable o r i f i c e valves. I t i s not f e l t that complication of these 
valves i s j u s t i f i e d i n a marine environment. I n a constant pressure system 
the load carrying pockets are supplied w i t h f l u i d from constant pressure 
manifolds. 
The maintenance of constajit pressure i n these manifolds i s r e l a t i v e l y easy 
i f pttmps of s u f f i c i e n t capacity are used. Two pumps are required, one f o r 
normal use, the other as standby. 
I f hydrostatic bearings are developed f o r merchant ship use the requirements 
f o r s t i f f e r bearings may necessitate constpjit flow devices. However at t h i s 
stage the basis of design w i l l be constant pressure w i t h the emphasis on 
r e l i a b i l i t y , 
12,1 Lubricant Admission and Control 
The control of the flow of the lubricant to a hydrostatic bearing from a 
constant pressure system may be by o r i f i c e or by c a p i l l a r y . I n both cases 
an increase i n flov; due to shaft movem.ent results i n an increased pressure 
drop across the o r i f i c e or c a p i l l a r y thus a l t e r i n g the l o c a l bearing pressure, 
The characteristics of the o r i f i c e or c a p i l l a r y obviously therefore a f f e c t 
the dynamic characteristics of the bearing. 
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I n general the o r i f i c e controlled bearing i s a a t i f f c r bearing and, other 
things being equal, o r i f i c e control would be desiraole. 
I n p r a c t i c a l terms the characteristics of a capillary- may be raa-de to match 
f a i r l y closely those of an o r i f i c e . By a l t e r i n g the dimensions of eit h e r 
the most suitable s t i f f n e s s characteristics can be probably achieved. I n 
terms o f manufacture and design the o r i f i c e seems to o f f e r most advantages. 
F i r s t l y i t i s compact and may be a simple d r i l l e d plate. I f a variable 
o r i f i c e i s required then r e a d i l y available needle valves are simple to 
obtain. 
O'DonogiiUG & Rowe (19) have produced dimensionless groups to describe the 
st i f f n e s s of various types of flow c o n t r o l : f o r a six recess bearing they 
give the s t i f f n e s s parameters as: 
Capillary = 4.3/^(1 xvcu^oo ^^..^^^^^ 
1 + 0.5^ (1 -li) m = supply pressure 
Recess uressure 
o r i f i c e = 8.60 / 5 (1 - 4.1 \^- ^^n:2^L^^:^51 
2 -fh + y ( 1 " /TJ ) circvunferential flow 
resistance. 
I n order to i l l u s t r a t e the differences between optijuum o r i f i c e and c a p i l l a r y 
control Pig. 41 has been prepared showing the v a r i a t i o n i n s t i f f n e s s w i t h 
change i n supply pressure f o r the two systems. In the derivation of these 
graphs y has been assumed to be 2 which w i l l be t;ypical f o r a 52 inch bearing 
with 6 recesses of near equal boundaries. 
The o r i f i c e c o n t r o l i s shown to have a s l i g h t l y higher s t i f f n e s s than that 
obtaina^ble by c a p i l l a r y control but since the designs represented by the 
curves are a t t h e i r optimim operating condition s l i ^ t changes in. operation 
w i l l reduce the differences i n s t i f f n e s s between the tv;o systems. 
For the ship's sterri gear under consideration the s i m p l i c i t y of i n s t a l l a t i o n 
and the ease of v a r i a t i o n render the o r i f i c e the more useful and p r a c t i c a l 
menas of flow control and t h i s has been used i n the designs produced. 
The l u b r i c a t i n g f l u i d i s introduced v i a the o r i f i c e i n t o pockets on the 
bearing surface. The general term pocket i s used to describe any recess 
i n the bearing surface. I n the case used to compare o r i f i c e and c a p i l l a r y 
control a pocket of general rectangular form with equal boundaries was used. 
Most l i t e r a t u r e recommends such a shape suggesting that the edge of the 
pocket should be \ x bearing a x i a l length from the edge of the bearing. 
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However the shape of the pocket can vary from, one having equal boimdaries to 
a long pocket best described as an a x i a l s l o t or to a shape approaching a 
circujTiferential s l o t . Both these sha.pes are used i n gas lubricated bearings 
but f i n d l i t t l e favour i n l i q u i d hydrostatic bearings. 
Since however the objective of t h i s exercise i s s t i f f n e s s i t i s as v/ell to 
examine Howe's s t i f f n e s s parameter. 
2 -^T^^i 
- .gt?ial flow resistance 
circumferential flov/ resistance 
i f J* = 0 a x i a l flow resistance i s small i n compaxison to circi i m f e r e n t i a l 
flow and the pocket approaches an a x i a l s l o t . I f on the other hand ^ i s 
large the pocket form more resembles a circumferential s l o t . For any f i x e d 
recess pressure^^ 0 gives the greatest s t i f f n e s s w h i l e i n f i n i t y w i l l 
give zero s t i f f n e s s , hence v a r i a t i o n i n pocket shape between these two l i m i t s 
may be used to some extent to optimise bearing characteristics. Two factors 
tend however to l i m i t the extent that the pocket can approach s l o t form. The 
f i r s t i s the available pressure. The smaller the pocket i n e f f e c t i v e area 
than the greater the pocket pressure must be. For r e l i a b i l i t y and ease of 
supply^pressure must be maintained to reasonable l i m i t s and as i l l u s t r a t e d 
by Fig. 41 i t i s necessary to maintain a supply to pocket r a t i o of approximately 
2, The a x i a l sD.ot i s also l i m i t e d by end lealcage. As the s l o t approaches the 
end of the bearing l u b r i c a j i t flow increases. Pig. 42 has been prepared to 
show the e f f e c t of pocket shape upon sbiffness parameter (X.):-
X = (supply pressure y ef f e c t i v e bearing area) 
r a d i a l clearance 
This has been shovm f o r the range = 0.1 to 10. 
This p a r t i c u l a r curve has been dram f o r a pocket to supply pressure r a t i o of 
0.5. Reference to Fig, 4'' w i l l show that the optimum r a t i o i s s l i g h t l y above 
0. 6. The lower figure has been chosen so that as pocket pressure increases 
1. e. shiaft approaching the pocket, s t i f f n e s s w i l l also increase. 
Shape of i n l e t pocket has been shovm to a f f e c t s t i f f n e s s to a considerable 
degree and lub r i c a n t flov; i s also affected, t h i s being inversely proportional 
to the distance from the edge of the pocket to the edge of the bearing. 
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I n order to make the graph more i-.c-aningful as a design, aid pocket proportions 
are shown by sketches of the bearing projected area, at t h r e e points. 
I n preparing Pig. 42 i t has been assuriied that flov; betvreen pockets due to 
pressure differences between pockets i s n e g l i g i b l e and that isobars 
representing the pressure d i s t r i b u t i o n between the pockets and the ends of the 
bush are p a r a l l e l to the ends of the bush, 
0\'er the greater part of the range of pocket sliapes shown t h i s i s reasonably 
true but as the pockets approach circumferential s l o t s , ( i , e . ^ i n c r e a s i n g ) the 
inter^pocket flow becomes s i g n i f i c a n t . At very low values o f ^ t h e pockets tend 
to become is o l a t e d pressure pockets and the isobars deviate from the assumed 
pattern (see diagrajns on Fig^ 42) The e f f e c t of t h i s i s to reduce the 
s t i f f n e s s parameter at the extreme ends of the curve. This i s shovm 
( q u a l i t a t i v e l y ) on Pig. 42 and i t i s recommended that only the centre por t i o n 
shown be used f o r s t i f f n e s s calculation. 
Power loss i s also affected by pocket shape a l t h o u ^ to some extent absolute 
pocket size i s more s i g n i f i c a n t i n t h i s respect. 
The torque on a p l a i n journal bearing i s d i r e c t l y proportional to the speed 
of r o t a t i o n , the d-eveloped a,rea of the bearing surface, the v i s c o s i t y of 
the l u b r i c a n t aJid the radius of the shaft, and i s inversely 
proportioned to the r a d i a l clearance. 
I n the hydrostatic bearing that part of the area represented by pockets 
v : i l l have a r a d i a l clearance about 30 x that of the p l a i n area. Thus the 
larger the area occupied by pockets the lesaer the d i r e c t torque on the 
bearing. The larger the pockets however, the larger i s the power required 
to pump the lu b r i c a n t because of increased flow requirements. 
I t i s therefore important that pocket area i s optiaised (or compromi.sed) 
between bearing power loss and pumping pov/er loss. Host a u t h o r i t i e s indicate 
that a system i n which the pockets are surrounded by equal lenjrth lands are 
the best compromise and also indicate the bearing land should be approximately 
one quarter the length of the bearing. Extreme a.ccuracy does not seem 
necessary and i t i s usual to round o f f the land length to convenient whole 
or f r a c t i o n a l sizes. On the basis of t h i s section i t i s reccmmended that the 
basic pocket design should f u l f i l t h i s general pattern and that o r i f i c e control 
should be used. I f variable o r i f i c e s are needed then needle valves may be used. 
EFFECT OF POCKCT^W10!L§Ilff^^ 
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13. BSSIGN DATA FOR FJLI. IiTDROSTATIC BF.AJ(IITGS 
Design data are presented i n the fox'-m of char es» Some of these are presented 
i n dimensionless form but most are dr?;',7n to a bass of shaft diameter. 
Tlae reason f o r t h i s i s to present the data i n a form which w i l l allov; i t s 
immediate use to obtain a working system, 
13. 1 Stiffness 
Pigs. 41 and 42 have already been used to i l l u s t r a t e the e f f e c t of supply 
pressure and pocket shape but they also serve a design function i n that they 
allow s t i f f n e s s to be calculated. 
A s t i f f n e s s parameter X.is p l o t t e d against supply r a t i o and a fa c t o r )S 
which i s the r a t i o of a x i a l and circujnferential flow. I n terras of bearing 
dimensions y compax-es flow ar^eas and may be calculated by: 
V •- n a ( L ~ a ) 
TT- Db 
v;here a and b are the circumferential and a x i a l land widths respectively. 
Pig. 41 i s best treated as guide to pressure r a t i o which i s generally recommended 
to be 0,5 while Pig. 42 shows the v a r i a t i o n of st i f f n e s s parameter at a 
pressure r a t i o o f 0.5. 
Stiffness may be derived from the dimensionless factor b;; 
Stiffhess = A PsA where Ps = supply pressure 
A = ef f e c t i v e area 
r = r a d i a l clearance 
13.2 Clearance 
Lubricant flow and s t i f f n e s s are both considerably affected by the clearance 
of the bearing. As can be seen from the previous section s t i f f n e s s i s 
inversely proportional to clearance. Flow of a f l u i d between p a r a l l e l plates 
i s proportional to the cube of the distance between them. The flov/ out 
of the end of a hydrostatic bearing i s s i m i l a r l y proportional to the cube 
of the r a d i a l clearance. Prom, these tiro factors i t i s f a i r l y clear that 
t i g h t clearances need to be specified f o r the bearings under consideration. 
I n deciding suitable clearances not only most manufacturing tolerances be 
considered but shaft deflexion also must be taken i n t o account. Pig. 43 
has been dravm to show suggested preliminar;;/' design clearances. To some 
extent the selection of .0008" diametral clearance per inch diameter i s 
somev/hat a r b i t a r y . At J>^)" shaft size the shaft deflexion t o t a l s about 
.006" - .007", the tolerances on the shaft w i l l be i .002" with s i m i l a r 
l i m i t s on the bearing* 
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Assuming the highest shaft sisc and the lowest bearing size the r e s u l t i n g 
diametrial clearance v / i l l be .Ol-iO", This size would easily accomxnodate 
shaft deflexion of . 007" . Even lower clearances seem possible and i t w i l l 
be shown that a reduction to .0005 inch per inch clearance may be desirable 
i n some cases i f only to reduce lubricant flow. The use of Fig. 43 i s to 
determine preliminary clearances which may require some modification as 
design proceeds. 
13»3» Supply _Fressure 
I t i s common practice to specify bearing ].oa,d i n terms of spec i f i c bearing 
pressure ( i . e . t o t a l load -f t o t a l bearing projected area) Fig. 44 has been 
produced to enable the designer to l i n k bearing pressuj?e to supply pressure. 
This pressure has been based upon the O'Donoghue & Rovje data, ( 19 ) 
IATO cases are given (a) L/D r a t i o equal to i m i t y , accepted as the optimum 
r a t i o i n most cases and (b) L/D = 2 which s a t i s f i e s c l a s s i f i c a t i o n society 
r u l e s . Bearings w i t h L/B = 2 require two sets of slots to impart l a t e r a l 
s t a b i l i t y . I f as i s sometimes the case these two rows of s l o t s are separated 
by a circ-am.ferential exhaust s l o t then pressures should be determined as i f 
two "square" bearings v/ere mounted side by side. 
Lubricant flow i s reduced i f no circvaaferential s l o t i s used since not only 
i s the pocket pressure reduced but only two instead of 4 leakage paths are 
present. 
I n preparing the graphs the a x i a l land length has been expressed as a f r a c t i o n of 
diameter so that any r a t i o represents a land of sim i l a r absolute size when 
comparing an L/D 1 bearing (or 2 x L / D J ) and L/D = 2 bearings. 
Once bearing load, diameter and land length have been determined supply pressure 
may be read d i r e c t l y from t h i s graph. A l t e r n a t i v e l y when l i m i t a t i o n s a,re 
placed upon supply pressure then land length can be ascertained, 
13,4 laxbricant Flow 
When a viscous f l u i d flows between p a r a l l e l plate the flow per u n i t of width 
i s given by: 
*1 ~ -^ P^ h^ where ^ i s the distance between the 
dx 1 2 / ^ 
plates andyt^is the v i s c o s i t y of the f l u i d . 
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I f we assume that the shaft i s c e n t r a l l y situated i n a bearing then f o r a 
r a d i a l clea-rance c , an axia]. l a n d width '"a" and a pocket pressure "Pp" 
the flov; from one end of the bearin.g v d l l be given by: 
^p T T D 
a 12.,u^  
since flow i s from both ends the t o t a l flov? i s double t h i s i . e . 
•^ P C^ 'Tf D 
a Sju-
The basic design of bearing tias used an L/D of u n i t y and "a" has been 
expressed as a f r a c t i o n of L. I f a = y l and i f Q, i s converted to gallons 
per minute the pressure flow relationship becomes; 
^ = P. ^? X ( 0 . 1 1 4 ) g.p.m, 
where p = pocket pressure i n p . s . i . 
JLL ~ v i s c o s i t y i n Sejoi 
C = r a d i a l clearance i n inches 
Plow can novr be defined as pocket pressure m u l t i p l i e d by a f a c t o r which varies 
w i t h bearing size. Using the clearance specified i n Fig. 45 t h i s flow 
f a c t o r has been p l o t t e d i n Pig, 45 to a base of shaft diameter f o r bearings 
of L/D = 1 , I t i s shovm f o r a series of land/length r a t i o s and also f o r two f l u i d s ; 
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water at I . 5 x 10 Reyn v i s c o s i t y and Esse I-Iar 85 a t y p i c a l stem bearing o i l 
at a v i s c o s i t y of 4 ,5 x 10~^ Re;m (temperature of o i l assumed to be 90°P), 
To f i n d flovr the designer needs to determine pocket pressure from the su.pply 
pressure i n Pig.44 a«d merely m u l t i p l y by the flow f a c t o r i n Pig, 45 . 
I t seems l i k e l y t h a t early designs of bearing v r i l l be l i m i t e d to about 
100 p . s . i . specific load. To achieve such lov; loading-s a bearing of a t o t a l 
length of two diameters w i l l be required i n most cases although some smaller cargo 
vessels (less than 10,000 tons gross) m.ay achieve such loadings w i t h L/D = 1 , 
The t o t a l length of t\jo diameters may be achieved by using tvro L/D -- 1 bearings 
separated by an exhaust s l o t or may use an L/D = 2 bearing w i t h tv;o pockets 
and no separating s l o t . 
I n order to cover the range of cases envisaged, four graphs have been p l o t t e d , 
( 1 ) L/D = 1 water lubrica^ted, flow p l o t t e d against diameter assuming 
100 p . s . i , l o a d (Fig. 46) 
( 2 ) L/D = 2 vfater lubricated, flow plo t t e d against diameter assuming 
100 p . s . i , l o a d (Pig. 47) 
men 
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(3) L/D = 1 o i l lubricated with Ssso Mar 85, flov.' p l o t t e d against 
diameter assuming 100 p . s . i , load (Fig. 4S) 
(4) L/D - 2 o i l lubx'icated v^ith Esso liar 85 , flov; p l o t t e d against diameter 
assuming 100 p . s . i , load (Pig. 49) 
I t can be seen that when water i s used as the lubricant very higli flows are 
required i f the recommended clearances of .0008" per inch diameter are used. 
This i s p a r t i c u l a r l y so i f two sq^uare bearings are used v?hen the water flow 
shovvn on the I;/D - 1 graph would require doubling. 
However, by reducing clearance ra,tio to .0005, i t i s suggested th a t 
acceptable flov-^s can be achieved f o r shaft sizes up to 25" diameter. This 
precludes the largest tankers and such clearances are nearing acceptable 
marine engineering l i m i t s . 
With a " f u l l " L/D = 2 bearings and recommended clearance water flows are 
reduced but even so , t i g h t e r than normal clearajices would be required. 
Overall i t i s f e l t that only by using a bearing of t o t a l length of one 
diameter and using a t i g h t clearance can a case be made f o r using a water 
lubricated bearing f o r a large bullc c a r r i e r (say 30" shaft) 
I t must be conceeded hovrever that at the present time i t i s -unlikely that 
the average marine engine works wouJ.d be prepared to work to the tolerances 
required. 
Figs. 48 and 49 show o i l flows to be reasonable over the e n t i r e shaft diameter 
range. Depending upon the type of design selected o i l flows range from about 
20 to 40 g.p.m, f o r a t j - p i c a l 35 inch diameter bearing. 
At the present time the specified o i l flow f o r a hydrodynamic stem bearing 
of s i m i l a r size i s about 40 g.p.m. 
Since at t h i s diameter water l u b r i c a t i o n i s u n l i k e l y to appeal to the 
shipbuilder on grounds of high primping rates, i t can be seen th a t f o r the 
same pumping cost a,nd basic bearing system cost a considerable increase i n 
st i f f n e s s and r e l i a b i l i t y i s possible by u t i l i s i n g hydrostatic bearings, 
''5.5 Pow'or Loss 
With desigii cur'/es f o r s t i f f n e s s , pressure and flow available i n various fox-ms 
the only remaining design requirement i s to specify pov/er loss i n the bearing. 
The shearing of the ]Aibricant i n the pockets w i l l have ne g l i g i b l e e f f e c t on 
the torque r-esisting the tuxming of the shaft. This w i l l almost e n t i r e l y 
consist of the shearing loss on the lands. 
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-i" p-quW +>i«n Petrof's lav/ defines torque. I f a c e n t r a l l y running shaft d... aooOanea - i - - x 
Torque _ M-B. U X wetted area 
C 
which reduces to 
" d 
where "d" i s diametral clearance. 
This gives a t:>^:>ical power loss of 1 HP f o r a 55" stem bearing using a 
clearance r a t i o of .0008, 
15.6 P^ yTiamic Characteristics 
Several authors referred to e a r l i e r shov; that t a i l - s h a f t resonance i s a 
p r a c t i c a l p o s s i b i l i t y . The increased s t i f f n e s s possible with the t a i l - s h a f t 
bearing proposed renders thds less l i k e l y . 
Referring to Pig. 56 i t can be seen that the f i l m s t i f f n e s s of the proposed 
,0008 clearance r a t i o hydrostatic bearing i s about three times the s t i f f n e s s 
of the a l t e r n a t i v e p l a i n hydrodynamic stem bearing. The s t i f f n e s s ranges 7 7 from 5 X 10 I b / i n a t 20 inch diameter to /['y x 10 l b / i n at 50 inch. 
Overall system s t i f f n e s s i s pjxibably more s i g n i f i c a n t but t h i s unfortunately 
cannot be calculated f o r the general case. Taking the case of the 3O" 
diameter shaft referred to above and assximing the bearing point of support 
to be 25O" from the encastro posit i o n the shaft s t i f f n e s s would be derived 
from the general deflexion equation of y yJlP 
3E1 
i . e , s t i f f n e s s W . = 
y 
v/hich gives a s t i f f n e s s of 2.35 x 10^ l b , per inch. I n t h i s case then the 
bearing s t i f f n e s s i s of such a higher degree of magnitude than the shaft 
s t i f f n e s s t h a t , when considering shaft movement, only t h i s needs to be taken 
i n t o account. Since the system i s approximately 5 times s t i f f e r than the 
amplitude of the t a i l - s h a f t movement under the transverse propeller loads 
i s reduced by t h i s f a c t o r . 
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14. TiSSim DATA POH JACKIHG SYuTSS-lS 
As lias been indicated previousl:-- jrxl'-ir-g o i l rsyctesis -."^arantee E3,tisfactory 
operation of stern bearings at low speeds. These low speeds'will occur vfhen 
manoeuvring i n and out of port, approaching mooring:s or when the vessel i s on 
t u m i j i g gear. 
I t i s probabljr t h i s l a t t e r condition which i s the most serious f r o n a wear 
stsmdpoint. 
I n order to prevent r o t o r damage, a l l steam turbine machinery i s rotated a f t e r 
use while i x cools dov/n, A minimujn recommended period 3.s s i x hours but i n the 
case of tankers and container shipn i t i s staaidard p i a c t i c e to keep the engine 
tunijjng f o r the entire period i n port (12 to 24 hoiors). 
Tankers at single buoy moorings do not eng'age turning gear but p e r i o d i c a l l y 
t-om the engines on l i v e steam. This i s done to majjtitain turbine readiness i n 
case of emergency end also to keep the vessel headed to the buoy under adverse 
v?eather conditions. 
To prevent wear dxiring t h i s type of operation a simple jacking system i s 
adequate. Pig. ( 50 ) shov;s the system proposed by H i l l v;hich uses a system of 
four admission s l o t s , A two slot system v;ould have the advantage of causing 
lesB interference v/ith the generation of a hydrodynaaic f i l m and f o r this 
reason a x i a l slots each one quarter the length of the bearing and situated a t 
each end of the bearing are proposed as being suitable jacking o i l admission 
pockets. Fig, 51 shows t h e i r s i t u a t i o n . Each i s connected to a constant 
volume (p o s i t i v e displacement) piimp. 
Using the Jacking o i l system proposed by F u l l e r (34) (a method i n regular use 
by bearing manufacturers) s^ ach a system vrould require a pocket pressure of 
four times the bearing specific load when the pocket proportions proposed above 
are used ( i , e , f o r the normal maximum load on a stem bearing pocket pressure 
requires to be 36O p.3,i,) Pig, (52) has been prepared to sho\f the o i l flows 
to be expected from such a system. I n the preparation of t h i s graph a f i l m 
thicloiess of O.OO7 inches has been assumed f o r a shaft of 33" diameter and 
f i l m s f o r other diameters have been proportioned. 
The basis of thds assumption has been to .just prevent end contact when 
the shaft i s bent i n t o a catenary under the v/eigjit of the propeller, 
T\':o s l o t s are required f o r l a t e r a l s t a b i l i t y , but even i f only one puinp 
v/ere opex'ational the l i f t obtained and the presence of lu b r i c a n t i n the 
loaded area would undoubtedly reduce turning gear vrear. I n view of t h i s 
plus the f a c t that the device i s not i n regular use during voyag-e and also 
t l i a t catastrophic f a i l u r e i s u n l i k e l y to occur i f the jacking o i l i s not 
supplied f o r a short period a duplex puirip system i s not considered necessary. 
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5^ 5 . TYTICAI. SESIgJS 
Three designs w i l l be outlined to i3tiov/ the a;oplic«.tioii oi 
These w i l l be f o r the fo3.1o\'ing ships? 
( i ) I'ediuH l i n e d cargo ^'ecsel, shaft di-'vmeter 20 " * 
( i i ) Pine l i n e d f a s t tgnlrcr, 20 " sha,ft, 
( i i i ) P u l l bodied bulk c a r r i e r , 53" v^haft. 
Hedi;>m^ _ la-ned Caxpp ^ Vegsel£ 
The a f t e r lines of t h i s type of vessel are sx;ch t]iat as l i t t l e dianetra], 
space as possible needs to be taken up by the stem usaring. For t h i s reason 
an u n s p l i t bearing i s proposed. 
Section 2 ,2 indicates that i n the f u l l away condition the load on the stem 
bearing of such a ship i s a l i t t l e oyer l i a l f thi; noniinal s t a t i c load. At 
tu;niing gear speeds and slow ahead the stem bearing load w i l l be the same as 
the s t a t i c load, 
With SJ/D r a t i o of 2 f o r the entire stem beaz-ing i t i s imlikel;/- that 20 " 
shafting v ; i l l be loaded to the maxim-.im of 50 p;,Sci^ and a load of 75 p , s , i , 
i s r e a l i s t i c t This i s then taken as the basis of design:-
Diameter - 20" 
length - 40" 
Load - 20 X 40 x 75 -^ 60,000 l b . 
."Because v/aice induced loads are at a minimum \rith. t h i s type of ship optinilsa-ticn 
of s t i f f n e s s characteristics i s not the major con3ide??atlon and the general 
basis of a>:ial lands equal to ,25 the diameter w i l l be taken. I n his 1973 
paper ( 35 ) Hose proposed two sets of pockets separated by an exha.ust s l o t , 
i n e f f e c t producing tvro bearings of L/'l) = 1 i n the tube, I"or a land 
leng-th of ,25D Pig. 44 shows that the supply pressure needs to be 4 , 4 x the 
sp e c i f i c load i . e , i n t h i s case the supply pressure should be: 
75 X 4 .4 = 330 p , s . i . 
Clearance i c based upon a r a t i o of ,0003 hence the diametral clearance v.dll 
bo a noTiLina-l ,C1fi"«, 
Uatcr flew Vising t h i s clearance i s 350 gsP.fn. f f ' r one bush but i s reduced 
to 80 g.p.n. wi t } i a t i g h t cles.ranoe of ,0005 ii'i.ch per inch. 
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IJsii;;' thft t?.['l'ii'jT clearance a t o t a l of 1oO gcj;*"-* ca.lled f o r -"nd thiG i s 
the r.Inal TtiConLr.eivleCi c.lea:i?c-Jice. 
I t Ir; not f e l t necessary to vary water flows to the stem bearing of t h i s 
tjT}e of vessel so simple o r i f i c e s i n the pockets are proposed* Since a 
pocket to supply pressure r a t i o of O.S i s aimed f o r the o r i f i c e needs to 
reduce a flow o f (160 - 12) = 13,3 g.p.m. (6 pockets per h a l f bush) from 
330 p . s . i , to 165 p . s . i . O r i f i c e flow Q = Ca j 2gH aiid frora t h i s an o r i f i c e 
d i a r e t s r of 0 .255" w i t h a c o e f f i c i e n t of discharge of 0,6 i s required, 
Roiiriding o f f to imperial d r i l l sizes gives the choice of or 17/64 inch, 
the l a t t e r gxviaig rm increased pocket to supply r a t i o and a s l i g h t l y s t i f f e - r 
bearing, 
A bronze b^^shing i s recommended wi t h a resin coated t a i l - s h a f t * 
I n construction a dotible tube has been proposed i n vjhich ajn aruiula,r space 
bstween the nuuiifolds forms the pressure manifold. Pockets are machined i j i 
the bore while s t i l l I n the boring machine and fora a series of arcs w i t h i n 
the bore» ¥ater supply i s to the m.anifclds and passes thjrouf^. the a f t e r peak, 
Tlie water supply p i p i n g needs to be austenitic steel5 5" hore i s suggested 
VJhich w i l l have a pressxixe drop of about 20 p , s , i . per 100 f t . AboTxt ^0 f t . 
of p i p i n g v ; i l l be needed so pump pressure w i l l be 34O p . s . i , 
i'igc 53 ''las been prepared to shov the d e t a i l s of t l i i s stem arrangement. 
I t w i l l be noted t h a t no outboard seal i s required. However a 40 f t , head 
of \,'ater w i l l ejirist outside the bearing due to propeller submersion so i t i s 
necessary t h a t Vaifs extra pressure be supplied, 
F.lnal pLunj) pressure needs to be 56O p . s . i , 
A Beven stacx C9nt2?if\igal piamp stxch as the h i ^ speed I'lather and Platx 
2j>" Plurovajie p-ornp i s suggested f o r the duty. 
Overall lenfrth of the pump i s 4 I inches, i t i s 20 inches h i ^ and 20 ijiches 
A'jide. i^nping power w i l l be 42 HP, 
I f an L/D of ?. is used and the pockets exo not separated by an exhaust 
s l o t y.xoi only i s pumping pressure and flow reduced K i t a much simpler and 
cheaper bearing resu.l'cs. T is 13 shown i r . ? i g . 54 . 
IZZceto yrc 44 »ho-.,r. the supply press-.ro factor t o be 5.5 r e s u l t i n g 
i n a supply prefigure of 262 p , s , i . 
K I 
If) 
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I f the higher clearance r_\?,!-,io of „OOC'C i s maintained g i v i n g a ,016 inch dia'.'ietrical 
clearance water flovr i a s t i l l tiigh t.i 300 g.p.rf!. even though much less thaxi 
the t o t a l of '('00 g,p„m. f o r the cir c u r t f e r e n t i a l slot design. I t i s aga.in 
f e l t necesEs„ry to reduce the clearance but rather than going to the ,0005 
cleajcatice r a t i o a r a t i o of ,00065 (diametrical clearance , 013 " ) i s proposed 
reducing the flow to the '160 g.p.m., a t o t a l considered acceptable f o r the 
Tirevious designs. O r i f i c e siaa i s 17/64 inch, Rtmping power i s reduced to 
40 H,P, 
15,2 Pine Lined Past Tanker 
B'ere aguin space i s at a premium because of the fi n e l i n e s of the ship. 
Although the same size s h a f t i n g i s called f o r , the v a r i a t i o n i n load i s higlier 
than f o r the cargo ship and a load of 1.3 x s t a t i c load must be catered f o r . 
The simplest means of doing t h i s i s to adopt the same design of bearing as 
before but t o increase the supply pressure. This i n turn v / i l l increase the 
flov; by the same r a t i o . 
The force var i a t i o n s are h i ^ ^ e r f o r t h i s type of vessel and hence a 
co3.Tespond±ngly s t i f f e r bearmg i s called f o r . Aiiain t h i s can be achieved 
simp.ly by increasing the supply pressure since s t i f f n e s s of hydrostatic joui-nal 
bearings i s d i r e c t l y proportional to supply pressure. 
Using the same basic bearing dimensions as before the p^ JUiip pressure needs 
to be 460 p , s , i , and the v.'ater flow 210 g,p,n:, 
A 5" Plurovane pump i s suggested f o r t h i s duty \v'ith 8 stages. Overall length 
of t h i s pump v f i l l be 56 inches. 
"^5.5 Pn.ll Bodied R i l k Carrier 
As shown e a r l i e r the load on the stern bearing of a f u l l bodied bulk carriex' 
varies i n the range - 125/0 of the s t a t i c load a t a frequency of 5 x pn^opeller 
speed (assuming f i v e bladed p r o p e l l e r ) , 
1 t y p i c a l load on such a bea,ring i s equivalent tc 86 p , s . i , over the projected 
area hence the design load needs to be IO6 p . s , i . 
Stiffness i::- a design c r i t e r i a v;ith thlz bearing but lubricant flov; needs to 
be kept as low as i s re3,sonable. O i l v / i l l have to be the l u b r i c a n t , A 
reduction i n a x i a l land length increases s t i f f n e s s but also increases flow, 
A land of 5" w i l l give a flow 70 g.p.m. from each of a p a i r of bearings i n the 
stem bush. 
155 " 
This f i g a r e i s on the hig j i side f o r a gear pump and i t i s suggested that the 
land be increased to 6.6" reducing the t o t a l flow to 100 g.p.m. Supply 
pressure ( p i g . 4 4 ) v r i l l need to be 350 p , s , i . 
Stiffness i s increased (at the expense of povrex* consumed) when the laJids 
between the pockets are increased. This feature being shovm i n Pig. 42 I f 
a s i x inch wide pocket i s chosen the land width betv;e-5n pocicets becomes approxii'iately 
10" and the i-atio of flows becomes uni t y i . e , a st i f f n e s s parameter of 1.1 v;hen 
a pocket pressure of h a l f supply pressure i s used. Clearance r a t i o of ,0008 
i s t o be u.sed g i v i n g a diametral clearaiice of ,026". Because of the extra space 
available and the service adv;mtages of s p l i t stem gear there seems to be 
some advantage i n incorporating the hydrostatic p r i n c i p l e i n t o one of the 
proprietory s p l i t stern bushes. This has the added advantage of allov/ing 
external p i p i n g to the stern bearing znd thus giving space to f i t control valves 
rather than simple o r i f i c e s . Pocket pressure r a t i o i s then to some extent 
controlable. Tlie valves should be modified to ensure that they cannot completely 
cut o f f lubricant supply. I f o r i f i c e s are used t r i e i r diameter needs to be 1/8", 
Pig. 55 shows the machining requirements f o r the bore of the bearing and alrjo 
the means of f i x i n g o r i f i c e s . 
Fig. 56 shows the s i m p l i f i c a t i o n to be obtained by dispensing v/ith the central 
circumferential groove. 
Total flow i s reduced to 47 g.p.m. while sirpply pressniro can be reduced 
from 350 p . s . i , to 33O p . s . i . Pumping power i s reduced from 26 to 23 H.P. 
Pump povrer required to supply the o i l to the bearing w i l l be approximately 
26 HP, I t has been argued e a r l i e r that short bcaiL ngs ought to be more 
suitable f o r ships hydrostatic stem g^ear. The L/D racios here used are those 
which at t h i s time would f i n d favo-or with c l a s s i f i c a t i o n societies. 
I f an L / d r a t i o of u n i t y i s to be used then supply pressure must ba 
doubled. Lubricant flow v r l l l remain the same since only two end leaka,ge paths 
w i l l be present. The shorter bearing v.'ill permit closer clearances and i f 
these csxi be manufactured then flow can be reduced and s t i f f n e s s increased. 
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The pumpjjig requirements f o r the caries oatline.i above have been taken 
d i r e c t l y from, pvonp manufacturers' chart?. To these must be added the 
shearing losses w i t h i n the bearing* 
Using the PetroiT law given i n Section 12 the i o t a l povrer requirements fo] 
the hydrostatic bearings axe given below. 
(a) Pockets separated by aj^Bulus 
Cargo Ship 42 HP pumping 
Fast Teaiker 
Bulk Cairrier 26 liP pumping 
+ 1 IE* F r i c t i o n 
+ 1 HP " 
+ 2.7 F r i c t i o n 
45 H.P. 
56 11.P. 
29 K.P, 
(b) Preferred designs 
Cargo Ship 
Past Tanl:er 
Bulk Carx'ier 
T-f/o Pocket no separation. 
40 HP pu^mping 1 HP F r i c t i o n 
fjp " + 1 HP F r i c t i o n 
»i 4 2 .7 F r i c t i o n 
41 H.P. 
51 H.P. 
26 H.P. 
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17. ECOKOMIC AFPILIISAL 
Although a technical case can be made f o r the iritroduction of hydrostatic 
s t em gear such a step can only be taken i f occnoraically sotinde The 
•bearings proposed w i l l not only cost more f o r the bearing parts but w i l l 
require more eicpensive a n c i l l a r y equipment. 
I n order both t o define the cost the bearing and i t s a n c i l l a r y equipment 
Table V I I has been prepared. This table compares, f o r each of three ship 
types, the o r i g i n a l bearing and the suggested hydrostatic. I n the case 
of the large bulk c a r r i e r both p l a i n and s p l i t bashes are shoim. 
I t v ; i l l be noted t h a t two l u b r i c a n t supply pumps are shovm. One i s considered 
to be a standby. Rather than have switching mechanism to s t a r t the standby 
should the pressure drop to a cer t a i n l i m i t , i t i s proposed that both 
hydrostatic pumps run i n p a r a l l e l each being capable- of supplying the 
necessary l u b r i c a n t flow. Examination of t h i s chart shovrs that i n one instance, 
that of the f a s t tanker, there i s a f i r s t cost benefit i n favour c f the 
hydrostatic bearing. This i s only so because i t has been possible to use a 
water lubricated bearing i n place of an o i l bearing and dispense w i t h a seal. 
When water lu b r i c a t e d bushes are j?eplaced with water hydrostatic bearings there 
i s almost a 3CP/0 increase i n f i r s t cost. This needs t o be o f f s e t ag-alnst 
savings i n maintenance. Even without the cavitation f a i l u r e s referred t o 
e a r l i e r savings due to weardovm prevention vrould more than pay f o r the increase 
i n f i r s t oo3t. 
V/lien o i l l ubricated bearings are replaced with o i l hydrostatics the increase .In 
cost i s n e g l i g i b l e , and are such that less than a days increased l i f e f o r the 
bearing system would account f o r the difference i n f i r s t cost. 
I t must be noted that the costs i n table V I I are not up to date and because of the 
present r a p i d changes i n costs should be talten to be r e l a t i v e only. 
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18. CONCLUSION 
Examination of s t e m bearing f a i l u r e s and e x i s t i n g designs has led to a 
proposal f o r the use of hydrostatic bearings f o r ship's stem gear. 
I t i s postulated that such bearings w i l l be more r e l i a b l e i n that damaging 
vibrations are contained and wear at low speeds i s prevented. 
Design charts are given and bearings f o r t y p i c a l ships have been presented, 
A s i m p l i f i e d econoiiiic appraisal shows i n most cases the f i r s t cost of the 
hydrostatic i s higher than the bearing i t replac;es but th-at t h i s cost i s more 
than o f f s e t by reduced mintenance costs. 
Jjesign charts are also given f o r enable jacking o i l system to be f i t t e d to 
conventional s t e m bushes. The provision of such systems considerably reduces wear at 
low speeds and t h e i r systems are l i k e l y to be i n service operation w i t h i n the 
next two or tliree 7years, 
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CAST IRON 
The bushes are rou^-tumed, bored and s p l i t . A f ter j o i n i n g they are 
finished-borsd p r i o r to t i n n i n g operations. Next the bu.sh i s shot-blasted to 
remove a l l graphite from the surface, a l t e r n a t i v e l y the cast i r o n may be 
degraphitised hj the "Xolene" process i n v/hich the cast i r o n i s suspended i n a 
bath of molten sodium hydroxide at 500°C while a cur3?ent of 100 to 200 Amps 
per square foot i s passed betv/een the i r o n s h e l l and a s t e e l electrode i n the 
bath. The bush i s the anode in t h i s process. 
Following the caustic bath the bush i s thoroughly washed, 
Itollovdng shot b l a s t the bushes are degreased either by:-
(a) A l k a l i bath, i n v;hich the bearing i s dipped i n a series of 
weired tanks and thoroughly scrubbed, followed by n e u t r a l i s a t i o n 
of the a l k i a l i by d i l u t e hydrochloric acid and water washing, 
(b) Organic solvent de greasing plants; part which are not to be 
tinned are stopped with whitewash or proprietary products. 
I f the Kolene process lias been used to de-graphtise the bearing there i s 
no need f o r a separate degrea-sixig process. 
The cast i r o n i s then tinned. The recommended method uses two t i n baths, 
Tlie f i r s t i s pure t i n at a temperature of 520°G upon which a layer of flvLX 
(zinc chloride 73 percent, sodium chloride 18 percent smmonium chloride 
9 percent) f l o a t s . This f l u x i s activated by a water spray j u s t p r i o r to the 
bearing being dipped. 
The cast i r o n i s allowed to remain u n t i l the t i n bath temperature, which 
djx)p3 v;ith the entry of the cool cast i r o n , regains 510-520°C a f t e r which i t i s 
removed and dipped i n another (tmfluxed) bath at 536''f (280°C), 
I'lhen the cast i r o n i s removed from the f i n a l bath i t i s at the correct temperature 
f o r metalling and should be r a p i d l y transferred to a spinning machine. As 
the hot t i n i s exposed to atmosphere, yellow t i n oxide i s formed on the surface. 
Some msmufacturers remove t h i s by a spray of hydrogen chloride. 
I t i s not always practicable to handle hot heavy bearings on to meta l l i n g 
tables or spinning machines and they are allowed to cool p r i o r to metalling. 
I n t h i s case they must be rehea.ted before metalling and, p a r t i c u l a r l y w i t h 
ferrous backing materials, t h i s can r e s u l t i n poor bonding. 
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Excess heat causes the formation of a thic k (0,005 i n . ) layer of i r o n t i n which 
i s extremely/- b r i t t l e . During cooiing or machining t h i s layer i n v a r i a b l y 
f r a c t u r e s , leaving unbonded white matal. 
Metal i s centrifug-ally cast while the stem bearing i s spinning at between 
100 and 200rpm depending upon size. 
For a larg-e stem bearing wei^^iing about 5 tons, 4 "tons of whitemetal w i l l be 
cast. As soon as pouring the whitemetal has ceased the bush i s r a p i d l y cooled 
by f i n e water sprays. Too slow a cooling results i j i segregation of the 
component metals i n the whitemetal a l l o y . Too rapid a cooling below the 
whitemetal solidus causes h i ^ i stressing which ciay rupture the whitemetal/ 
i r o n bond, 
STEEL 
The treatment f o r st e e l i s s i m i l a r to that f o r cast i r o n except t h a t as 
graphite i s not present, shot b l a s t i n g i s not necessary. Nor i s i t necessary 
to use activated f l u : : i n the t i n bath, normal f l r i x i n g being preferable. 
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OBJECT 
To determine the s u i t a b i l i t y of various p l a s t i c xnaterials f o r duties as 
water lubricated bearings, 
APPARATUS 
The apparatus i s shown i n Fig.1 and comprises of a shaft driven v i a a 
variable speed u n i t from a 5 HP e l e c t r i c motor. Five c o l l a r s a.re mouJited on 
the shaft each c o l l a r being submerged i n fresh water i n a steel tank. 
A cover over the tajik prevents splashing during te s t i n g . 
To prevent corrosion the collaa? and shaft are phosphated. 
Test bearings are t i l t i n g pad thrii.st bearings faced \rith the t e s t materials. 
The pads are hydraulicall:/ loaded against the collars and are arranged to 
gr i p the c o l l a r s i n the manner of disc braJces, Ko thrust i s therefore 
transmitted to the drive motor. 
T7JSTS 
A l l materials v/ere bonded to numbered thrust pads and machined and lapped to 
the correct f i n i s h . Bonding was to the marxufa,ctij.rers i n s t z i i c t i c n s . 
As a preliminary t e s t a l l samples were subject to 250 (or e a r l i e r f a i l u r e ) 
s t a r t - stop tests i n v;hich the x'ig wa,s started luider a load of 20 p . s . i . 
(approximately 136l{I'l/m ) run \xp to a speed o f 200 r.p.m. and suddenly stopped. 
JIaterials which completed t h i s t e s t v;ere then tested at 1000 r.p.m. (24 f t / s e c ) 
(7.5m/sec,) vfith loads increasing stepwise at 50 p . s . i . 100 p . s . i . 200 p . s . i , 
and 400 p , s , i . 
Pad thicloiess was measured at i n t e r v a l s to determine wear dovm. 
RESULTS 
Table I summarises the r e s u l t s obtained. Replacement specimens appear i n 
these tables. These replacements were necessaxy to balance the loading s^tstem 
and also allov/ed repeat t e s t . 
The term " f a i l e d " i n the tables indicates a sudden loss of material causing 
a sudden drop i n h^/draulic pressure as opposed to a. gradual wear dov?n, 
CONCLUSIONS 
Of the specimens tested only the follov/ing materials exhibited sxiitable wear 
properties, 
0 - 001" wear Epoxy Resins ( ZSV 111 
( Bakelite DR 19299 
( Rezolin L930 
Bronze f i l l e d P.T.P.E. (Rulon) 
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V T Ti- w 3T^T>reraiated glass c l o t h -(T^/gador) 
.001 - .002" V/ear - *^  
Glass f i l l e d nylon ' - ^ C I A90) 
.002 ~ .003" wear Graphite f i l l e d nylon - ( i C I A100) 
rTV,T- r- « /^-^ 
Tygador Sl{AP/010/00 P.T . P . E . 
28AP/10T/00 Glass Cloth 
P.T . P . E . IiTipreg. 
I . C . I . Kematal (.012" Sheet) 
Tyg£>.dor SICAE/OIO/OO P „ T . P . E . 
I . C . I . Karanyl BlOO Hylon 
I . C . I . Karanyl A19 Glass P i l l e d 
Nylon 
Polypenco Nylatron 
I . C . I . Maranyl A19Q Graphite f i l l e d 
Nylon 
I . C . I . Karanyl PIO3 Nylon 
I.C. I . Ilaranyl A100E Graphite 
f i l l e d Nj^lon 
I . C . I . Maranyl A108 Graphite 
f i l l e d Nylon 
I . C . I . Kematal ( . 0 6 6 " Sheet) 
Crossley Rulon - f i l l e d P.T.P.E. 
ZSV 1 1 1 Resin Epoxy 
ZSV 1 1 1 Resin Repeat 
I. C . I . Kematal 
I.C. I . Pluon VSE 070 P i l l e d P.T.P.E. 
I. C . I . Pltion VSE 6 0 " 
I . C . I . Pluon VSG 15240 " 
I . C . I . Pluon VSR 33 
I . C . I . Pluon VSN 6 0 
I . C . I . Pluon V102 " 
Rezolin L930 Epoxy 
Bakelite DR 19299 Epox:/ 
II 
II 
H 
I t 
AIHESIYE 
Self adhesive 
II 
Boscoprene 
RlilSUIT 
Failed 
.0017" wear 
Bond f a i l u r e 
II 
Hot tested 
.0024" wear 
Bond f a i l u r e 
,005" wear 
Bond f a i l u r e 
II ,002" vrear 
II ,010" wear 
II Failed 
Loose ,0005" wear 
Cast .0005" wear 
Cast 0 Wear 
Araldite AT1 Bond f a i l u r e 
11 Failed 
n Failed 
It ,0023" Vfear 
It .002" V/ear 
It ,0035" Vfear 
II .0025" VJear 
Ca,st ,0002" VJear 
Cast Note recorded 
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INTRODUCTION 
The material tests i n t h i s appendix were- part of a much f u l l e r design stiidy. 
This concerned pump bearings to be lubricated with- the f l u i d puiriped. I t v/as 
necessary f o r the bearing-s to be chemically i n e r t and f o r t h i s reason p . t . f . e , 
based materials v/ere tested. 
Three materials are tested f o r t h i s appendix: 
(1 ) P].uorinoid 115 which i s p . t . f . e , -f- 255o Carbon 
(2) Fluorsint \-/hich i s p . t . f . e , + mica 
(5) Pluon VP 25 f i l l e d p . t . f . e . i n tape form 
For reason of commercial c o n f i d e n t i a l i t y only outline x'esults are given 
while d e t a i l s of f i x i n g methods are not disclosed. 
OBJECT 
To investigate the vrear properties of certain p l a s t i c s w i t h low-viscosity 
lu b r i c a n t s . 
APPARATUS 
Fig, 1 shows the t e s t r i g consisting of: 
1, E l e c t r i c Motor 
2, Variable Speed Gear Box 
3, Test Shaft (Stainless Steel) 
4, Support Bearings 
5, Test Bearings 
6, Lubricant Containers 
7, P e r i s t a l t i c Pump 
8, Pipework 
9, Hydraulic Cj''linder 
10. Load Meter 
Pig, 2 shows the t e s t bearing used. The materia.1 to be tested i s housed i n a 
stainless s t e e l bush. 
METHOD OF TEST 
A l l bearings were tested at I5OO r.p.m, at various loads on the projected area, 
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RESULTS 
The f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t s v/ere obtained. 
Test K o . 1 : M a t e r i a l P l u o r i n o i d 115 
L u b r i c a n t Water © 20°C 
Duration o f Tost 300 hours 
Load 100 p . s . i . 
Result - Ro dete c t a b l e wear 
Test No.2: M a t e r i a l F l u o r i n o i d 115 
L u b r i c a n t V/ater @ 20°C 
Load 24 p . s . i . 
Result ~ Bearing f a i l u r e a f t e r 44 hours due t o ov e r h e a t i n g 
and excessive expansion f o l l o w i n g l u b r i c a n t supply f a i l u r e . 
Test Ko.5: J I a t e r i a l P l u c r o s i n t 
L u b r i c a n t Glycerine 
Load 24 p . s . i . 
Result - F a i l u r e a f t e r 4 hours due t c l u b r i c a n t supply 
f a i l u r e . 
Test No,41 M a t e r i a l Fluo3?osint 
L u b r i c a n t T r i c h l o r o e t h y l e n c 
Load 24 p . s . i . 
Result - Thermal deformation o f Pluor-osint caused f a i l u r e 
a f t e r 2 hours. 
Test Ho. 5s M a t e r i a l P l u o r i n o i d I I 5 
L u b r i c a n t T r i c h l o r o e t h y l e n e 
Load 24 p . s . i . 
R esult - Thermal deformation o f F l u o r i n o i d caused f a i l u r e 
a f t e r 44 hours. 
A f t e r t l i i s t e s t the b e a r i n g design was modified t o prevent d i s t o r t i o n , 
Successful r u n n i n g o f f l u o r o s i n t was obtained, 
CONCLUSION 
P u r e l y as a mating surface the f i l l e d p . t . f . e . m a t e r i a l s appear s u i t a b l e f o r 
b e a r i n g a p p l i c a t i o n s . Hov/ever the d i f f i c u l t i e s encountered due t o d i s t o r t i o n 
render the m a t e r i a l s u n s u i t a b l e except f o r h i g h cost a p p l i c a t i o n s . 
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TEST ON ZSV 111 IN CCKTAl-IIKATSD SALT WATER AT 90°P 
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05JEGT 
To deterjiu-ne the s u i t a b i l i t ; , - o f ZSV 111 as a bea r i n g a a t e r l a l l u b i ' l c a n t 
w i t h sea water a t temperatures up t o 90°F. 
APFAR.\TaS 
The equipment o f Appendix 11 was used but i n t h i s case the t e s t s h a f t and 
c o l l a r s v/ere cb-rome p l a t e d . Heating the s a l t water was c a r r i e d out by 
h e a t i n g tapes a r o m d the water tank, 
Tlie tank was f i l l e d w i t h River Tyne water taJcen a t Scotswood a t h i g h t i d e p l u s 
a l i t t l e d i s i n f e c t s , n t . 
At ajnbient temperature and a t 90°F two s e r i e s o f t e s t s were c a r r i e d o u t , b o t h 
a t a pressure on the t e s t b e a r i n g o f 63 p . s . i . (428 KlJ/m''). 
(1) 12 loaded s t a r t s w i t h speed r un up t o 8 .7 f t / s e c , 
( 2 ) Extended r un a t 8.7 f t / s e c . (approx 2 . 7 metres/sec) 
RESULTS 
Tv;elve loaded s t a r t s and 200 hours continuous r u n n i n g a t ambient temperature 
produced .0005" wear o f the r e s i n . This wear a l l took place w i t h i n the f i r s t 
10 hours contimious r u n n i n g . 
Twelve loaded s t a r t s and 55 hours r u n n i n g a t 90°P produced no measurable wear. 
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ABSTRACT 
F o l l o w i n g f a i l u r e t o the s t a r b o a r d afterrnoot bearing' of a t w i n screw c o n t a i n e r 
v e s s e l measurements o f o i l f i l m thicl-aie-ES v.'ere taken on a U.K. - Far East - U.K. 
voyage. 
Adequate o i l f i l m s were shovm t o e x i s t a t a l l engine speeds but i t was 
demonstrated t h a t the t a i l - s h a f t l i f t e d under the a c t i o n o f the p r o p e l l e r , the 
l i f t b e i n g a f u n c t i o n o f speed but a f u l l s h a f t speed probably l o a d i n g the 
upper h a l f o f the b e a r i n g . 
I t seems probable t h a t the centre o f the t a i l - s h a f t described a closed loop 
a t s h a f t speed. I n s u f f i c i e n t data v;ere obtained t o q u a n t i f y t h i s l o op. 
F a i l u r e v/as found t o be due t o the i n a b i l i t y o f the b e a r i n g t o generate an o i l 
f i l m a t t u r n i n g gear speeds (1 r e v , i n 5 minutes). 
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1 . CSJTi'OTIYES 
• Primary Ob j e c t i y e s 
To dotermine the cause o f repeated f a i l u r e t o the starboard a f t e r m o s t b e a r i n g 
o f a t w i n screw contained v e s s e l , 
• 2 Secondary Objectives 
( i ) To measure the o i l f i l m thickness separating the s h a f t and b e a r i n g pads 
on the st a r b o a r d a f t e r m o s t b e a r i n g o f the v e s s e l , 
( i i ) To d e r i v e the steadj-- s t a t e and dynamic loaA p a t t e r n on t h i s b e a r i n g 
Tinder v a r i o u s c o n d i t i o n s . 
( i i i ) To a s c e r t a i n the degrees o f misalignment o f the s h a f t r e l a t i v e t o t h i s 
b e a r i n g under v a r i o u s c o n d i t i o n s , 
2 , njTROJjUCTION 
The v e s s e l i s one o f a class o f container shJ.ps and has had a i i i s t o r y o f 
f a i l u r e o f t h e aftermost b e a r i n g . 
As normal examination d i d not give an i n d i c a t i o n o f the f a i l u r e the auth o r 
was i n v i t e d t o measrijre o i l f i l i a thiclcness on a voyage. 
Since the r e s u l t s o f these measurements, a l b e i t c a r r i e d out on a plummer 
b e a r i n g i n d i c a t e the degree o f s h a f t misalignment and movement as w e l l as 
showing the s u s c s p t a b i l i t y o f ships bearings t o "turning gear f a i l u r e 
thej"" are considered r e l e v a n t t o the s t e m b e a r i n g problems discussed i n the 
body o f the t h e s i s . 
The owner has k i n d l y given permission f o r the r e s u l t s t o be put forward b u t 
wishes n o t t o have the vess e l i d e n t i f i e d , 
T i i i s r e p o r t describes the m.easurements taken on voyage, analyses the r e s u l t s , 
and makes recommendations t o help prevent f u r t h e r damage, 
5. JliSTRDl'ISm^aTIGH 
During nonoal hydrod2.mamic bearing o p e r a t i o n the s l i a f t i s separated from* 
the b e a r i n g by a f i l m o f o i l . Trie thickness o f t h i s f i l m i s a f u n c t i o n o f 
b e a r i n g l o a d , r o t a t i o n a l speed, and v i s c o s i t y o f the l u b r i c a n t . The f u n c t i o n 
i s complex b u t f i l m t hickness decreases i f l o a d increases o r i f the r o t a t i o n a l 
speed o r l u b r i c a n t v i s c o s i t y decreases. There i s a p o i n t a t v;hich decreasing 
f i l m t hickness r e s u l t s i n contact o f the moving and s t a t i o n a r y p a r t s . 
TMr5ng c o n t a c t , v/ea.r w i l l take place. I n most bearinr'- a p p l i c a t i o n s xhe 
d u r a t i o n o f time a t vriiich metal t o raetal contact tal-^es place , i s small enough 
o r the loads l i ^ ^ h t enough foi> t h i s wear t o be n e g l i g i b l e . 
S u f f i c i e n t p u blished data are a v a i l a b l e t o enable the f i l m thiclcness t o be 
c a l c u l a t e d from a Icnowledge o f the other v a r i a b l e s o r , conversely, one o f the 
other v a r i a b l e s majr be d e r i v e d i f the f i l i n and two o t h e r v a r i a b l e s are knoim. 
To measure the load on a pluininer block d u r i n g passage v/ould be d i f f i c u l t 
b u t t o measure the di s t a n c e t o a r o t a t i n g p a r t i s a r e l a t i v e l y easy matter. 
Two c o n t a c t l e s s methods are a v a i l a b l e ( a ) c a p a c i t i v e or ( b ) i n d u c t i v e . 
I f the s h a f t i s considered t o be one p l a t e o f a c a p a c i t o r and another 
p l a t e i s connected close t o i t then the capacitajace o f the system, when 
subje c t t c an a l t e r n a t i n g v o l t a g e , i s a measure o f the distance between the 
p l a t e s . The capacitance o f the system also va,ries according t o the d i e l e c t r i c 
s t r e n g t h o f the mediom betv/een the p l a t e . Hence i n a b e a r i n g a p p l i c a t i o n the 
capacitance would be a f f e c t e d by the presence o f o i l o r a i r . A3so i t i s 
necessary f o r e l e c t r i c a l connexion t o be made t o the r o t a t i n g s h a f t . 
N e i t h e r o f these c r i t e r i a apply t o an i n d u c t i v e m.ethod o f measurement. I f a 
two pole in2.gnet i s close t o a magnetic i j i a t e r i a l then the inductance o f the 
magnet v a r i e s as the distance betv;een the magnet and the o t h e r m a t e r i a l . 
Provided t h a t the medium s e p a r a t i n g the s h a f t and magnet i s non-magnetic i t 
has no e f f e c t on the inductance. 
This system o f o i l f i l m t hickness was t h e r e f o r e adopted. Pig,1 shows the 
basic p r i n c i p l e i n v o l v e d . 
I n p r a c t i c e the magiiet o r i n d u c t i v e transducer i s a p r o p r i e t a r y i t e m i n v;hich 
the inductance v a r i e s l i n e a r l y w i t h gap over a f a i r l y wide range. The 
necessaiy b r i d g e c i r c u i t i n g i s contained i n proprietair:^ "proximeters" and a 
s t a b i l i s e d power supply i s used t o mai n t a i n a voltage across the b r i d g e . The 
bridge out-of-balance v o l t a g e i s f e d from the proximeters t o e i t h e r a cathod 
r a y o s c i l l o s c o p e or an accurate v o l t m e t e r . 
The a c t u a l c i r c u i t used i s shovm i n Pig.2. 
3 .1« C a l i b r a t i o n 
The f o u r i n d u c t i v e transducers were c a l i b r a t e d a t room temperature u s i n g a 
micrometer screvr arrajigement. The temperature c a l i b r a t i o n s were c a r r i e d out 
i n the t e s t house oven, the probes being p o s i t i o n e d i n a lover f l a t s t e e l 
p l a t e v/hile a second s t e e l p l a t e r e s t e d on the surface. 
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The distance between the pl3,tes v a r i e d u s i n g p a i r s o f f e e l e r gtiugen as. 
shim.s, A thermocouple was placed i n the lov.'er p l a t e , adjacent t o the 
transducer, g i v i n g accurate temperature measurement a t the probe. 
The r e s u l t s o f the c a l i b r a t i o n are given i n i i g s . 5 ~ 5. 
The transducers were mounted by d r i l l i n g two j o u r n a l pads t o accept the probes 
which were f i t t e d u s i n g h i g h temperature p r o o f a r a l d i t e (X83/466) and hardener 
( H Y 9 3 2 ) . The r e s i n was cured f o r 16 hours a t a temperature o f 8 0 ° C , 
One probe having been damaged d u r i n g preliminar:/ c a l i b r a t i o n , o n l y three 
probes were i n s t a l l e d i n the pads, the remaining hole b e i n g f i l l e d w i t h the 
a r a l d i t e , Tlie probes were p o s i t i o n e d approxima,tely 1 " from the edge o f each 
pad on the p i v o t l i n e and about ,005 t o , 0 0 8 i n c h below the vrhitemetal s u r f a c e , 
t h i s depth being chosen such t h a t the expected readings i n o p e r a t i o n should be 
I ' e l a t i v e l y temperature i n v a r i a n t . 
Thermocouples v;ere placed i n the pads, adjacent t o the probes and j u s t beneath 
the v/hitemetal surface. Four thermocouples v.'ere used, the f o u r t h b e i n g placed 
f o r the m i s s i n g probe. 
The a r a l d i t e h o l d i n g the probes was scraped f l u s h w i t h the vjhitemetal 
surface and, u s i n g s p e c i a l l y machined mandrel segments, the depth o f the 
probe t i p s beneath the Airhitemetal surface was ascertained. The mandrels had 
been machined w i t h a s l i g h t t a p e r , thus oversize f e e l e r gauges were placed 
bein-^een the pad and m a n d r i l , d i r e c t l y above the probes. The probe vo l t a g e s 
obtained f o r those c o n d i t i o n s are shovm by the do t t e d l i n e s i n Pigs. 3 - 5 
g i v i n g corresponding depths. 
The e l e c t r i c a l equipment \-rs,s f i n a l l y checked, the o s c i l l o s c o p e c a l i b r a t e d 
u s i n g o u t p u t from the probes and the d i g i t a l avometer and the equipment boxed 
and t r a n s p o r t e d t o Southampton. 
5,2 I n s t a l l a t i o n 
As soon as engines were c o o l enough t o a l l o w t a i m i n g gear t o be disconnected 
s t a r b o a r d a f t b e a r i n g t o p c a s i n g was removed and the s h a f t jacked t o take 
the l o a d o f f the bottom, pads, Tiie three lower pads were removed and replaced v/i t h 
tv/o instrumented pads and one pad from the ship's spares. 
The pad f i t t e d v d t h two probes was f i t t e d a t the bottom o f the b e a r i n g w h i l e the 
pad w i t h the s i n g l e probe was f i t t e d on the inboard s i d e (normal upward side o f 
r o t a t i o n ) . 
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The probes were s i t u a t e d as f o l l o w s : -
No. 1 Lower pad - a f t end 
No, 2 Jx)wer pad - f o r ' d end 
Ho, 3 Side pad - a f t end 
Thermocouple leads and transducer leads were threaded through the o i l a r j i u l u s 
behind the pa.ds and l e d from the b e a r i n g v i a a hole d r i l l e d i n the perspex 
cover above the o i l scraper. 
The b e a r i n g p e d e s t a l was cleaned and the sump r e f i l l e d w i t h clean EssoMar 56 
o i l , A sample o f the o l d o i l which was darkened was removed f o r a n a l y s i s 
and photographs taken o f the j o u r n a l pads. 
With the exception o f the p r o x i m i t o r s and the probes, t h e equipment was 
s t a t i o n e d approxim.ately f i f t y yards along the starboard t u n n e l from the 
afterraost b e a r i n g . This equipment consisted o f a s t a b i l i s e d power supply t o the 
p r o x i m i t o r s , a d i g i t a l avometer measuring the p r o x i j a i t o r output v o l t a g e , an 
o s c i l l o s c o p e connected i n p a r a l l e l t o the avometer t o observe s h a f t l o c i and a 
Leeds and Northrupp temperature recorder connected t o the thermocouples, 
S^-fitchgear enabled the avometer t o monitor each probe i n d i v i d u a l l y and a l s o 
allowed a coupled i n p u t i n t o the o s c i l l o s c o p e . Thus a locus was t r a c e d on the 
o s c i l l o s c o p e by a combination o f two probe outputs i n t o the X and Y chtannels 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . A c i r c u i t diagram o f the e l e c t r i c a l system i s shovnn i n Fig.2. 
The p r o x i m i t o r s were mounted by a f l a n g e arrangement onto the aftermost b e a r i j i g 
c a s i n g and a l l connexions made. A l l c i r c u i t s were checked and shown t o be 
o p e r a t i v e . The d i g i t a l avometer c a l i b r a t i o n v/as checked and the power supply 
v o l t a g e a d j u s t e d t o - 187, 
Outputs v/ere obtained from a l l t h r e e probes showing p o s i t i v e o i l f i l m s i n a l l 
cases, 
4. TEST PROCEDURE 
A f t e r i n s t a l l a t i o n the v e s s e l s a i l e d t o Hamburg and r e t u r n e d t o Southampton, 
The datum readings o f the probes were talcen w M l e the s h a f t v;as on t u r n i n g 
ges,r and a l l equipment re-checked. 
Readings o f transducer v o l t a g e and temperature were talcen a t v a r i o u s s h a f t 
speeds d u r i n g normal p o r t and Solent manoeu'inring. Once " f u l l av?ay" r e g u l a r 
r e a d i n g o f v o l t a g e , temperature and s h a f t speed were made throughout t h e 
A t l a n t i c c r o s s i n g t o the Panama Canal, 
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I t had been hopeu t h a i v a r i o u t j weather c o n d i t i o n s would be encountered 
b u t the v;oather and sea s t a t e s remained inoderate throughout the voyage. 
The e f f e c t o f f u l l helin i n each d i r e c t i o n va.B noted i n a s p e c i a l t e s t i n 
a calm sea. 
Throughout the canal passage 3'eadings were tal<:en a t v a r i o u s speeds. 
During the Balboa, Far East, Balboa, Canal passage p a r t o f the voyage ship's 
personnel took r e g u l a r readings o f a l l parajneters but due t o a d e f e c t 
developing on the v o l t m e t e r d i d not take any eastbound A t l a n t i c readings. 
At two p o i n t s d u r i n g the voyae:e the v o l t a g e betv/een s h a f t eind e a r t h was 
checked. 
P r i o r t o the ship l e a v i n g Southsjnpton on her r e t u r n t o Far East, but a f t e r 
having c a l l e d a t European p o r t s t o discharg-e and load c o n t a i n e r s , the b e a r i n g 
pads v/ere removed, examined and measured ( t o d e t e c t v?ear). 
As a separate t e s t a plumner b e a r i n g bottom h a l f casing was h y d r a u l i c a l l y 
loaded by the manufacturer and i t s d e f l e x i o n s noted. 
5, RESULTS 
5,1 O i l A i i a l y s i s 
O i l removed upon pad i n s t a l l a t i o n v;as found t o be darkened. An a n a l y s i s o f 
o i l sample i n d i c a t e d ~ 
Percentage i n s o l u b l e m a t e r i a l -• approx. 0.02?o \}t/\Jt 
A c i d i t y 0.078 mg KOH/g 
Ti n and c opper were the major elements present w i t h f a i n t t r a c e s o f 
alviminium, i r o n , vanadium, s i l i c o n , antimony, magnesium, b a r i i m and l e a d . 
T i n , copper and antimony are the major c o n s t i t u e n t s o f whitemetal w h i l e 
aluminium i s l i k e l y t o be a r e s u l t o f s l i g i i t wear on the o i l throv/er r i n g . 
I r o n i s the same component o f the s h a f t w h i l e a l l the remaining elements are 
l i k e l y t o be found as p e r m i s s i b l e componenets o f both s h a f t m a t e r i a l o r wh i t e m e t a l . 
O i l v i s c o s i t y i s shovm i n F i g . 7 . 
5*2 At I n s t a l l a t i o n 
P l a t e s 1,2 and 3 shov/ the pads removed from the lower h a l f casing i n order t o 
i n s t a l the set o f ne\r pads. The lower pad shows an a l l over wear p a t t e r n w h i l e 
the p o l i s h e d zones o f the side pads are concentrated tovjards the f o r ' d end. 
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Tho instruTiient checks axid rGadings ta;-:en a t this staj^-e a,f;'ree w i t h the 
dattim readings taken e a r l i e r . 
5*3 Pre-Voyafce Check 
A pre-voyag-e check o f e l e c t r o n i c s and o f datuiUf 3hov;ed t h a t a datum change o f 
0.001'15 inches on the f o r ' d (No.2) probe had occurred i n European v;aters, 
T i l l s v;as assumed t o be pad wear-dowi f o r the purpose o f f u r t h e r readings. 
5.4 Voyaf^ Results 
Prom t h e r e s u l t s the f o l l o w i n g t a b l e s and {^aphs have been prepared. 
Table ¥\o_,_ 
I I 
I I I 
I V 
Content 
"IPull Av.'ay" s h a f t speed, pad temperature and f i l m 
thickness a t approximately d a l l y i n t e r v a l s and s h a f t 
alignment. 
F i l m t h i c k n e s s , s h a f t alignment, speed d u r i n g 
manoeuvring a t Southampton, 
F i l m thiclcness, s h a f t alignment speed d u r i n g speed 
r e d u c t i o n a t end o f westbound A t l a n t i c passage, 
V F i l m thickness and s h a f t speed d u r i n g a p p l i c a t i o n o f 
P o r t and Starboard helm. 
These f i g u r e s have been summarised i n a s e r i e s o f graphs: 
Graph I - This shows the v a r i a t i o n i n f i l m t h ickness t h r o u ^ ^ o u t 
the voyag-e as recorded by probes 1 and 2, Since the 
s h a f t speed v a r i e s by a small amount from day t o day 
the f i g u r e s recorded have been c o r r e c t e d t o assume a 
constant 120 r.p.m. and 49°C pad temperature. The 
design curves shovm i n "Standard Handbook o f L u b r i c a t i o n 
Engineering" published by McGraw H i l l under the 
sponsorship o f the ^ imerican Society o f L u b r i c a t i o n 
ISngineers have been usod t o e f f e c t t h i s c o r r e c t i o n . 
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Graph I I - has been prepared t o shov/ the v a r i a t i o n i n alignment 
throughout noiTaa,! passage. Also shovm on t h i s f r a p h 
arc the v a r i a t i o n s i n s h a f t speed and pea tempei-ature. 
Sea temperature i s i n c l u d e d i n or d e r t o d e t e c t whetlier 
i t ca.used h u l l d i s t o r t i o n and, hence, s h a f t alignment 
chang'e. 
Graph I I I & I V Enter i n t o grea.tor d e t a i l of the v a r i a t i o n s i n f i l m 
t h ickness and s h a f t alif-TiimGnt v / i t h s h a f t speed. T'ae 
f i l m triiclcriess given i s merely the mean f i ! ! j n , tho f o r ' d 
and a f t e r end f i l m tMclmess n o t being given s e p a r a t e l y . 
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24.7.74 
25 
26 
27 
28 
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50 
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50 
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4 
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I I 
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i r . ; i . 
1000 
(I 
11 
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125 
125 
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116 
116 
116 
115 
116 
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112 
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gABLTv. V 
q...-^ -'-or''^  FUm A f t F i l m toliiH22Ili 
Stbd 
Helm On 
P o r t 
Helm On 
0958 125 1,65 4.8 
0959 110 1.54 4.35 
095^1 102 1.5 4.2 
1000 96 1.26 4 
1002 _ 1.5 4.05 
1004 108 1.45 4.15 
1006 118 1.85 4.55 
1007 110 1.69 4.3 
1003 110 1.59 4.35 
1009 110 1.64 4.25 
1010 110 1.59 4.2 
1012 110 159 4.5 
1015 110 174 4.5 
1014 119 1.74 
4.6 
4.12 
3.96 
3.85 
5.89 
5.9 
5.85 
5.87 
5.76 
3.91 
3.76 
3.76 
4.06 
3.91 
4.01 
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The e f f e c t o f p u t t i n g helm hard over, f i r s t t o starboard then t o p o r t , 
i s shovm i n gT*aph V, I n the uppex' diagram a c t u a l measured f i l m s are given 
b u t , as is u s u a l d u r i n g a -turn, s h a f t speed v f i r i e d d u r i n g the t t i m and i n order 
t o check f i l m chaxifje on a common basis the lower graphs show the f i l m 
thicknesses c o r r e c t e d t o a constant 120 r.p,ra. 
I t should be noted t h a t fi,gures o f misalignment are quoted r e l a t i v e t o the 
"as new" surface o f the b e a r i n g pads i . e . r e l a t i v e t o the a x i s o f the b e a r i n g 
c a s i n g , ? i l n thicknesses however are c o r r e c t e d f o r the (assujned) degree o f 
v/ear v;hich took place on the Goutliarapton - Ham.burg - Soxithampton voyage v/hich 
immediately preceded the A t l a n t i c c r o s s i n g . Any subseq.uent wear i s not talcen 
i n t o account. 
During normal fu-ll~away c o n d i t i o n the f i l m thickness v;as observed t o v a i y 
a t s h a f t frequeiicy. This i s probably due t o a combination o f load v a r i a ^ t i o n 
and o f p o s s i b l e s h a f t out o f roujidjiess. The o s c i l l a t i o n i s i n both the v e r t i c a l 
and h o r i z o n t a l planes, Tlie apparent locus o f the s h a f t centre a t f u l l av/ay 
was 3J1 e l l i p s e w i t h i t s major a x i s v e r t i c a l . The major a x i s was measured t o 
be betv;een 0.0006 and 0.0007 inches the minor a x i s being about 0,0005 inches. 
5.5 Post Yoyo.r:e_ Exaxunation 
P l a t e s 4> 5f 6 shov; the s t a t e o f the b e a r i n g pads upon completion o f the t e s t 
voyag-e. I t can be seen t h a t the lovrer pad i s the most h e a v i l y marked, 
Meas\irementG o f pad wear-dovna are shovm i n F i g . 7 , Ifcar o f v/hitemetal :.n v;ay 
o f the p i v o t a t the a f t end v/as 0.0025 inches, vrear a t the f o r ' d end 0.005 
t o 0,0045, T'ne p o s i t i o n o f maximum v;ear was displaced from the p i v o t p o s i t i o n 
i n the d i r e c t i o n o f motion, 
5,6 V o l t d r o p between £haft and e a r t h 
The v o l t a g e d i f f e r e n c e between s h a f t and e a r t h v/as measured on two occasions, 
With brush gear cles^n and d r y an a.c, v o l t diffei^ence o f 20 t o 50 m i l l i v o l t s 
sjrid a d.c, v o l t d i f f e r e n c e o f 3^0 t o 410 m i l l i v o l t s was detected; no c u r r e n t 
f l o w coxild be detected i n the brush gear e a r t h s t r a p . Oil another occasion 
a 600 m i l l i v o l t d.c, and a 50 t o 100 m i l l i v o l t a.c. d i f f e r e n c e between s h a f t 
and e a r t h was detected v;i t h brush gear l i f t e d . With brush gear i n c o n t a c t 
v / i t h the s h a f t the d.c, v o l t d i f f e r e n c e s dropped.to between 200 and 300 
m i l l i v o l t s Djid no a,c, v o l t d i f f e r e n c e could be detected, 
V/ith brush gear dovm no c u r r e n t could be detected f l o w i n g t o e a r t h . 
i — ~ 
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5.7 Casing j ) e f l e x i o n 
\'Jlicn a plummer b e a r i n g i s chocked i n tl:e nonnal "lanner 3.t eacli corner the 
l o a d impressed upon i t causes d e f l e x i o n i n t h e v o r t i c a l d i r e c t i o n ; t h i s 
d e f l e x i o n i s accompanied by a h o r i s o n t a l d e f l e x i o n the e f f e c t o f which i s t o 
reduce b e a r i n g clearaiice a t the h.orna o f the beari.ng. Grapli V I shov;s the 
t o t a l r e d u c t i o n i n clearance a t the horns o f a 25" plummer block loaded a t the 
manufacturers factor;'. T i i i s b e a r i n g i s a frame sise smp.ller than the bearings 
i n q u e s t i o n and f o r a given l o a d i t i s expected t h a t i t s d e f l e x i o n would be 
gr e a t e r . 
The b e a r i n g v/as n o t b o l t e d dovra. as secuirely as i t v/ould be i n a ship nor 
was the c a s i n g top f i t t e d . Both these d i f f e r e n c e s i n mounting would l e a d 
t o shipboard d e f l e x i o n being l e s s than t e s t d e f l e x i o n . Although n o t r e l e v a n t 
t o the argument i n t h i s r e p o r t Graph V I I has also been i n c l u d e d t o show the 
Eunoujits o f d e f l e x i o n recorded i n the v e r t i c a l d i r e c t i o n . 
6. j^KOTSSIOK 
Figiares o f o i l f i l m t h i c l a i e s s have been measured vrhich i n d i c a t e t h a t a t a i l 
times d t i r i n g normal s e r v i c e and manoeu-vring speed adequate o i l f i l m s are 
g-enerated. A t speeds o f as low as 20 - 25 r.p.m, the minimum f i l m a t the 
f o r ' d end seems t o be i n excess o f .0007 inches. 
Using the f i l m thiclaiesses recorded on voyage and c a l c u l a t i n g back t o a l o a d , 
again u s i n g the ASI jB p u b l i c a t i o n , gives a load o f o n l y 
20 tons compared w i t h loads d e r i v e d by j a c k i n g o f 27 tons. This may 
suggest e r r o r i n measurement o r i n c a l c u l a t i o n method. The calc u l a , t i o n method 
i s reasonably w e l l e s t a b l i s h e d although because o f the i d e a l i s e d n ature 
o f design methods (wl i i c h tend t o be e x p e r i m e n t a l l y checked on small scale r i g s ) 
and the s i z e o f the b e a r i n g i n question some e r r o r must be assumed. I n o r d e r 
t o study the e f f e c t o f measurement e r r o r Graph V I I I has been prepared. I n 
t h i s the e f f e c t o f a b s o l i i t e e r r o r i n measuring upon the c a l c u l a t e d loa-d has 
been shovm. 
I t can be seen t h a t t o produce the d i f f e r e n c e i n l o a d r e f e r r e d t o above (555'")) 
an e r r o r of l e s s than O.OOO5 Inches i n the absolute meas-ixreruent o f f i l m 
t h i c k n e s s i s necessary. 
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Since, as v / i l l bo discussed i n f o l l o w i n g parag:caphs fu'id as i s shovm i n the 
photographs (?].atos 1 and 2 ) , wear o f the vrhitoneto.l t o o l : place d u r i n g the 
voyage, a 0.0003 i n c h erxov in f i l ! n t h i c l o i e s s yneasurGment i s reasonable t o 
expect. The3:e seems l i t t l e reajion t o doubt the r e l a t i v e v a l i i e s o f f i l m 
t h i c k n e s s , p a r t i c u l a r l y since the de.eToe o f misalif'rjnGnt shovm by the transdticers 
a t the slowest speed i s i n reasonable ar^reement w i t h t h e measured d i s t r i b u t i o n 
o f vmitemetal vrear-dovm. Accepting, t l i e r e f o r e , t h a t the r e l a t i v e changes i n 
f i l m thickness are r e l a t i v e l y accurate any change i n l o a d i n g shov/n hi'- transdi;cer 
s i g n a l v a . r i a t i o n i s also l i k e l y t o je reasonably accurate. 
Based upon " R i l l Away" f i l m v a r i a t i o n the load i s shovffi t o v a r y by - 13.85't: 
upon the steady s t a t e l o a d . This v a r i a t i o n v/as a t s h a f t frequency superimposed 
upon a lov7 amplitude wave o f 3 t o 3.3 cycles per minute. That t h e frequency 
v;as a s h a f t frequency i s a l i t t l e odd s i n c e , on an aftei-most b e a r i n g , a l o a d 
v a r i a , t i o n a.t blade frequency ^rould more l i k e l y be e:q)ected. The ( v e r y ) lov; 
ajnplitude VG,riation a t 3.3 cycles per mimite sug£^sts h u l l movement p o s s i b l y 
due t o wave cncoujiter. At the time o f the frequency measurement a moderate 
s w e l l was n-m:aixig. An enco'imter p e r i o d o f 3.3 cycles per minute suggests a 
vrave leng-th o f about I50 ;y'ax'ds„ 
\Ihcn s t a r b o a r d helm i s a p p l i e d t h ere i s a c l e a r r e d u c t i o n i n f i l m thiclaxess 
which. V7hen c o r r e c t e d f o r s h a f t speed i n d i c a t e s a 21?^  increase i n l o a d tipon the 
a,ftenr;ost b e a r i n g , l l i e chan.ge i n alignment dui^i^ng t h i s t e s t vfas s l i g h t , A 
chang-G i n alic:.(ment i s to be expected w i t h starboard helm since the a c t i o n 
o f such helm i s t o increase p r o p e l l e r torque and hence reduce s h a f t speed. At 
the same t i n e t h e r e i s an increase i n the aocial com.ponent o f the walce. Thus the 
angle of a t t a c k of the p r o p e l l e r i s decreased g i v i n g t h r u s t and, i n a l l 
p r o b a , b i l i t y , g i v i n g a decreased thr i . i s t e c c e n t r i c i t y . The upward bending moment 
on the p r o p e l l e r i s decreased ajid the aftermost t u n n e l b e a r i n g l o a d increased. 
P o r t helm can be expected t o have l i t t l e e f f e c t on the staxboar-d s h a f t . As 
can be seen from Graph Y t h i s i s i n f a c t t h e case, 
Kisaligrmiont o f the s h a f t has been p l o t t e d b o t h as a f t i n c t i o n o f time (Graph I I ) 
and o f s h a f t speed (Graph I V ) , Speed aond sea temiperature are a l s o p l o t t e d 
on Graph I I aiid from t h i s /;:re.ph i t seems t h a t s h a f t speed has t h e g r e a t e s t 
e f f e c t on alignment over most o f the voyage. On the Tokyo t o Balboa l e g o f t h e 
voya.ge however, sea temperature seem.s t o have some m o d i f y i n g e f f e c t upon 
ali^'i^'^ent. 
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Wiere alifoiment i s p l o t t e d d i r e c t l y agf^inst speed i t can c l e a i ^ l y be seen 
t h a t as s h a f t speed incretises ,:,o doey i n i r . a l i j ^ m e n t . i l u r i n g raanoeuvring i n 
Southampton the spread o f misalignment f i g u r e s vax'ies over a v-ider range t h a j i 
d u r i n g the speed r e d u c t i o n p r i o r t o anchoring a t C h r i s t o b a l . This has bean 
a t t r i b u t e d t o tho d i f f i c u l t y i n p r e c i s e l y a s s o c i a t i n g speed and transducer 
v o l t a g e d u r i n g r a p i d speed changes a t South3ir.pton as opposed t o the g r e a t e r ease 
w i t h which the s i g n a l s could be H:;/nchroniscd d u r i n g the steady speed redu.ction 
a f t e r the vrestv/ard A t l a n t i c passag-e. 
The alignment chan.ge i s such t h a t the s h a f t l i f t s a t the a f t e r end o f the 
b e a r i n g . Tiiat t h e alignment should change i n the raasner i s reasonable since 
w i t h an increa^se on speed both t h r u s t and t l r c u s t e c c e n t r i c i t y i n c r e a s e . Tiii^ast 
c e n t re on an outv;ard t u r n i n g starboard p r o p e l l e r i s u s u a l l y i n the upper 
sta r b o a r d p a r t o f the d i s c and hence increase i n t h r u s t tends t o increase tl.ie 
upward bending moment on the p r o p e l l e r s h a f t . 
The magnitude o f the alignment change sii.ch as t o indica^te the i j r o p e l l e r 
induced s h a f t bending m.oment i s s u f f i c i e n t t o completely overcome the do^.Tiward 
moment due t o p r o p e l l e r vreiglit and t o e i t h e r t r a n s f e r the s t e m b e a r i n g l o a d t o 
the upper h a l f o r a.t l e a s t completely unload the s t e r i i b e a r i n g , 
V/hen f i l m t h ickness recorded by the trajisducers i s coi'-rected f o r tempera.ture 
and speed and p l o t t e d t o a base o f time any vrear dov?n o f the v;hitemetal 
(remembering t h a t the transducers are below the metal si'.rface) v;i].l be i n d i c a t e d 
by an apparent r e d u c t i o n i n f i l m t h i c l a i e s s . E i t h e r the f i l m t h i c l a i e s s r e d t i c t i o n 
w i l l be gradual ( i f the wear dovm i s taJcing place more o r l e s s c o n t i n u o u s l y 
d u r i n g the voyage) o r , i f vrear down takes place a t c e r t a i n s p e c i f i c p o i n t s i n 
the voyag-e, then a step o r steps are i n t r o d u c e d i n t o th.e graph. 
Such a step occurs on Graph 1 d u r i n g the ship's stay i n Tokyo vrhon almost 
,0005 inches o f wear appear t o take place. S i m i l a r periods o f h i g h wear took 
place betvreen the v e s s e l l e a v i n g Southajapton and r e t u r n i n g t o Sovithampton durj.ng 
a s h o r t ISuropean l o a d i n g voyage p r i o r to the t e s t and agyain a f t e r c a l l i n g a t 
s e v e r a l Suropea,n discharge and l o a d i n g p o r t s a t the end o f the t e s t voyage. 
I f i t i s assumed t h a t no v-?ear took pl?vce on the v/estvrax'd A t l a j i t i c voyage -
a reasonable as5vj:aptlon i n viev: o f the l a c k o f vreD,r oji o t h e r p a r t s o f the voyage 
then the f o l l o v ; i n g pa.ttem o f v/ear seems t o have taken place, 
Southajnpton t o Southampton ,001" approx, 
-.0005" 
Tokyo 
Southampton t o Southampton .0015" 
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Th.e comm.on f e a t u r e about the periods during- vjhich wear appa r e n t l y took place 
i s t h a t the engines vuald. be on t u r n i n g gear f o r extended p e r i o d s . Turning-
gear speed i s about one s h a f t r e v o l u t i o n i n 5 minut'^s and a t t h i s speed no 
f i l m i s l i k e l y t o be g-enerated. F a i l u r e a t sea could be explained by the f a c t 
t h a t gradual deteri,oi>ation o f b o j i r i n g surface tooir place d u r i n g t u r n i n g gear 
o p e r a t i o n . T h i s d e t e r i o r a t i o n , i f t h i s hy-pothisis i s c o r r e c t , would be 
prog-ressive l u i t i l the b e a r i n g surfa,ce u l t i m a t e l y war; so damaged as t o h i n d e r 
f u l l speed o i l f i l m generation. 
Considerable mimbers o f beari.ngs are i n serovice which do not f a i l even v^ith 
s i m i l a r t u r n i n g gear speeds, Kovrever i f the 27 t o n l o a d d e r i v e d by j a c k i n g 
i s c o r r e c t then, compared v/i-'ch o t h e r bearing's, t h i s p a r t i c u l a r one i s 
overloaded by about 30^0, ' ' ' Xfr^ c a / j ; - iVl.w»i'thai: such 
a l o a d i s w i t h i n the c a p a b i l i t y o f a b e a r i n g o f the dimension o f the one 
i n v e s t i g a t e d p r o v i d e d t h a t reasonahle s h a f t speeds are maintained a t a l l times. 
At low speeds the o\-erload becoxaes s i f i x i i f l e a n t . 
0?he a n a l y s i s o f the darkened o i l sample i s s i m i l a r t o the obtained when wear 
has talcen place b u t such an aaialysis would a,lso be obtained f o l l o w i n g f a i l u r e 
due t o s h a f t c u r r e n t s b e i n g earthed throu.gh the bearing, 
I'he v o l t a g e s recorded on passage have been laiovm t o induce c u r r e n t s o f 
s u f f i c i e n t magnitude t o cause be a r i n g f a i l u r e , indeed v o l t a g e s o f lovrer magiiitu.de 
have been r e s p o n s i b l e f o r f a i l u r e . However when clean d r y brush gear was m.oimted 
on the s h a f t no c u r r e n t flowed t o e a r t h . Vfnen the r e l a t i v e r e s i s t a n c e s o f o i l 
f i l m and brush gear are compared i t seems u n l i k e l y t h a t s h a f t cv.Txent o f 
s u f f i c i e n t magnitti.de t o cause b e a r i n g daiaa^je flov/ed t o e a r t h v i a the beax'ing 
o i l f i l m and w h i t e m e t a l . 
A l s o , unless t h e r e i s a f a u l t i n the ships e l e c t r i c a l system, s h a f t c u r r e n t s 
are more l i k e l y t o be genercated v;hen the machinery i s a t f u l l speed than v/hen 
s l o w l y r o t a t i n g . The evidence on the o t h e r hand p o i n t s t o damag-o a t lower speeds, 
Photograp?is o f pads talce.n from the ship a l l shov; marking on the side pads. 
This miarking may be a t t r i b u t e d c i t h e r t o l a c k o f side clearance o r t o t h e s h a f t 
" c l i m b i n g " vxithout a substanti.al o i l f i l m d u r i n g slow speed o p e r a t i o n . 
The d e f l e x i o n t e s t s show s u f f i c i e n t side clearances oven under h e a v i l y loaded 
c o n d i t i o n s . 
The c o n d i t i o n s t o be drawn from thi.s d i s c i i s s i o n i s t l i a t t h e r e s u l t s i n d i c a t e 
t h a t the v/ear ta l c i n g place v:hen the engines are on ti i r n . l n g gear* i s r e s p o n s i b l e 
f o r b e a r i n g f a i l u r e . 
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Obviously a ^ l l bearings must v.'ear when on I r a m i n g gear, t h i s v;ear b e i n g a. 
f u n c t i o n o f l o a d , Tlie loads ou che aftei-most bearings o f t h i S c l a s s 
o f v e s s e l are h i f^ier than n o n i i a l l y encountered vrhicli may e x p l a i n t o some 
e x t e n t the p r e f e r e n t i a l f a i l u r e o f a,n aftermost bearing. This t e s t however 
has f a i l e d t o i n d i c a t e the reason f o r f a i l u r e o f the sta r b o a r d bea,ring and n o t 
the p o r t b e a r i n g . Pure s u p p o s i t i o n i s t h a t the load.s on p o r t and s t a r b o a r d 
bearings are s l i g h t l y d i f f e r e n t o r t h a t the p o r t boa^ring scrapers d e l i v e r 
m a r g i n a l l y g r e a t e r voltupes o f o i l on t u r n i n g gear, t h i s margin b e i n g s u f f i c i e n t 
t o prevent f a i l u r e . 
V/ear ra.te i s a l s o dependent upon the s h a f t surface f i n i s h . At t h e time o f 
i n s t a l l a t i o n the surface v;as n o t noted as be i n g abnormally rougri. Hov/ever 
surface rouglmess i s n o t o r i o u s l y d i f f i c u l t t o estimate v/ithoxit measuring 
instruments o r comparitors so i t i s f e l t t h a t , b e f o r e a d o p t i n g the f o l l o v / i n g 
recoramendations, s h a f t surface f i n i s h i s checked. 
I f v/ear down on t u r n i n g {;;ear i s t o be e n t i r e l y prevented then the s h a f t and 
bea.ring must be f u l l y sepa,ra.ted duiung slov; speed o p e r a t i o n . The o n l y method 
of d o i n g t h i s i ; ; t o supply h i g h pressure j a c k i n g o i l t o sma l l pools on the 
lov/er pad. O i l v/ould be dravm from the beai'ing surjp and d e l i v e r e d v i a f l e x i b l e 
pipes t o the bottom pad. 
Since a l l bearings v/earc a t lov; speed and g'enerally speaking f a i l u . r e i s unooirxion, 
liictliods o f red u c i n g wear on t h i s b e a r i n g v ; i l l probably increase b e a r i n g l i f e 
t o t}ia„t enjoyed by most marine s h a f t bearings. 
Accepting t h e ovmers reluctaaice t o modify b e a r i n g load b;/ l o v r e r i i i g i t 
( s i n c e t h i s ma> r e s u l t i n s t e m be a r i n g f a i l u r e ) i t i s sugf^;sted t h a t a g r e a t e r 
supply o f o i l t o the b e a r i n g v ; i l l probably increase l i f e , vfnen on t u r n i n g 
gear the scraper d e l i v e r s o n l y a sma l l volume o f o i l t o the b e a r i n g and some 
of t h i s volume i s l o s t dov;n the sides o f the o i l pick"up r i n g . Tlie volume o f 
o i l d e l i v e r e d on t u r ; i i n g gear can be increased by f i t t i n g a m o d i f i e d scraper 
and an o i l r i n g v/hich i n s t e a d o f b e i n g the u s u a l I s e c t i o n i s majiufactured 
so as t o c o n t a i n a s e r i e s o f "pockets" v/hich p i c k up o i l from t h e sump t o ].arge 
q u a n t i t i e s t i i a n a p l a i n r i n g . Such ring-s are used on cement k i l n bearing-s. 
Such a r i n g althougili d e l i v e r i n g much fyreatsT qtia.ntities may have the disadvantag-e 
o f i n c r e a s i n g o i l c hurning a t f u l l speed r e s u l t i n g i n a h o t t e r b e a r i n g o i l sump. 
Also s l i g h t m o d i f i c a t i o n t o the casing top would be r e q u i r e d . 
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A l t o m a t i v e . l j ' a ji o i l o f hi g h e r viscosit;.' may bo used but tuiless f e d i n 
s u f f i c i e n t volume i s n o t l i k e l y t o be more efficacj.ous r.ban the present o i l , 
Tlie b e a r i n g m.ay also be siapplied witJi a g-reater o i l voj.ume on tu r n i n g : gGa,r 
by m.ounting a s m a l l c i r c u l a t i n g pump outside the bearing wliich dravjs o i l from 
the sump th r o u ^ ^ i one o f the d r a i n plugs and d e l i v e r s a stream o f o i l betv/een t l i e 
upper pads. Connexions can be made through the upper i n s p e c t i o n door t o 
accomplish t h i s , 
8, COIIGLUSIONS 
F i l m t h i c l m e s s measurements have been made on the starboard aftermost b e a r i n g 
o f a c o n t a i n e r s h i p u s i n g i n d u c t i v e traxisducers. I t has been shovni t h a t although 
minor i n a c c u r a c i e s l i m i t the use o f t h i s method, as a m^efjis o f d e r i v i n g l o a d , 
considerable data can be obtained as t o the running c o n d i t i o n , VJea,r and changes 
i n alignment are p a r t i c u l a r l y ^ easy t o d e t e c t . 
Based upon t h e measurements taken i t ha,s been concl'ided tha.t the starboard 
a f t e r m o s t b e a r i n g o f the ship sv;ffers excessive vcsx down v;hen on t u r r ' i n g g-ear. 
The excessive wear dovm i s most l i k e l . y due t o the f a c t t h a t the bear.ing i s 
loaded v r e l l i n excess o f i t s desifm load. Hevcrtheiess i t i s f e l t th-at p r o v i s i o n 
o f continuous suppleraentar:/- o i l supply d u r i n g t u r n i n g gear o p e r a t i o n v / i l l 
i ncrease b e a r i n g l i f e t o t h a t enjoyed by m.ost marine t u n n e l b e a r i n g s . 
A l t e r n a t i v e l y , h i g h pressure j a c k i n g o i l m.a.y be supplied t o the lov/er pad t o 
prevent any meta,! t o metal c o n t a c t . 
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